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	 RUSSIA

	 Ivan	IV	Groszny	(The	Terrible)	(1533-1584)

			 			

3721	 Gold	½-Kopeck,	horseman,	rev	legend,	0.30g	(F	9).	In PCGS holder graded ”genuine, holed and plugged”, 
otherwise good very fine.	 £600-800	
	

Friedberg	plate	coin

	 Vasily	Shuiskiy	(1606-1610)

			 			

3722	 Gold	Kopeck,	horseman,	rev	legend,	0.68g	(F	24). In PCGS holder graded AU50.	 £500-800

	 Michael	Feodorovich	(1613-1645)

			 			

3723	 Gold	 ¼-Ducat,	 novodel,	 0.67g	 (F	 33). In PCGS holder graded “genuine, not gradeable”, and wrongly 
reattributed to Vasily Shuisky, extremely fine.	 £400-500	
	

ex	Goodman	collection,	Superior	Galleries,	11	February	1991,	lot	1

			 			

3724	 Gold	¼-Ducat,	novodel,	rev	legend	in	five	line,	1.09g	(F 34). In PCGS holder graded AU55.	 £400-500	
	

ex	Goodman	collection,	Superior	Galleries,	11	February	1991,	lot	3	 	
ex	J	Heifetz	collection



			 			

3725	 Gold	 ½-Kopeck,	 novodel,	 eagle,	 rev	 legend	 in	 six	 lines,	 0.84g	 (F	 34).	 In PCGS holder graded 
AU50.	 £400-500

	 Alexei	Michailovich	(1645-1676)

			 			

3726	 Gold	¼-Ducat,	undated,	eagle,	rev	legend,	0.81g	(F	45).	 In PCGS holder graded AU58.	 £400-600

3727	 Early	19th	Century	copy	imitating	a	Polupoltinnik	(¼-Necessity-Rouble),	ЗРЗО	(1654),	4.63g.	A curious 
piece, good very fine.	 £200-300

	 Peter	I	(1689-1725)

3728	 Poltina,	АΨВ	(1702),	novodel	(Bit	H521	R2;	KM	N83;	Sev	65A	R;	Uzd	0443	RR).	Soft slate gray tone over 
some old hairlines and adjustment marks, about extremely fine, rare.	 £2000-2500

3729	 Kopeck,	АΨЗ	(1707)	БК,	large	flan	(Bit	1925	R;	B	176;	Uzd	2282	S).	Good very fine, scarce.	 £100-120



												
																																																							3730																																																													3731

3730	 Kopeck,	АΨАІ	(1711)	БК	(Bit	2162	R1;	Diakov	22ff;	B	208;	Uzd	2315).	Well struck, extremely fine.	 £100-120

3731	 Kopeck,	АΨАІ	(1711)	БК,	variety	with	rosette	between	two	dots	(Bit	2361	R1;	B	208;	Uzd 2315).	Extremely 
fine, a rare variety.	 £100-120

												
																																																								3732																																																													3733

3732	 Kopeck,	 АΨАІ	 (1711)	 МД	 (Bit	 3391ff;	 B	 211;	 Uzd	 2319).	 Green deposits over patina, about extremely 
fine.	 £100-120

3733	 Kopeck,	АΨГІ	(1713)	НД	(Bit	3017;	B 227;	Uzd 2338).	Minor green deposits over glossy black patina, good 
very fine.	 £100-120

3734	 Gold	2-Ducats	1714,	novodel,	6.93g	(Bit	H18;	Sev	39;	F	86). In PCGS holder graded “genuine, not gradeable”, 
extremely fine, toned.	 £6000-8000	
	

ex	Goodman	collection,	Superior	Galleries,	11	February	1991,	lot	6	



						 						

3735	 Gold	2-Roubles	1720,	4.09g	(Bit	81;	Sev	61	var;	Uzd	0032;	F	91). In PCGS holder graded XF45.	 £4000-5000

3736	 Rouble,	1725	СПБ	(Bit	1370	R;	Sev	675;	Uzd	0626;	Diakov	10).	Good very fine.	 £4000-4500

3737	 Rouble	1725,	Moscow	(Bit	962ff;	Sev 680;	Uzd 0644).	Very fine.	 £400-500

	 Catherine	I	(1725-1727)

3738	 Rouble,	1726,	Moscow	(Bit	37;	Sev	818;	Uzd	0644).	Old scratch in front of bust, some deposits, attractive with 
even wear, weakly struck, almost very fine.	 £400-500



	 Peter	II	(1727-1730)

3739	 Gold	Coronation	Ducat,	1728,	struck	for	the	Coronation	of	Peter	II,	3.47g	(Bit	Ж233	R2;	Sev	116;	Diakov	
66.10;	Rudenko	1728.2	R4;	F	87).	Slightly creased, extremely fine, very rare. £25,000-30,000

	 Ivan	III	(1741)

														
																																																													3740																																																			3741

3740	 Polushka,	1741,	 small	 crown	(Bit	46	R1;	B	1	S;	Uzd	2516	S).	Somewhat crude as is usual, extremely 
fine.	 £100-120

3741	 Ivan	III,	Grivennik	1741	ММД	(Bit	12	R1;	Sev	1340	var;	Uzd	0769).	Fine. £500-600

	 Elizabeth	(1741-1761)

3742	 Rouble,	1752	СПБ-ЯI	(Bit	269;	Sev	1592;	Uzd	0842).	Worn on high points, toned, good very fine.	 £200-250



							 						
3743	 Gold	 2-Roubles	 1756,	 3.24g	 (Bit	 50	 var	 R;	 Sev	 204;	 Uzd	 4075;	 F	 119).	 In PCGS holder graded AU53, 

rare.	 £800-1000	
	

ex	Goodman	collection,	Superior	Galleries,	11	February	1991,	lot	12

						 						

3744	 Gold	Rouble	1756,	obv colon	ends	legend,	1.60g	(Bit	62	R;	Sev	195;	Uzd	4078;	F	116).	In PCGS holder 
graded XF45.	 £400-500

						 						
3745	 Gold	Poltina	1756,	0.83g	(Bit	70;	Sev	191;	Uzd	4081;	F	118).	In PCGS holder graded AU58. £350-450

3746	 5-Kopecks,	1763	MM,	traces	of	undertype	(Bit	521;	B	197;	Uzd	2633).	Very fine.	 £50-80

3747	 5-Kopecks,	 1763	 СПМ,	 overstruck	 on	 Peter	 III,	 10-Kopecks,	 1762	 (Bit	 564;	 B	 199;	 Uzd	 2632).	 Very 
fine. £50-80



	 Catherine	II	(1762-1796)

3748	 Rouble,	1765	СПБ,	TI/CA	(Bit	188;	Sev	1961;	Uzd	0968;	Diakov	82).	Slight cabinet wear on bust, otherwise 
extremely fine.	 £1000-1200

3749	 Gold	10-Roubles	1778,	12.57g	(Bit	36;	Sev	320;	Uzd	0142;	F	129b).		Mount roughly removed, edge filed and 
gilt, fine.	 £200-300

3750	 Rouble,	1780	СПБ,	ИЗ	(Bit	228;	Sev	2155;	Uzd	1104;	Diakov	403).	Slight cabinet wear on bust, otherwise 
extremely fine.	 £1000-1200

3751	 Copper	5-Kopecks,	1787	TM,	large	mintmark	(Bit	854	R1;	B	265	R;	Diakov	565	R2;	Uzd	2781	R).	Porous 
surfaces and old scratches, otherwise good very fine for issue.	 £500-600

3752	 Copper	5-Kopecks,	1792	KM	(Bit	806;	B	293	R;	Uzd	2852).	Very fine.	 £50-80

3753	 Copper	5-Kopecks,	1793	AM	(Bit	863;	B	295;	Uzd	2861).	Very fine.	 £50-80

3754	 Copper	5-Kopecks	(12),	1766,	1767,	1770,	1771,	1772,	1773,	1775,	1776,	1777,	1779,	1780,	1792,	all	EM	(B	
213,	217,	228,	229,	230,	231,	233,	234,	235,	238,	240,	292;	Uzd	2678,	2692,	2714,	2718,	2723,	2727,	2734,	
2738,	2742,	2748,	2750,	2851).		Good fine to very fine.		(12)	 £250-350



3755	 Siberia,	10-Kopecks,	1766,	lettered	edge	(Bit	1012	R1;	B	494	R;	Uzd	4252	S).	Fully struck and well preserved 
edge legend, choice extremely fine and rare, especially so well preserved.	 £2000-2500

					
																																																							3756																																																																																	3757

3756	 Siberia,	 10-Kopecks,	 1774	 KM	 (Bit	 1031;	 B	 515;	 Uzd	 4310).	Edge imperfections, otherwise good very 
fine.	 £100-150

3757	 Moldavia	and	Wallachia,	1-Para	or	3-Dengi,	1772	(Bit	1255;	B	10;	Uzd	4914).	Minor planchet imperfections, 
boldly defined for type by well-squared off edges, about uncirculated.	 £150-200

	 Paul	I	(1796-1801)

3758	 Gold	Ducat,	1797	СМ-ГЛ,	edge	6	(Bit	13	R1;	Sev	363A	R;	Uzd	0174	S;	F	143).		Good extremely fine and rare, 
especially with this edge variety.	 £10,000-15,000



						 						

3759	 Silver	5-Kopecks,	1798	over	7,	CM MБ	(Bit	88	var;	Sev	2407	var;	Uzd	1291	var)	 £800-1000

	 Alexander	I	(1801-1825)

3760	 Silver	Module	of	2-Francs,	1814,	by	Tiolier,	edge	4,	DIEU	PROTÈGE	LA	FRANCE,	incuse,	9.96g	(Bit	15	R1;	
VG	2350).	Satiny lavender-gray tone, choice uncirculated and rare.	 £1000-1200	
	

in	honour	of	Tsar	Alexander	I	after	the	entry	of	Allied	Troops	into	Paris	in	1814

																	
																																																								3761																																																													3762

3761	 Silver	5-Kopecks,	1821	СПБ ПД (Bit	273;	Sev	2801;	Uzd	1471).		In NGC holder graded MS64.	 £250-300

	 Nicholas	I	(1825-1855)

3762	 Platinum	 3-Roubles,	 1831,	 10.32g	 (Bit	 77;	 Sev	 597;	 Uzd	 0370;	 F	 160).	 Usual flan defects, good very 
fine.	 £600-800



3763	 Rouble,	1834,	Alexander	I	Monument	Commemorative	(Bit	894;	Sev	3061;	Uzd	4190).	 	Extremely fine 
with attractive tone.	 £1800-2200

3764	 Poltina,	1844	СПБ KB (Bit	253;	Sev	3449;	Uzd	1624).		In ICG holder graded AU55.	 £1000-1500

3765	 Poltina,	1846	MW	(Bit	255;	Sev	3497;	Uzd	1643).		In NGC holder graded AU58.	 £2000-2500

													
																																																									3766																																																														3767

3766	 Poltina,	1849,	СПБ ПA (Bit	262;	Sev	3554;	Uzd	1669).		In PCGS holder graded MS66.	 £3000-4000

3767	 Gold	5-Roubles	1848,	СПБ,	6.57g	(Bit	30;	Sev	454;	Uzd	0228;	F	155).	In PCGS holder graded MS62.	 £600-800

	 Alexander	II	(1855-1881)

3768	 Gold	5-Roubles	1859,	6.53g	(Bit	5;	Sev	471;	Uzd	0241;	F	163). In PCGS holder graded MS63+.	 £350-450

G

G



3769	 Poltina,	1859	СПБ	ФБ	(Bit	97;	Sev	3678;	Uzd	1754).	Some marks, otherwise good very fine.	 £200-300

3770	 Commemorative	Rouble,	1859,	on	the	unveiling	of	the	statue	to	Nicholas	I	in	St	Petersburg,	by	Lyalin,	
high	relief	(Bit	566	R;	Sev	3681;	Uzd	4194).	Nicely toned over some old scratches, good very fine.	 £700-900

3771	 Gold	5-Roubles,	1876,	6.52g	(Bit	24;	Sev	500;	Uzd	0267;	F	163). In PCGS holder graded AU53.	 £350-450

3772	 Rouble,	1877	СПБ HI (Bit	90;	Sev	3876;	Uzd	1920).	Good extremely fine, lightly toned. £100-150

														
																																																												3773																																																				3774

3773	 Gold	3-Roubles,	1869,	3.93g	(Bit	31;	Sev	485;	Uzd	0254;	F	163). In PCGS holder graded MS63.	 £400-500

3774	 Gold	3-Roubles,	1871,	3.93g	(Bit	33;	Sev	489;	Uzd	0258;	F	163). In PCGS holder graded MS63+.	 £400-500

G



	 Alexander	III	(1881-1894)

												
																																																											3775																																																										3776

3775	 Silver	 Coronation	 Jeton,	 1883	 (Diakov	 931.3;	 Smirnov	 874;	 Rudenko	 1883.2).	 Light tone, extremely 
fine.	 £150-200

3776	 Gold	5-Roubles	1888,	no	АГ	on	neck,	6.45g	(Bit	17;	Sev	533;	Uzd	0298;	F	168). In PCGS holder graded 
AU55.	 £250-300

												
																																																												3777																																																				3778

3777	 Gold	5-Roubles	1889,	no	АГ	on	neck,	6.43g	(Bit	18;	Sev	535;	Uzd	0300;	F	168). In PCGS holder graded 
”GENUINE”, polished, good fine.	 £200-250

3778	 Gold	5-Roubles	1889,	with	АГ	on	neck,	6.42g	(Bit	18;	Sev	536;	Uzd	0301;	F	168). In PCGS holder graded 
XF45.	 £200-250

3779	 Rouble	1883	ЛШ,	for	the	Coronation	(Bit	217;	Sev	3939;	Uzd	4195).	In NGC holder graded AU58, small test 
mark at edge, beautiful old cabinet toning.	 £400-600

	 Nicholas	II	(1894-1917)

										
																																																									3780																																																											3781

3780	 Silver	 Coronation	 Jeton,	 1896	 (Diakov	 1206.3;	 Smirnov	 874;	 Rudenko	 1896.1).	 Light tone, extremely 
fine.	 £100-150

3781	 Gold	15-Roubles,	1897,	12.90g	(Bit	1	R;	Sev	559;	Uzd	0321;	F	177). In PCGS holder graded AU55.	 £500-600

G

G

G

G



												
																																																										3782																																																								3783

3782	 Gold	10-Roubles,	1903,	8.60g	(Bit	11;	Sev	580;	Uzd	0345;	F	179). In PCGS holder graded MS62.	 £300-350

3783	 Gold	10-Roubles,	1911,	8.59g	(Bit	16;	Sev	593;	Uzd	0356;	F	179). In PCGS holder graded AU53.	 £250-300

												
																																																														3784																																																		3785

3784	 Gold	7½-Roubles,	1897,	6.43g	(Bit	17;	Sev	557;	Uzd	0324;	F	178). In PCGS holder graded AU53.	 £350-450

3785	 Gold	5-Roubles,	1902,	4.29g	(Bit	29;	Sev	576;	Uzd	0344;	F	180). In PCGS holder graded AU53.	 £120-150

3786	 Gold	37½-Roubles,	1902,	32.25g	(Bit	315	R2;	Sev	578;	Uzd	4212;	F	170). Light hairlines and marks, otherwise 
extremely fine, rare.	 £25,000-30,000

G

G

G

G



												
																																																3787																																																																														3788

3787	 Rouble,	1907	ЗБ-АГ	(Bit	61;	Sev	4129	S;	Uzd	2159).	Nice old tone, good very fine. £150-200

3788	 Copper	5-Kopecks,	1912	СПБ (Bit	90;	B	95;	Uzd	3932).	Mint state with some mint red lustre.	 £80-100

3789	 Rouble,	 1912	 ЗБ (Bit	 66;	 Sev	 4162;	 Uzd	 2187).	 	 Minor edge knock at top, otherwise extremely fine with 
attractive light tone.	 £250-350

3790	 Commemorative	Rouble,	1896	(АГ),	 for	the	Coronation	(Bit	322;	Sev	4035;	Uzd	4197).	In NGC holder 
graded MS62, with lustre.	 £1500-2000

3791	 Commemorative	Rouble,	1913,	Tercentenary	of	the	Romanov	House,	by	Mikhail	Skudnov	(Bit	335;	Sev	
4179;	Uzd	4201)		In NGC holder graded MS62.	 £300-400



												
																																																											3792																																																							3793

3792	 Gold	Chervonetz,	1923,	8.61g	(F	181;	Kaim	527). In PCGS holder graded AU55.	 £1500-2000

	 USSR

3793	 3-Kopecks,	1936.	A few spots, otherwise good extremely fine.	 £100-150

	 Poland

3794	 Alexander	I	(1815-1825),	Gold	50-Zlotych,	1818,	9.77g	(Bit	805	R;	Kop	2736;	Uzd	4469;	F	105). In PCGS 
holder graded XF45.	 £2000-2500

3795	 Alexander	I,	Gold	25-Zlotych	1818,	4.89g	(Bit	813	R;	Kop	2724;	Uzd	4470;	F	106). In PCGS holder graded 
XF45.	 £1500-2000
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	 THE	ANDREAS	TRAPPENDREHER	COLLECTION
	 COINS	OF	THE	CRUSADES

	 Antioch

														
																																																									3796																																																								3797

3796	 Antioch,	Tancred	(1104-1112,	regent	for	the	absent	Bohemond	I),	Æ	Follis,	first	type,	struck	approximately	
1104-1105,	bust	of	St	Peter	facing,	rev	+	/	KEBOI	/	THETODV	/	LOCOVT	/	ANKRI	/	+	(roughly	“O	Lord,	
help	thy	servant	Tancred”),	4.4g,	21mm	(Metcalf	49-51;	Schl	II,	6).		Green patina on fields, very fine for the 
type, scarce.		 £100-150

3797	 Antioch,	Tancred,	Æ	Follis,	first	type,	facing	bust	of	St	Peter	(patron	saint	of	Antioch),	right	hand	raised	
in	benediction,	in	left	field	Ο / ΠΕ,	rev .(ΚΕ)ΒOΙ /(ΘΗ)TΟΔ(ΛV)/ (Λ)ΟCΟV(Τ)/ ΑΝ)ΚΡI,	4.36g	(Schl	II	6;	Met	
49-62).	Glossy greenish patina, good very fine, rare thus.	 £200-250

														 														
																														3798																																																				3799																																																				3800

3798	 Antioch,	Tancred,	Æ	Follis,	second	type,	turbaned	and	mailed	bust	facing,	holding	raised	sword,	rev	
voided	long	cross	crosslet,	IC	XC	NI	KA	in	quarters,	3.44g,	22mm	(Metcalf	68;	Malloy	p.199,	4a).	Black 
patina with sandy highlights, a few very light scratches, very fine.	 £150-200

3799	 Antioch,	Tancred,	Æ	Follis,	second	type,	facing	bust,	bearded,	holding	sword	and	wearing	turban,	+KE	
BO	T[...],	rev	cross	pommetée,	fleuronnée	at	base,	IC	/	XC	/	NI	/	KA	in	angles,	4.28g,	19mm	(Metcalf	63ff;	
Malloy	4a).	Chipped but legends clear, very fine. 	 £100-150

3800	 Antioch,	Tancred,	Æ	Follis,	third	type,	standing	figure	of	St	Peter,	nimbate,	right	hand	raised,	cross	in	
left,	rev	cross	with	D	S	F	T	in	angles	(domine	salvum	fac	[tuum?]	Tancredum),	F	and	T	each	with	an	
extra	bar,	3.98g,	22mm	(Metcalf	71ff).	Very fine.	 £150-200

														
																																																													3801																																																					3802

3801	 Antioch,	 Tancred,	 Æ	 Follis,	 third	 type,	 an	 interesting	 obverse	 and	 reverse	 overstrike	 of	 first	 type	
Tancred,	obv	the	four-line	inscription	of	the	first	type	is	clearly	visible,	rev shows	still	St	Peters	cross	
and	parts	of	the	nimbate,	4.34g,	23.13mm	(Metcalf	71ff)	 £60-80

3802	 Antioch,	Tancred,	Æ	Follis,	fourth	type,	bust	of	Christ	nimbate,	IX	to	left,	XC	to	right,	rev	cross,	TA	/	NK	
/	P	/	H	in	quarters,	2.2g,	c.21mm	(Metcalf	81ff;	Malloy	5).		Very nice for the type, the obverse particularly 
clear. 	 £40-60



														
																																																										3803																																																					3804

3803	 Antioch,	Roger	of	Salerno,	Regent	(1112-1119),	Æ	Follis,	first	type,	overstruck	on	Tancred’s	fourth	type,	
Christ	nimbate,	right	hand	raised	in	benediction,	remnants	of	the	underlying	Tancred	follis	can	be	seen	
in	the	letters	IC	below	the	figure	of	Christ	and	near	the	rim	in	the	lower	right	quadrant,	rev	cross,	DNE	
/	SAL	/	FT	/	RO	(Domine	salvum	fac	tuum	Rogerium)	in	quarters,	2.19g,	c.20mm	(Metcalf	86ff;	Malloy	7).		
Very fine.	 £40-60

3804	 Antioch,	 Roger	 of	 Salerno,	 Æ	 Follis,	 second	 type,	 Mother	 of	 God	 standing	 orans,	 nimbate,	 in	 cloak	
with	ornamental	border	[MH ӨV],	rev	KEB OHӨ / EITω [Cω] / ΔOVΛω [P]OTεP,	in	four	lines,	4.88g,	20mm	
(Metcalf	89ff).	Very fine.	 £100-150

														 														
																												3805																																																					3806																																																					3807

3805	 Antioch,	Roger	of	Salerno,	Æ	Follis,	third	type,	St	George	on	horseback,	rev	Greek	inscription	in	four	
lines,	4.7g,	c.20mm	(Metcalf	95ff;	Malloy	9).		About fine for the type.		 £50-80

3806	 Antioch,	Roger	of	Salerno,	Æ	Follis,	third	type,	St	George	on	horseback,	rev	Greek	inscription	in	four	
lines,	4.7g,	c.20mm	(Metcalf	95ff;	Malloy	9).		About fine for the type.		 £50-80

3807	 Antioch,	Roger	of	Salerno,	Æ	Follis,	third	type,	St	George	on	horseback,	rev	Greek	inscription	in	four	
lines,	4.7	g,	c.20	mm	(Metcalf	95ff;	Malloy	9).		About fine for the type.		 £80-100

														 														
																																					3808																																															3809																																												3810

3808	 Antioch,	Raymond	of	Poitiers	(1136-1149),	Billon	Denier,	+RAIMVNDVS,	head	facing	left,	neck	breaks	
circle	of	dots,	rev	+	ANTIOCHIE,	cross	pattée,	0.93g,	17.5mm	(Metcalf,	NCirc	April	2003,	p.70;	Malloy	
A16).	Very fine, very rare.	 £500-700

3809	 Antioch,	 Raymond	 of	 Poitiers,	 Billon	 Denier,	 bare	 head	 right,	 +RAIMVNDVS,	 rev	 cross	 pattée,	
+ANTIOCHIE,	0.99g	(Metcalf	335;	Malloy	15).	Toned, good very fine, rare.		 £200-250

3810	 Antioch	Bohemond	 III,	Regency	 (1149-1163),	Billon	Denier,	 class	A,	 Jerusalem	mint,	 +BOAMVNDVS,	
small	head	right	with	pointed	chin,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée	(Metcalf	343ff;	Malloy	22).		Extremely 
fine, lustrous and well-struck, rare. 	 £200-250

3811	 Antioch	Bohemond	III,	Regency,	Billon	Denier	class	A,	0.84g	 (Metcalf	343ff;	Malloy	22).	Extremely 
fine.		 £200-250



														
																																																															3812																																												3813

3812	 Antioch	Bohemond	III,	Regency,	Billon	Denier	class	A,	0.84g	 (Metcalf	343ff;	Malloy	22).	Extremely 
fine.		 £200-250

3813	 Antioch,	 Bohemund	 III,	 Regency,	 billon	 Denier,	 class	 B,	 +	 BOANVNDIIS,	 bare	 head	 right,	 rev	 +	
ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	0.96g	(Metcalf	346-349	var).	Toned, extremely fine. 	 £200-250	
	

this	variety	of	the	class	B	deniers	has	no	pellet	or	annulet	on	reverse	and	is	not	listed	in	Metcalf

3814	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 III,	 Regency,	 Billon	 Denier,	 class	 B,	 +	 BOAMVNDVS,	 bare	 head	 right,	 rev	 +	
ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	pellet	in	first	quarter,	15mm,	0.79g,	dies	axis		(Metcalf	346-347;	cf	Malloy	26).	
Very fine.		 £200-250

3815	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III,	Regency,	Billon	Denier,	class	B,	+	BOAMVNDVS,	bare	head	right,	rev	+	ANTIOCHIA,	
cross	pattée,	annulet	in	first	quarter,	0.90g	(Metcalf	348-349;	cf	Malloy	26).	Very fine.	 £150-200

3816	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III,	Billon	Denier, helmeted	bust	left	wearing	chain	mail,	BOANVNDVS,	rev cross	
patteé,	ANTIOCHIA,	0.91g,	18.46mm	(Metcalf	364-370).		Extremely fine.	 £100-150

														 														
																																																														3817																																															3818

3817	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV	(1163-1201-1216),	Billon	Denier,	helmeted	type	E	variety,	+BOANVNDVS,	
bust	 left,	 rev	 +ANTIOCHIA,	 group	 of	 three	 annulets	 between	 I	 and	 O,	 cross	 pattée,	 crescent	 in	 first	
quarter,	0.86g	(Metcalf	400	var).	Good fine, very rare.	 £100-150	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1789

3818	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 III	 or	 IV,	 Billon	 Denier,	 helmeted	 type	 C	 variety,	 +BOANVNDVS,	 bust	 left,	 rev	
+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	crescent	in	first	quarter,	1.07g	(Metcalf	377	var).	Very fine.	 £100-150	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1779

														
																																																															3819																																												3820

3819	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV,	Billon	Denier,	helmeted	type	C/D	variety,	+BOANVNDVS,	bust	left,	rev	
+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	no	crescent,	1.01g	(Metcalf	-).	About very fine, rare.	 £100-150	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1784

3820	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 III	 or	 IV,	 Billon	 Denier,	 helmeted	 type	A/B	 variety,	 +BOAMVNDVS,	 bust	 right,	
rev	 +AMTIOCHIA,	 cross	 pattée,	 crescent	 in	 second	 quarter,	 0.99g	 (Metcalf	 366	 var).	 About very fine, 
rare.	 £80-120	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1762



														 														
																																					3821																																													3822																																													3823

3821	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III,	Billon	Denier,	class	F,	struck	c.1163-1188,	+	BOAHVHDVS,	helmeted	head	left,	
crescent	and	star	flanking,	rev	+	ANTIOCNIA	(second	“N”	retrograde,	with	pellet),	cross	pattée,	crescent	
in	second	angle,	18mm,	0.99g,	dies	axis		(Metcalf	-;	cf	Malloy	70).	Very fine, toned. 	 £80-120	
	
ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	??

3822	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV,	Billon	Denier,	class	J,	struck	c.1188-1216,	+BΘA[...]DVS,	Helmeted	head	
left,	crescent	and	star	flanking,	rev	+	ΛITI[...]IIIA,	cross	pattée,	crescent	in	second	angle,	16mm,	0.88g,	
dies	axis		(Metcalf	419;	Malloy	78a).	Very fine, toned.		 £80-100	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	??

3823	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III,	Billon	Denier,	class	B,	+BOANVNDVS,	helmeted	head	left,	rev	crescent	and	star,	
+ANTIOCHIA,	crescent	in	second	quarter	(Metcalf	346-349;	Malloy	65).	Very fine, toned.	 £80-120

														 														
																																					3824																																												3825																																														3826

3824	 Antioch,	Bohemond	IV	or	V	(1201-1251),	Billon	Denier,	class	O,	Antioch	mint,	+BOAMVHDVS,	helmeted	
head	left	in	chainmail,	crescent	in	front,	star	behind,	rev	cross	pattée,	downward-pointing	crescent	in	
second	quarter,	ANTIOCHIA,	0.85g	(Metcalf	457-461;	Malloy	126).	Extremely fine, toned.		 £100-150

3825	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV	c.1149-1233,	Billon	Denier,	class	O,	+	BOAMANDVS,	helmeted	bust	left,	
crescent	in	front	star	behind,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA	around	cross,	downward-pointing	crescent	in	second	
quarter,	0.88g	(Metcalf	457-461;	Schl	III,	4-6).	Very fine.	 £100-150

3826	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 III	 or	 IV	 c.1149-1233,	 Billon	 Denier,	 class	A2,	 +BOANVNDVS,	 helmeted	 bust	 of	
knight	right,	star	before	and	upwards-pointing	crescent	behind,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross,	inward	facing	
crescent	in	second	quarter,	1.04g	(Metcalf	364-365;	Schl	III,	7).		Better than very fine, scarce.		 £100-150	
	
ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1754	(part)

														
																																																																3827																																												3829

3827	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	(1163-1201),	Billon	Denier,	helmeted	head	left,	star	to	right,	inverted	crescent	
to	left,	+BOAMVDNVS,	with	reversed	“D”,	rev	cross,	crescent	in	second	quarter,	+AMTIOCNIA,	0.9g,	
17mm	(the	lettering	style	and	the	form	of	the	obverse	legend	indicate	a	coin	of	Metcalf	class	B,	Allen	
type	5,	but	 there	 is	no	 listed	variety	of	 this	class	with	an	 inverted	crescent	on	 the	obverse).	 	Good 
fine.	 £100-150

3828	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV	(c.1149-1233),	Billon	Denier,	class	A2,	+BOANVNDVS,	helmeted	bust	of	
knight	right,	star	before	and	upwards	crescent	behind,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross,	inward	facing	crescent	
in	 second	 quarter,	 0.97g	 (Metcalf	 364-365;	 Schl	 III,	 7).	 	 Better than very fine, striking weakness on the 
obverse, scarce. 	 £100-150	
	

ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1755	(part)



														 														
																																			3829																																														3830																																														3831

3829	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV,	billon	Denier,	class	D,	+BOAMVDVS,	bust	of	knight	left,	crescent	in	front	
star	behind	head,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	with	inward	facing	crescent	in	second	quarter,	0.88g	(Metcalf	
455-456;	Schl	III,	4-6).		Obverse a little off centre, good very fine.	 £100-150

3830	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV,	Billon	Denier,	class	N,	+BOAMVDVS,	bust	of	knight	left,	crescent	in	front	
star	behind	head,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	with	inward	facing	crescent	in	second	quarter,	0.94g	(Metcalf	
368-371;	Schl	III,	4-6).		Good very fine.	 £100-150

3831	 Antioch,	Bohemond	 III	or	 IV,	Billon	Denier,	 class	E,	 +	BOAMANDVS,	helmeted	bust	 left,	 crescent	 in	
front,	star	behind,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA	around	cross	downward	crescent	in	second	quarter,	three	annulets	
between	“I”	and	“O”	of	ANTIOCHIA,	0.98g,	18mm,	dies	axis		(Metcalf	400-403;	Schl	III,	4-6).	Small 
portion of rim missing at top, otherwise good very fine, an attractive coin.	 £100-150	
	
ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1788	(part)

																			

3832	 Antioch,	Raymond	Roupen	(c.1216-1219),	Billon	Deniers	(2),	class	L	and	M	(Metcalf	447-454).		Very fine.		
(2)	 £150-200

														 														
																																							3833																																													3834																																												3835

3833	 Antioch,	Fractional	Coinage,	Anonymous,	type	C1,	+	PRINCEPS	(“S”	retrograde),	cross	with	pellet	in	
each	angle,	rev	+	ANTIOCHIE,	altar	like	design,	1.12g	(Metcalf,	466;	Schl	III,	15).		Cleaned and lacquered, 
very fine, rare. 	 £150-200

3834	 Antioch,	Fractional	Coinage,	Anonymous,	type	C1,	+	PRINCEPS	(“S”	retrograde),	cross	with	pellet	in	each	
angle,	rev	+	ANTIOCHIE,	altar	like	design,	1.31g	(Metcalf,	466;	Schl	III,	15).	Very fine, scarce.		 £100-150	
	
ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006,	lot	1805

3835	 Antioch,	Anonymous	Æ	Fractional	Denier	(Bohemond	III,	1163-1180),	helmeted	head	right,	flanked	by	
palms,	rev	grid	in	octafoil,	with	nine	pellets	(Metcalf	481;	Schl	III,	17).		Crack at rim, but good fine for the 
issue, very rare.	 £100-150

														
																																																															3836																																												3837

3836	 Antioch,	Anonymous	Æ	Fractional	Denier,	type	C2,	PRIH·CEPS,	“S”	(retrograde),	four	pellets	in	field,	
rev	cross,	dots	in	first,	second	and	third	quarters,	crescent	in	fourth	quarter	(Metcalf	468ff;	Schl	III,	16;	
Malloy	49a).	Very fine.	 £50-80

3837	 Antioch,	 Anonymous	 Æ	 Fractional	 Denier,	 type	 C2	 var,	 similar	 to	 the	 preceding	 lot,	 but	 legends	
retrograde	(Metcalf	470).	Chipped, very fine.	 £50-80



														 														
																																						3838																																												3839																																											3840

3838	 Antioch,	Raymond	of	Poitiers	(1136-1149),	Æ	Unit,	type	A1,	R-A-M	in	angles	of	Y-shape,	rev	AN/TIOC/
HIE	in	three	lines,	16mm,	0.82g	(Metcalf	462;	Malloy	17;	Schl	II,	19).		Very fine, dark green patina under 
thick earthen encrustation.	 £50-80	
	
ex	CNG	Auction	192,	lot	338

3839	 Antioch,	Raymond	of	Poitiers,	Æ	Unit,	type	A1,	R-A-M	in	angles	of	Y-shape,	rev	AN/TIOC/HIE	in	three	
lines,	16mm,	0.82g	(Metcalf	462;	Malloy	17;	Schl	II,	19).		Very fine. £40-60

3840	 Antioch,	Anonymous	Æ	Fractional	Denier,	1120-1140,	type	A2,	AN	/	TIOC	/	HIA	in	three	lines,	three	
annulets	above	and	below,	no	legend,	rev	gateway	with	three	towers,	double	door	in	centre,	three	
small	stars	in	exergue,	16mm,	1.04g	(Metcalf	463;	Schl	III,	12;	Malloy	13b	var).	Partly weakly struck, 
very fine.	 £350-400	
	
ex	Beast	Coins	Architecture	Collection

														 														
																																							3841																																									3842																																													3843

3841	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	(1163-1201),	Anonymous	Æ	Fractional	Denier,	type	B,	cross	pattée,	annulet	at	
ends,	pellet	in	quarters,	rev	crescent	above	star,	16mm,	1.06g	(Metcalf	464;	Malloy	64;	Schl	III,	3).		Very 
fine, black patina with some orangish earthen deposits. 	 £200-250	
	
ex	J	S	Wagner	collection,	CNG	Auction	192,	lot	340

3842	 Antioch,	Bohemond	III	or	IV	c.1163-1225,	Æ	Fractional	Denier,	(+B)OA•MVN•D(VS),	lis	with	dot	either	
side,	rev	+ANTI(OC)HIA,	cross	pattée,	dot	in	each	quarter,	1.02g	(Metcalf	471,	472;	De	Wit	lily	type	3).	
Very fine.	 £50-80

3843	 Antioch,	Bohemund	IV	(first	reign,	1201-1216),	Æ	Pougeoise,	lis	with	triangular	foot,	rev	cross	pattée	
with	stars	in	angles,	0.73g	(Metcalf	471,	472;	Malloy	82).	Good very fine, scarce.		 £50-80	
	
ex	Alistair	Lilburn	collection,	Baldwin’s	Auction	49,	26	September	2006

														
																																																																3844																																											3845

3844	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 IV,	 Æ	 Pougeoise,	 F,	 +BOAMVNDVS,	 fleur-de-lis	 with	 triangular	 foot,	 pellet	 in	
each	angle,	wire	border,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	five-pointed	star	in	each	angle,	beaded	border	
(Metcalf	471,	472;	Malloy	81/82	mule).		Obverse off centre, flan creased, very fine.	 £50-80

3845	 Antioch,	 Bohemond	 IV,	 Æ	 Pougeoise,	 F,	 +BOAMVNDVS,	 fleur-de-lis	 with	 triangular	 foot,	 pellet	 in	
each	angle,	wire	border,	rev	+ANTIOCHIA,	cross	pattée,	five-pointed	star	in	each	angle,	beaded	border	
(Metcalf	471,	472;	Malloy	81/82	mule).		Irregular flan, good very fine.	 £50-80



	 Edessa

														
																																																										3846																																																							3847

3846	 County	 of	 Edessa,	 Baldwin	 II	 (second	 reign,	 1108-1118)	 Æ	 Follis,	 Edessa	 mint,	 2.88g,	 22mm,	 Count	
standing	facing	in	full	armour,	holding	sword	and	cross,	B/D-N	in	fields,	rev nimbate	bust	of	Christ	
facing,	IC-XC	flanking	(Metcalf	115;	Malloy	12).		About fine, black and earthen patina, very rare. £200-300

3847	 Counts	of	Edessa,	Baldwin	II,	Æ	Follis,	light	issue,	standing	figure	of	Baldwin	II	holding	cross	in	raised	
right	hand	and	sword	by	waist	in	left,	rev	cross,	4.84g,	22.5mm,	dies	axis		(Metcalf	109-111;	Schl	I.7;	
Malloy	9a).	 Good fine / very fine or better for the issue.	 £200-300

														
																																																											3848																																																												3849

3848	 Counts	of	Edessa,	Baldwin	II,	Æ	Follis,	class	4,	BALD	-	OVINO	-	KOMH	in	three	lines,	rev	jewelled	cross	
with	globule	at	the	end	of	each	arm,	overstruck	on	coin	of	Richard	of	Salerno,	6.74g,	27mm	(Metcalf	
107-108;	Schl	I,	3;	Porteous	class	4;	Malloy	8).		Very fine.	 £150-200	
	
ex	Anastasius	collection	

3849	 Counts	of	Edessa,	Joscelin	I	or	II	(1119-1144),	Æ	Follis,	nimbate	bust	of	Christ,	rev	cross,	2.95g,	21mm	
(Metcalf	p.38).	Very fine, very rare.	 £80-100

	 Jerusalem

3850	 Latin	Kingdom	of	Jerusalem,	Baldwin	III (1143-1163),	Billon	Obol,	‘Rough’	coinage,	lettering	series	1,	+	
RЄX	[B]AL[?]VINVS,	cross	pattée	/	:	?	bI	RVSAL	om	(“om“	ligatured),	rev	Tower	of	David,	12mm,	0.41g	
(cf	Metcalf	147-8	(denier);	cf	Malloy	2	(same)).		Good very fine. 	 £150-200	
	

The	lettering	is	similar	to	series	1,	however	neither	series	1	nor	series	2	start	with	cross	on	the	obverse,	but	with	three	dots.	From	
series	3	onwards	the	cross	is	used.	Possibly	this	coin	is	a	new,	not	yet	described	series.	

																										
																																																													3851																																																			3852																											
3851	 Jerusalem,	Baldwin	III,	Silver	Denier,	‘Rough’	coinage,	lettering	series	3,	+	BALdVINVS	REX,	cross	pattée,	

rev	+	dE	IERVSALEN,	Tower	of	David	with	irregular	stonework,	0.86g,	17mm	(Metcalf	153;	Malloy	10).		
Good very fine, typical striking weakness.		 £140-180

3852	 Jerusalem,	 Baldwin	 III,	 Silver	 Denier,	 ‘Smooth‘	 coinage,	 group	 3,	 cross,	 rev	 Tower	 of	 David,	 0.85	 g	
(Metcalf	158a;	Malloy	18).		Toned, about extremely fine.		 £140-180



																					
																																																													3853																																																		3854

3853	 Jerusalem,	Baldwin	III,	Silver	Denier,	‘Smooth‘	series,	group	5,	cross,	rev	Tower	of	David,	0.85g	(Metcalf	
164a).		Wonderful patina, about extremely fine. 	 £140-180

3854	 Jerusalem,	 Baldwin	 III,	 Silver	 Denier,	 ‘Rough’	 coinage,	 lettering	 series	 3c,	 +	 BALdVINVS	 REX,	 cross	
pattée,	rev	+	DE	IERVSALEN,	Tower	of	David	with	irregular	stonework	(Metcalf	153;	Malloy	10).	Good 
very fine, typical striking weakness.		 £60-80

3855	 Jerusalem,	Baldwin	III,	Silver	Obol,	‘Smooth’	coinage,	group	5,	BALDVINVS	REX,	cross	pattée,	rev	+	DE	
IERVSALEM,	Tower	of	David,	0.54g,	12mm	(Metcalf	165-167;	Malloy	21).		Very fine. 	 £140-180

3856	 Jerusalem,	Baldwin	III,	Silver	Obol,	‘Smooth’	coinage,	group	5,	BALDVINVS	REX,	cross	pattée,	rev	+	DE	
IERVSALEM,	Tower	of	David	(Metcalf	165-167;	Malloy	21).	Good very fine. £120-140

3857	 Jerusalem,	Amaury	(1163-1174),	Denier,	three	pellets	stop,	flanked	by	two	pellets,	chevron-barred	“A“,	
0.91g,	17.2mm	(Metcalf	169,	variety	1b).		Very fine for the type, very rare.	 £140-180

3858	 Jerusalem,	Acre	mint,	Silver	Denier,	MONETA	REGIS,	Patriarchal	or	Jerusalem	Cross,		and		in	field,	
left	and	right	of	the	cross,	rev	REX	IERL’M,	cross,	0.9g,	19mm	(Metcalf	146;	Schl	III,	27).	Very fine for the 
type, very rare.	 £300-400	
	
Probably	 dating	 from	 the	 Commune	 of	Acre	 /	 St	 Jean	 d’Acre	 /	Acco,	 1231-1243	AD	 even	 though	 the	 King	 of	 Jerusalem	 is	
mentioned	on	the	coin	obverse:

3859	 Jerusalem,	Acre	mint,	Silver	Denier,	MONETA	REGIS,	Patriarchal	or	Jerusalem	Cross,		and		in	field,	
left	and	right	of	the	cross,	rev	REX	IERL’M,	cross,	0.9g,	19mm	(Metcalf	146;	Schl	III,	27).	Wavy flan, weak 
legends, about very fine for the type, very rare.	 £150-200

											 																	
																																						3860																																										3861																																												3862

3860	 Henry	of	Champagne,	(1192-1197),	King	of	Jerusalem,	Æ	Pougeoise	d’Acre,	+COMES	HENRICUS,	cross	
pattée,	annulets	in	four	quarters,	rev	+PUGES	D’ACCON,	fleur-de-lis,	1.0g,	17mm	(Schl	III,	28,	Metcalf	
199f).		Very fine for the type, very rare.	 £80-100	
	
The	name	pougeoise	(¼-Denier	or	½-Obole)	is	a	rare	and	early	case	of	the	denomination	written	on	a	Crusader	coin

3861	 Cyprus,	Guy	de	Lusignan,	Lord	of	Cyprus	(1192-1194),	Æ	Fraction,	+	REX	(GVI)DO	D,	facing	crowned	
bust,	rev	+E	IERU(SA)LEM,	rotunda	of	the	Holy	Sepulchre,	1.42g,	17mm	(Metcalf	628	(Cyprus);	Schl	III,	
21	(Jerusalem)).		About very fine, weak strike in areas. 	 £100-120	
	
Schlumberger	assigned	this	coinage	to	Jerusalem.	These	coins	are	found	in	sufficiently	large	quantities	in	Cyprus	to	warrant	a	
re-attribution	to	Cyprus.	It	is	possible	that	Guy	had	these	coins	struck	at	the	mint	of	Jerusalem	and	brought	over	to	Cyprus	for	
circulation	throughout	the	island.		[reattributed	by	Metcalf	in	Coinage	of	the	Crusades	and	the	Latin	East]

3862	 Cyprus,	Guy	de	Lusignan,	Lord	of	Cyprus,	Æ	Fraction,	 +	REX	 (GVI)DO	D,	 facing	 crowned	bust,	 rev	
+E	 IERU(SA)LEM,	 rotunda	 of	 the	 Holy	 Sepulchre,	 1.42g,	 17mm	 (Metcalf	 628	 (Cyprus);	 Schl	 III,	 21	
(Jerusalem)).		Parts weakly struck, about very fine.	 £80-100



															
																																																															3863																																													3864

3863	 Cyprus,	Guy	de	Lusignan,	Denier,	+	REXGVIDO,	gate	with	eight	pointed	star,	rev	+	DE	CIPRO,	cross,	
pellet	in	first	and	fourth	quarters,	crescents	in	second	and	third	quarters,	0.92g,	17.6mm	(Metcalf	629;	
NNM	59,	Tripolis	Hoard	(1933),	pl	VI,	3;	Schulze,	Cyprus Numismatic Society’s Numismatic Report,	vol.
XXXI-XXXII	(2000-2001),	141-152).	A little chipped, otherwise very fine.	 £200-250	
	
Only	a	few	other	specimens	are	known	of	this	type,	which	was	struck	during	the	early	reign	of	Guy	de	Lusignan	in	1192.	Not	
in	Slocum	collection

3864	 Cyprus,	anonymous,	attributed	to	Amaury	(1194-1205),	Billon	Denier,	struck	before	1197?,	+DE◦CIPRO,	
gate	with	three	battlements	and	eight	pointed	star,	rev	+DE◦CIPRO,	cross	pattée,	pellet	in	second	
and	third,	crescents	in	first	and	fourth	quarters	(Malloy	5,	NNM	no.59,	Cox,	VI,	3).	Good very 
fine.	 £200-250	
	
Only	11	specimens	of	this	type	were	represented	in	the	Tripolis	Hoard,	which	were	attributed	by	D	H	Cox	to	Aimery

	 Tripoli	

															
																																																													3865																																																									3866

3865	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	VI	(1251-1275),	Silver	Gros,	Tripoli	mint,	struck	c.1268?,	cross	pattée	within	octalobe,	
+BOEMVNDVS:	COMES,	rev	eight	pointed	star	within	octalobe,	+CIVITAS	TRIPOLI	(Metcalf	490;	Sch	IV,	
19).	Extremely fine.	 £100-120

3866	 Tripoli,	 Bohemond	 VI,	 Silver	 ½-Gros,	 Tripoli	 mint,	 struck	 c.1268?,	 cross	 pattée	 within	 octalobe,	
+BOEMVNDVS:	COMES,	rev	eight	pointed	star	within	octilobe,	+CIVITAS	TRIPOLI	(Metcalf	495,	496;	Sch	
IV,	20).	Very fine.	 £80-100

												 											
																																				3867																																																							3868																																													3869

3867	 Tripoli,	 Bohemond	 VII,	 Silver	 Gros,	 Tripoli	 mint,	 +	 SEPTIMVS	 :	 BOEMVNDVS	 :	 COMES	 around	 cross	
within	twelve	foil	design,	rev	+CIVITAS	TRIPOLIS	SVRIE	around	castle	with	turrets	within	twelve	foil	
design,	4.10g,	25mm	(Metcalf	497ff;	Sch	IV,	21).		About extremely fine.	 £100-120

3868	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	VII,	Silver	½-Gros,	Tripoli	mint,	+	SEPTIMVS	:	BOEMVNDVS	:	COMES	around	cross	
within	twelve	foil	design,	rev	+CIVITAS	TRIPOLIS	SVRIE	around	castle	with	turrets	within	twelve	foil	
design,	2.12g,	21mm	(Metcalf	500ff;	Sch	IV,	22).		About extremely fine.		 £100-120

3869	 Tripoli,	 Bohemond	 V	 (1233-1252)	 or	 Bohemond	 VI	 (1252-1275)	 or	 Bohemond	 VII	 (1275-1281),	 Star	
Denier,	new	style,	type	5,	cross	pattée,	three	pellets	in	second	quarter,	+BAMUND˙COMS,	eight-pointed	
star,	annulets	between	rays	+CIVITASTRIPOL	(Metcalf	546-550;	Schl	IV,	17).		Very fine for the type, small 
crack at 10 o’clock. 	 £40-60



																	 																	
																																			3870																																														3871																																															3872

3870	 Tripoli,	 Raymond	 III	 (1152-1187),	 Star	 and	 Crescent	 Copper,	 crescent,	 eight-pointed	 star	 above,	 rev	
cross	with	three	annulets	at	the	end	of	each	arm,	intersected	by	smaller	linear	cross	with	crescent	and	
annulet	on	each	arm,	0.95g,	11mm	(Met	517;	Schl	IV,	6c).	Obverse off centre, fine.		 £40-60

3871	 Tripoli,	 Raymond	 III	 (1173/74-1187?),	 ‘Castle‘	 Copper,	 gateway,	 +CIVITAS.,	 around, rev	 X-shaped	
design	(St	Andrews	cross?)	with	crescents	in	angles,	TRIPOLIS,	0.9g,	16mm	(Metcalf	523ff).	Small chip, 
very fine.	 £30-40

3872	 Tripoli,	Raymond	 III	 (1173/74-1187?),	Star	Denier,	 type	1b,	+RAMUNDUS	COMS,	cross,	 rev +CIVITAS	
TRIPOLIS,	eight-pointed	star,	annulets	between	rays	(Metcalf	519).	Very fine.	 £40-50

																	 																	
																																				3873																																												3874																																															3875

3873	 Tripoli,	 Raymond	 III	 (1152-1187),	 Star	 and	 Crescent	 Copper,	 crescent,	 eight-pointed	 star	 above,	 rev	
cross	with	three	annulets	at	the	end	of	each	arm,	intersected	by	smaller	linear	cross	with	crescent	and	
annulet	on	each	arm	(Metcalf	513-516).	Off centre, very fine.	 £30-40

3874	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	V	 (c.1230-1235	onwards),	new	style	Star	Denier,	 type	5,	+BAMUND’	COMS,	cross	
with	 group	 of	 three	 dots	 in	 second	 quarter,	 rev	 +CIVITAS	 TRIPOL,	 eight-pointed	 star	 with	 annulets	
between	rays	(Metcalf	546-552).	Small flan, fine.	 £30-40

3875	 Tripoli,	Raymond	II/III,	Star	and	Crescent	Denier,	type	2,	+RAMUNDUS	COMS,	cross	with	dots	in	first	
and	second	quarter,	rev	+CIVITAS	TRIPOLIS,	shallow	crescent	surmounted	by	eight-pointed	star,	dots	
between	rays	(Metcalf	508,	509;	Malloy	7).	Very fine.	 £40-50

																	 																
																																							3876																																										3877																																											3878

3876	 Tripoli,	 Raymond	 I/II,	 early	 period	 Æ	 “Moneta”,	 RAIMUNDUS	 COMITII,	 small	 cross	 patée,	 four	
annulets,	MONETA	TRIPOLIS,	rev	cross	with	dot	in	first	and	second	quarter,	group	of	three	dots	in	third	
and	fourth	quarters	(Metcalf	504,	505;	Malloy	3c).	Good fine.	 £40-50

3877	 Tripoli,	Raymond	II	 (1137-1152),	Horse	and	Cross	(or	Agnus	Dei)	Æ,	cross	will	pellets	 in	angles,	rev	
“horse	and	cross”	(Metcalf	506;	Malloy	4).	Obverse off centre, very fine and scarce.	 £100-120

3878	 Tripoli,	 Bohemond	 IV	 or	 V	 (c.1233-1252-1275),	 Æ	 Fraction,	 type	 6,	 +	 CIVITAS,	 cross	 pommée	 with	
annulet	at	end	of	each	arm	and	pellet	within	circle	in	centre,	pellet	in	each	quarter,	rev +TRIPOLIS,	castle	
of	‘Genoese’	style	with	full	width	divided	doorway	and	three	crenellations,	0.67g,	16mm	(Metcalf	555,	
557-559;	Sabine	type	6).	Very fine.	 £40-50



												 												
																																									3879																																								3880																																								3881

3879	 Tripoli,	Raymond	 III	 (1152-1187),	Anonymous	 Issue,	Æ	Fraction,	 type	3,	 (CV)A	TIRIPOL(I)S,	pellet	 in	
“O”,	 eight-pointed	 star	 with	 dots	 between	 each	 ray	 above	 crescent,	 rev	 central	 cross	 pommée	 with	
annulets	at	end	of	each	limb,	sword	or	dagger	in	each	angle,	0.57g,	15mm	(Metcalf	516;	Schl	IV,	6).		Good 
very fine for issue, weakly struck in areas..		 £30-40

3880	 Tripoli,	Raymond	II	(1137-1152)	or	Raymond	III	(1152-1187),	Æ	Fraction,	type	4a,	struck	c.1145-c.1173/4,	
+CIVITAS	TRIPOLIS,	eight-pointed	star,	dots	between	rays,	above	upward	crescent,	rev	cross	pattée	with	
three	annulets	at	end	of	each	limb,	intersected	by	small	cross	with	lis	and	annulet	above	each	arm,	1.31g,	
17mm	(Metcalf	517;	Sabine	type	4a;	Schl	IV,	6).		A little discoloured, otherwise good very fine.		 £30-40

3881	 Tripoli,	 Raymond	 II	 or	 III,	 Æ	 Fraction,	 type	 4b,	 struck	 c.1145-c.1173/4,	 +CIVTAS	 TRIIPOLIS,	 eight-
pointed	star,	dots	between	rays,	above	upward	crescent,	rev	cross	pattée	with	three	annulets	at	end	of	
each	limb,	intersected	by	small	cross	with	lis	and	annulet	above	each	arm,	0.95g,	16mm	(Metcalf	518;	
Sabine	type	4B).		Good very fine with a nice olive green patina, flan slightly bent.		 £30-40

												 												
																																									3882																																									3883																																									3884

3882	 Tripoli.	 Raymond	 II	 or	 III,	 Æ	 Fraction,	 type	 4b,	 struck	 c.1145-c.1173/4,	 +CIVTAS	 TRIIPOLIS,	 eight-
pointed	star,	dots	between	rays,	above	upward	crescent,	rev	cross	pattée	with	three	annulets	at	end	of	
each	limb,	intersected	by	small	cross	with	lis	and	annulet	above	each	arm,	1.42g,	17mm	(Metcalf	518;	
Sabine	type	4B).		Good very fine.		 £30-40

3883	 Tripoli.	Raymond	II	or	 III,	Silver	Denier,	 type	2,	 struck	c.1140-1164,	+	RAMVNDVS	COMS	(decorated	
letters),	cross	pattée,	pellets	in	first	and	second	quarters,	rev	CIVITAS	TRIPOLIS,	crescent	and	star,	pellets	
between	rays	of	star,	0.90g,	17mm	(Metcalf	508;	Malloy	6).		Very fine. 	 £60-80

3884	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	IV	or	V	(1230	onwards),	Castle	Copper,	new	style,	type	6,	+CIVITAS,	cross	pommée	
with	dot	 in	each	angle,	rev	+TRIPOLIS,	gateway	“Genoese”	style	with	 three	crenellations,	 full	width	
double	door	(Metcalf	557ff).	Slightly bent, green patina, very fine.	 £60-80

												 												
																																								3885																																							3886																																									3887

3885	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	IV,	Castle	Copper,	type	3,	1190?	onwards,	+CIVITAS,	gateway	with	five	crenellations,	
rev +TRIPOLIS,	ornamental	X-shaped	cross,	dot	and	crescent	in	each	angle	(Metcalf	536-538).	Irregular 
flan, good fine.		 £50-60

3886	 Tripoli,	Bohemond	IV,	Castle	Copper,	 type	2,	1187-1190?,	+CIVITAS,	gateway	with	five	crenellations,	
rev	+TRIPOLIS,	ornamental	X-shaped	cross,	dot	and	crescent	in	each	angle	(Metcalf	534-535). Slightly 
chipped, very fine. 	 £50-60

3887	 Tripoli	(Sidon	or	other	uncertain	Syrian	City,	c.1250-1268),	Anonymous	Bronze	Pougeoise,	uncertain	
blundered	Arabic	 legend,	 ChiRo	 pommeté,	 rev	 uncertain	 blundered	Arabic	 legend,	 cross	 pommeté,	
pellets	in	upper	left	and	lower	right	quarters	1.64g,	17.3mm	(Malloy	35).	Uneven strike, very fine, very 
rare.	 £100-120	
	
ex	Alex	G	Malloy	Collection,	ex	John	J	Slocum	collection,	Sotheby’s	auction,	6-7	March	1997,	lot	388



												 												
																																									3888																																						3889																																										3890

3888	 Sidon,	Balian,	1229-1240,	+·D·E·N·I·E·R,	rev	+·D·E·S·E·E·T·E·(Metcalf	213,	214).	Flan bent, a third of legend 
broken away, very fine, rare.	 £100-120

3889	 Beirut,	Raymond	III	of	Tripoli,	Lord	of	Beirut	(1184-1186),	T·V·R·R·I·S·,	Tower	of	David,	rev	+·D·A·V·I·T·,	
eight-pointed	star	(Metcalf	206,	207;	Malloy	2).	Fine.	 £100-120

3890	 Sidon,	 Girard	 Grenier,	 c.1125-1170,	 Æ	 Pougeoise,	 +GIRARDVS,	 arrow,	 two	 pellets	 on	 each	 side,	 rev	
+SIDONIA,	 six-pointed	 star	 with	 pellets	 at	 the	 end	 of	 each	 ray,	 0.90g	 (Metcalf	 second	 edition	 p.91;	
Malloy	1a;	Schl	V,	4).	Crude style, legend blundered, good fine for the type and extremely rare.		 £250-300	
	
Metcalf	and	Malloy	question	Schlumberger’s	attribution	to	Girard	Grenier.	A	later	anonymous	Sidon	mint	seems	more	likely.	

												 												
																																						3891																																										3892																																											3893

3891	 Tyre,	Philip	de	Montfort	(1246-1270),	Æ	Pougeoise,	+PhЄLIPЄ,	cross	pattée,	rev	+	DE	SVR,	temple	(Tyre	
cathedral?)	with	four	columns	and	rounded	doorway,	0.89g	(Metcalf	-;	Malloy	2;	Schl	V,	14).	Legends 
flat, corroded, good fine to very fine for the type, very rare.	 £140-180

3892	 Tyre,	John	de	Montfort	(1270-1283),	Æ	Pougeoise,	+Ioh	SIRE,	cross	pattée,	rev	+DE·SVR,	Temple	with	
two	columns,	0.86g	(Metcalf	215;	Schl	V,	15;	Malloy	4).	Legends partly flat, very fine for the issue and very 
rare.	 £200-250

3893	 Jerusalem,	 John	 of	 Brienne	 (1210-12,	 1212-25),	 Billon	 Denier,	 probably	 struck	 1218-1221	 in	 Acre,	
+DAMIATA,	crowned	bust,	locks	of	hair	turn	inwards,	rev	+IOhES:	REX:,	cross	pattée,	annulets	in	firstt	
and	third	quarter	(Metcalf	203;	Malloy	43).	Good very fine, rare.	 £150-200

												 												
																																														3894																																												3895																																			3896

3894	 Jerusalem,	John	of	Brienne,	Billon	Denier,	probably	struck	in	1218-1221	in	Acre,	+DAMIATA,	crowned	
bust,	 locks	 of	 hair	 turn	 inwards,	 rev	 +IOhES:	 REX:,	 cross	 pattée,	 annulets	 in	 first	 and	 third	 quarters	
(Metcalf	203;	Malloy	43).	About very fine.	 £60-80

	 Bezants	and	Dirhams

3895	 Gold	Imitation	of	Fatimid	Dinar,	1187-1260	AD,	with	Caliph	Al	Amir	Abu	̀ Ali	Al	Mansur’s	inscriptions,	
crude	Arabic	inscriptions	both	sides,	3.62g	(Malloy	5b).	Very fine.	 £200-250	
	

bought	Pegasi	Numismatics,	c.2006	 	
Although	this	attribution	seems	plausible,	it	is	difficult	to	be	sure	due	to	the	severe	double-striking	and	the	small	flan

3896	 Latin	 Kingdom	 of	 Jerusalem,	 Cut	 Gold	 Fragment,	 perhaps	 under	 Amaury	 (1163-1174),	 hexagram/
octafoil,	reading	EX/EM	(?),	1.14g	(cf	Metcalf	pp.107-116;	cf	ANS	MN	23,	pl.29,	40;	cf	Malloy	pp.68-69).	
Good very fine, rare.	 £250-300



												
																																																											3897																																																						3898

3897	 Tripoli	Bezant,	after	1187,	pseudo-Arabic	legends	both	sides,	obv B(oamundus?),	rev	T(ripoli?)	added	
(Metcalf	488-489).	Some weakness in outer margin, otherwise good very fine and very rare. 	 £250-300

3898	 Tripoli	Raymond	II	or	III,	imitating	al-Mustansir	(1136-1152,	1152-1187	AD),	Gold	Transitional	Dinar,	
five	 line	pseudo-Arabic	 inscription	within	double	 rings,	 legend	around	on	both	sides,	3.86g,	22mm	
(Metcalf	484	var;	Malloy	2-3a;	Schl	V,	16).	Good very fine.	 £400-500	
	

A	transitional	type,	neater	in	style	than	Malloy	3,	and	having	the	bars	between	the	rings	(as	Malloy	2),	but	considerably	cruder.	
Similar	to	the	first	types,	attributed	to	Pons	(1112-1136).	Weight	falls	at	the	lower	end	of	the	range,	all	imitations	being	under	
weight.

												
																																																										3899																																																							3900

3899	 Latin	Kingdom	of	Jerusalem,	second	phase,	Gold	Bezant	of	fine	gold,	struck	1148/59-1260,	imitating	
the	dinar	of	Fatimid	Caliph	al-Amir,	Acre	mint,	3.74g,	22.5mm,	die	axis		(Metcalf	119-125;	Balog	&	
Yvon	27b;	Malloy	4).	Good very fine, well centred strike.	 £200-250

3900	 Latin	Kingdom	of	Jerusalem,	second	phase,	Gold	Bezant	of	fine	gold,	struck	1148/59-1260,	imitating	
the	dinars	of	Fatimid	Caliph	al-Amir,	Acre	mint	(Metcalf	119-125;	Balog	&	Yvon	27b;	Malloy	4).		Very 
fine, a well centred strike. £200-250

												 											
																												3901																																																					3902																																																							3903

3901	 Mint	of	Acre	(1148-1187),	Gold	Dinar,	pseudo-Arabic	legends	both	sides,	3.52g,	22.2mm	(Metcalf	119-
141;	cf	Malloy	3	or	5g).	Some weakness, good very fine. 	 £200-250

3902	 County	of	Tripoli.	Raymond	III	or	Bohemond	IV	of	Antioch	(1152-1187-1233),	Gold	Bezant,	third	phase,	
struck	c.1187,	pseudo-Kufic	 legends,	pellet	 and	crescent	 in	 inner	margin,	 rev pseudo-Kufic	 legends,	
pellet	and	crescent	in	inner	margin,	3.55g,	die	axis		(Metcalf	487;	Balog	&	Yvon	7;	Malloy	4	or	4a).		
Hairline flan crack, otherwise very fine, toned, rare. 	 £150-200

3903	 Tripoli,	Raymond	II	or	III	(1137-1187),	Gold	Bezant,	first	phase	to	1165,	imitation	of	a	Fatimid	Dinar	of	
al-Mustansir	(Metcalf	BY	2,	484,	485).		Slightly buckled, very fine.	 £400-500	
	
bought	Baldwin’s,	19	February	2008



3904	 County	of	Tripoli,	Raymond	II	or	III,	Gold	Bezant,	second	phase,	c.1148/59-1187,	imitation	of	a	Fatimid	
Dinar	of	al-Mustansir,	23mm,	3.63g,	die	axis		 (Metcalf	486	var;	Balog	&	Yvon	5	and	11;	Malloy	9	
(Antioch)).		Extremely fine. 	 £800-1000

3905	 Latin	Kingdom	of	Jerusalem,	Gold	Bezant,	anonymous,	no	date	or	mint,	Acre?,	high	gold	content	type	
imitation	of	a	Fatimid	Dinar	of	al-Amer,	3.58g,	23mm	(Metcalf	119-134;	Album	type	730).	 	Extremely 
fine.		 £200-250

													 											
																																		3906																																																			3907																																														3908

3906	 Silver	Imitation	Dirham,	1251,	Acre	mint,	large	central	cross	in	circle,	Arabic	legend	within	square,	rev	
Arabic	legend	within	square,	2.64g	(Metcalf	227,	228;	Malloy	13;	Slocum	300).	Good very fine.	 £200-250

3907	 Jerusalem,	Silver	Dirham,	imitation	of	Damascus	Dirham	of	Ayyubid,	as-Salih	Ismail,	AD	1253,	Arabic	
legend	 within	 a	 central	 square,	 surrounded	 by	 further	 legends	 both	 sides,	 2.74g	 (Metcalf	 233-239,	
Malloy	9;	Bates	type	5).	Green toning, almost extremely fine. 	 £150-200

3908	 Crusaders,	silver	Dirham,	13th	Century,	imitating	Ayyubids	of	Aleppo,	al-Zahir	Ghazi,	pseudo-Arabic	
inscriptions	within	a	star-shaped	pattern	both	sides,	2.7g,	20mm	(Metcalf	216-219;	Album	836	for	type).	
Fine.		 £150-200

3909	 Frankish	Greece,	Despotate	of	Epiros,	Philip	of	Taranto	(1294-1313),	Billon	Denier	Tournois	(2),	Lepanto	
(Metcalf	1082,	1105);	French	feudal	Deniers	(3).		Very fine or better.		(5)	 £80-100

3910	 Frankish	Greece,	Duchy	of	Athens,	Guy	de	la	Roche	(1294-1308),	Silver	Denier	Tournois	(3),	Thebes	
(Metcalf	1027-1029,	1059).		Good very fine.		(3)	 £60-80



3911	 Frankish	Greece,	Principality	of	Achaia,	Billon	Denier	Tournois	(5),	Charles	d’Anjou	(1246-1285),	Florent	
de	Hainaut	(1289-1297),	Isabelle	de	Villehardouin	(1297-1301),	Philippe	de	Savoie	(1301-1307),	Philippe	
de	Taranto	(1307-1313)	(Metcalf	942,	953,	962,	977,	983).		Darkly toned, mostly very fine.		(5)	 £80-100

3912	 Antioch,	Billon	Helmet	Deniers	(6),	unidentified;	Byzantine	anonymous	Follis,	attributed	to	Nicephorous	
III	(1078-1081);	Mediaeval	Lead	Tokens	(3).		Fine to very fine.		(10)	 £100-150

	 Books
3913	 Schlumberger,	G,	Numismatique	de	l’Orient	latin,	reprint	in	two	volumes,	Graz,	1954.		Green cloth, as 

new.		(2)	 £100-150

3914	 Schlumberger,	G,	Sigillographie	de	l’Orient	latin,	Paris,	1943.	 	Original paper covers, a little aged and 
rubbed, contents clean.	 £100-150

	 Other	Properties
3915	 Chios,	under	Genoese	rule,	Francesco	Giustiniani	Banca,	c.1520,	AE,	4.14g,	eagle	on	castle	dividing	

letters	 “F”	 and	 “I”,	 within	 circle,	 rev cross	 (Lambros	 128;	 Lunardi	 S43a;	 Schl	 pl.XV,	 15;	 Slocum	
collection	893).	A very pleasant specimen struck on a broad flan, good very fine for this difficult issue and 
very rare thus. £150-200
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	 A	COLLECTION	OF	SOUTH	AMERICAN	COB	COINAGE

3916	 Philip	 II	 of	 Spain	 (1554-1598),	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 assayer	 “B”	 (Juan	 Ballesteros	 Narvaez),	 on	 a	
large	flan	with	full	legends,	commas	for	punctuation,	rosette	above	cross,	eight	fleur	de	lys	for	New	
Burgundy	in	Habsburg	shield,	27.44g	(Calico	158).	Good very fine.	 £300-400

3917	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“B”,	rev seven-pointed	star	above	cross,	no	punctuation	
in	legend,	26.9g	(Calico	158).	Shield double struck, good very fine.	 £250-350



							

3918	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“B”,	clear	Habsburg	shield,	five	fleur	de	lys,	27.21g	
(Calico	158).		Very fine, slightly irregular flan, missing some legend but clear lions and castle.		 £200-300

3919	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“B”,	eight	fleur	de	lys,	26.88g	(Calico	158).		Excellent 
obverse strike on a full round flan with full legends, the reverse a little weaker, good very fine, a choice example 
of this type. 	 £400-600

							

3920	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	nearly	full	shield	with	assayer	“S”	over	“B”,	seven	fleur	de	lys,	
27.15g	(Calico	158/163).		Some flat areas in the stike, otherwise very fine, rare.	 £300-400

3921	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“S”	over	“B”	as	previous	lot,	but	a	superior	specimen,	
seven	 fleur	 de	 lys,	 clear	 Habsburg	 shield,	 commas	 for	 punctuation,	 25.99g	 (Calico	 158/163).	 	 An 
attractive full, round coin, with clear curving “S” and clear upright of the “B” to the left side of “S”, very 
fine.	 £400-600



3922	 Philip	 II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“S”	 (Pedro	Sanchez	or	Cristobal	de	Segovia),	 the	
very	important	“S”	is	100%	certain	without	magnification	and	there	is	no	trace	of	assayers	over-	or	
under-type,	ND	(c.1580s),	27.48g	(Calico	163,	this coin).		Weakly struck in places, on a slightly off-round 
flan and with a distinctive flan flaw at 5 o’clock, otherwise very fine and unique.  An important discovery 
piece.	 £8000-10,000	
	
Calico	plate	coin.	 	
Currently	unique	and	much	rarer	than	the	Potosi	Rincon	8-Reales	(probably	6	known),	sold	in	the	Karon	collection	sale,	Chicago	
1990,	for	US$17,600	 	
This	coins	relates	to	the	period	around	1580,	when	there	appeared	to	be	five	assayers	at	the	Potosi	mint:		B,	C	(previously	thought	
to	be	at	the	La	Plata	mint),	L,	S	and	X.		Although	this	assayer	“S”	is	mentioned	in	the	early	classic	reference	works	by	J	T	Medina,	
Burzio	and	others,	it	was	not	included	in	any	modern	reference	work	until	this	current	coin	surfaced	and	was	authenticated	by	
Sedwick,	Dym	and	others	at	the	Sellschopp	SBC	auction	in	Zurich,	1988.		To	quote	Sellschopp	(who	probably	handled	more	non	
shipwreck	Potosi	cobs	than	anyone	else)	on	page	150	of	his	1971	book	“assayers	“S”	and	“E”	of	this	period	must	be	omitted,	
since	their	very	existence	is	probably	the	result	of	erroneous	interpretation”		It	is	now	included	in	the	second	edition	of	Sedwick	
(1988),	Menzal	(2004,	with	photo	of	this	coin)	and	the	current	Calico	(2008,	also	this	coin	illustrated).	After	this	coin	was	found,	
some	observant	cob	enthusiasts	found	several	assayer	S/B	overtype	coins	and,	in	addition,	there	is	a	½-Reale	of	Potosi	with	a	
very	clear	“S”	assayer.			

3923	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“A”	(Juan	Alvarez	Reinaltes),	27.07g	(Calico	157).	A well 
struck coin with little wear and lots of excellent detail, practically as struck, about extremely fine.  £250-350	
	

This	assayer	often	struck	this	denomination	with	“VIIII”	to	the	right	of	the	shield,	so	effectively	a	“9-Reales”!	



							
																																		

									3924																																																																																							3925

3924	 Philip	 II	 of	 Spain,	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 assayer	 “RL”	 monogram	 (Baltasar	 Ramos	 Leceta),	 rev 
interesting	 “Flaming	 Castles”,	 27.20g	 (Calico	 159).	 An above average specimen, nicely toned with clear 
scarce assayer, very fine.	 £250-350	
	

priced	at	1000	Euros	in	Calico

3925	 Philip	 II	 of	 Spain,	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 assayer	 “RL”	 monogram,	 similar	 to	 the	 previous	 lot	 but	 a	
much	superior	specimen,	27.33g	(Calico	159).		On a nice large round flan with all central detail, the obverse 
clear and boldly struck, good very fine, scarce assayer.	 £400-600

							
																																			

										3926																																																																																			3927

3926	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	RL,	27.30g	(Calico	159).	Well struck with full shield and 
clear assayer monogram, nice very fine.	 £250-350

3927	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	RL,	26.81g	(Calico	159).	Attractive dark toning, clearer 
strike than is usual, good very fine.	 £250-350

						
																																													3928																																																																																		3929

3928	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	assayer	“B”,	of	later	period	with	small	“B”,	27.13g	(Calico	158	var).	A nice 
example, lower curve of “B” not well struck making it look like an “R”, very fine.	 £200-300

3929	 Philip	 III	 of	 Spain	 (1598-1621),	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 assayer	 “B”	 (probably	 Hernando	 Ballasteros,	
brother	of	the	previous	Juan),	clear	“III”	of	king’s	ordinal,	26.72g	(Calico	121).	One or two areas of weaker 
strike as is normal for this period, though above average for type, light golden toning, very fine. £200-250



3930	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	assayer	“R”,	if	not	for	the	very	minor	doubling	and	one	or	two	
small	flat	areas	of	strike,	this	would	certainly	qualify	as	a	very	special	strike,	it	is	certainly	head	and	
shoulders	above	the	usual	mint	products	of	the	time,	full	weight	at	27.07g	(Calico	126).		Extremely well 
struck and well centred on a very large, full round flan, beautiful dark toning, choice very fine.	 £600-800	
	

Perhaps	an	early	Royal	Presentation	type.	According	to	Lazaro,	in	his	excellent	work	on	“Los	Redondos”	(1996),	the	first	royal	
strike	8-Reales	of	the	Potosi	mint	was	dated	1630.	However,	cob	collectors	are	aware	of	a	handful	of	earlier	strikes	that	exhibit	
all	the	criteria	of	these	special	coins.		

3931	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1617M	(probably	Juan	Munoz),	rev clear	but	not	deeply	struck	
full	four-digit	date	in	legend,	26.74g	(Calico	129).	Patchy toning, good very fine for issue.	 £400-600	
	

This	is	the	first	confirmed	dated	coin	of	Potosi,	despite	the	1616	quoted	in	some	reference	works.	All	dated	shield	type	coins	of	
the	Potosi	mint	are	scarce	to	extremely	rare	(or	even	unknown).	It	would	appear	that	the	mint	workers	tried	harder	than	usual	to	
get	the	dates	struck	on	these	coins	as	they	were	the	first	dated	coin	of	the	mint,	as	a	result,	the	1617	is	one	of	the	less	scarce	dates	
in	the	series.	Compared	to	the	earlier	issues	of	Philip	II,	you	can	see	beginnings	of	the	decline	in	the	quality	of	the	Potosi	coinage	
due	to	the	huge	quantities	of	silver	coming	out	of	the	fabulous	“silver	mountain”	of	Potosi.			

									
																																										

						3932																																																																																			3933

3932	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1617M,	similar	to	the	previous	lot	but	better	struck,	with	full	
and	clear	shield,	27.11g	(Calico	129).		Only the lower parts of the date evident in the reverse legend but nicely 
toned, very fine.	 £300-400

3933	 Philip	 III	 of	 Spain,	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 1620(T)	 (Juan	 Ximinez	 de	 Tapia),	 rev	 lions	 and	 castles	
transposed	as	is	common	for	this	period,	21.84g	(Calico	137).		A shipwreck coin, brightly cleaned, lower 
halves of the date numerals clear, good fine.	 £100-150



											
																																			

							3934																																																																																			3935

3934	 Philip	IV	of	Spain	(1621-1665),	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	16ZIIIT	(1623),	rev	lions	and	castles	transposed,	
26.52g	(Calico	459).	 	An excellent example of this rare anomaly, well struck centres but a little short of flan 
resulting in much of the legend off the flan, highly unusual and interesting, very fine.	 £600-800	
	

One	of	the	rarest	and	most	unusual	coins	in	the	Potosi	series,	with	the	date	rendered	as	“16ZIII”.	Presumably,	this	was	due	to	the	
lack	of	a	numeral	“3”	in	the	Potosi	tool	box	at	the	time.

3935	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1629	(as	“16Z9”),	lacking	assayer	monogram	due	to	double	
striking	of	the	shield	(would	have	been	“T”	or	“P”),	26.52g	(Calico	470).		Very fine.	 £250-350	
	

a	full	clear	four	digit	date	makes	this	a	premium	coin	for	Potosi	date	collectors

											
																																			

							3936																																																																																					3937

3936	 Philip	 IV	 of	 Spain,	 Error	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 (16)29	 P	 (Pedro	 Martin	 de	 Palencia(?)),	 bold	 “Z9”	
for	 date,	 clear	 and	 mintmark	 and	 assayer	 initials,	 rev	 lions	 and	 castles	 transposed,	 and,	 unusually,	
transposed	top	half	of	the	Habsburg	shield,	with	Aragon,	Naples	and	Sicily	to	the	left,	Castille	&	Leon	
to	the	right,	25.75g	(Calico	-).	Well struck, very fine and a scarce shield error.	 £250-350	
	

This	assayer	“P”	not	listed	in	Calico	for	this	date,	so	quite	a	rare	coin

3937	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1631T	(Tapia),	full	four-digit	date,	26.70g	(Calico	473).		Very 
fine, some encrustation, a scarce coin with a great pedigree.		 £250-350	
	

ex	Sellschopp	collection,	SBC	auction,	April	1988,	lot	667

											
																																	

												3938																																																																																3939

3938	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1635T,	date	with	an	interesting	double	striking	that	reads	“163	
35”,	26.59g	(Calico	477).		A shipwreck coin but with clear detail, cleaned, about very fine.	 £200-250

3939	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1637TR	(Pedro	Trevino),	27.31g	(Calico	480).		Date area double 
struck but very clear date, a few flat areas as is usual, about very fine.	 £200-300



3940	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1640TR	(Sellschopp	494,	this coin;	Calico	483).	Small hole to 
right of shield, well struck, good very fine and a great pedigree.		 £200-300	
	

ex	Sellschopp	collection,	SBC	auction,	April	1988,	lot	675

						

3941	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1640,	first	with	clear	“6”	and	bold	“4”	in	date	and	enough	
of	the	“0”	to	be	certain,	27.47g,	and	an	ex	shipwreck	example,	clear	“40”	in	date,	23.66g	(Calico	483).	
About very fine.		(2)	 £200-250

									
																																					

									3942																																																																																	3943

3942	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1644TR,	a	little	overweight,	28.28g	(Calico	490).	Good very fine, 
well struck “44” in this rare date.	 £300-400	
	

All	dated	coins	from	the	mid	to	late	1640s	are	rare	due	to	the	fact	that	most	were	melted	down	after	corruption	at	the	mint	was	
exposed

3943	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1645,	assayer	missing	to	left	of	shield,	26.47g	(Calico	492	var). 
Very fine for issue, well struck and a rare date.	 £200-300	
	

from	the	recent	“Panama	Hoard”,	identified	by	the	reddish	earth	deposits	found	on	most	coins	from	this	group

3944	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	1646V	(Geronimo	Velazquez),	rev clear	“46”	of	date	at	11	o’clock,	struck	
with	small	punches,	possibly	from	the	2-Reales	die	set,	26.72g	(Calico	496).	Good very fine and rare so 
well struck and in such high grade.	 £500-700	
	

This	assayer	only	operated	for	a	short	while	in	1646	before	being	arrested	for	mint	corruption,	therefore	his	coins	are	extremely	rare



									
																				

																						3945																																																																																					3946

3945	 Philip	 IV	 of	 Spain,	 8-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 1649Z	 (Pedro	 Zambrano),	 bold	 date	 with	 clear	 “9”	 and	
unusual	“Z”	with	a	tail,	rev round	revalidation	stamp,	devaluing	the	coin	to	7½-Reales,	26.28g	(Calico	
508).		Good very fine, rare.	 £400-600	
	

This	coin	has	been	salvaged	from	the	“Capitana”	wreck,	which	sank	off	the	coast	of	Ecuador	in	1654.	The	ship	carried	a	very	
large	quantity	of	Potosi	coinage	from	the	interesting	revalidation	and	transitional	periods	of	the	late	1640s	and	1652-1653.		Only	
a	very	few	of	this	extremely	rare	date	(1649)	were	recovered	and	even	less	of	the	quality	of	this	coin.		Cob	collectors	are	fortunate	
that	the	corpus	of	“cob”	coinage	has	vastly	increased	in	recent	times	with	the	recovery	of	bullion	from	shipwrecks.	

3946	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1651O/E	(Antonio	de	Ergueta	over	Juan	Rodriguez	Roas),	well	struck	
crowned	“F”	countermarks,	25.18g	(Calico	512).		Very fine, clear date and rare “over assayer”.	 £300-400	
	

from	the	Carpitana	wreck,	Ecuador	(1654)

									

3947	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	date	missing	(1651	or	1652),	assayer	“E”,	muddled	revaluation	countermark,	
26.27g	(Calico	511	or	512).		Good very fine with full shield.	 £150-250

3948	 Philip	 IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	1652E,	nearly	complete	Habsburg	shield,	clear	mm,	denomination	and	
“52”	of	date	at	11	o’clock	(Calico	515).			Fine to about very fine, rare.	 £400-600	
	

From	the	Maravillas	wreck.	The	Spanish	galleon	Nuestra	Senora	de	las	Maravillas	was	lost	in	January	1656	in	the	waters	of	Little	
Bahama	Bank.	The	ship	was	struck	by	the	lead	Capitana	while	executing	evasive	maneuvers	to	steer	clear	of	the	shallows.		The	
shipwreck	was	discovered	in	August	1972.	 	
The	date	on	this	coin	is	scarce	for	transitionals,	common	for	business	strikes,	but	excessively	rare	for	the	shield	type	8-Reales	of	
Potosi.	Only	about	a	dozen	are	known	to	exist.			Most	of	thte	other	known	coins	have	countermarks,	this	one	does	not,	making	
it	even	rarer.



											

3949	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	1652E,	McLean	type	1	obverse,	“F	.	8	.	IIII”	in	centre,	PLVSVLTRA	below,	
17.80g	 (Calico	 515	 var).	 	 Excellent well struck centre portion of obverse, reverse with corrosion damage, 
extremely fine / very good.			 £400-600	
	

from	a	Spanish	ship	sunk	off	the	Jupiter	inlet,	Florida,	in	1659.	 	
One	of	only	eight	recorded	major	varieties	of	the	transitional	coinage	of	this	year.		“Type	1”	is	one	of	the	rarer	varieties	of	the	period

3950	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	1652E,	McLean	type	IV	obverse,	18.94g	(Calico	515	var)		Excellent obverse 
detail, fine to about very fine.	 £400-600	
	

ex	Horst	Brunner	collection

													

											 														

3951	 Charles	II	of	Spain	(1665-1700),	8-Reales,	4-Reales,	5-Reales,	1-Real	and	½-Real,	1688VR	(Pedro	de	Villar	
(?)),	most	have	double	dates,	the	4-Reales	has	three	dates	(see	lot	45	for	Sellschopp’s	Lima	1688;	Calico	
373,	516,	617,	727,	839).	Generally very fine or nearly so, the ½-Real rare with double date.		(5)	 £800-1200	
	

ex	Sellschopp	collection,	SBC	auction,	April	1988	 	
these	 were	 clearly	 selected	 by	 Sellschopp	 as	 above	 average	 specimens	 and	 forms	 the	 “must	 have”	 date-set	 for	 collectors	 of	
“Pieces	of	Eight”



3952	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	1688R	(Miguel	de	Rojas	Paramo),	two	very	clear	dates,	
27.49g	(Calico	231).		Bold very fine.	 £300-400	
	

the	key	date	of	the	series	 	
ex	Sellschopp	collection,	SBC	auction,	April	1988,	lot	175,	with	auction	envelope

3953	 Philip	II	to	Phlip	IV,	8-Reales	(10),	Potosi,	shield	types,	including	dates	1624,	1629,	1630,	a	good	cross	
section	of	cobs,	some	dated	or	partially	dated,	some	from	wrecks.		Very good to about very fine, a good 
study group.		(10)	 £600-800

3954	 Philip	 II	 to	 Phlip	 IV,	 8-Reales	 (10),	 Potosi,	 shield	 types,	 including	 dates	 1622,	 1629,	 1636,	 1640	 and	
1651E/0,	this	last	with	clear	crowned	countermark	and	“over	assayer”,	ex	Maravillas	wreck.		Very good 
to about very fine.		(10)	 £800-1200

3955	 Philip	 II	 to	Phlip	 IV,	8-Reales	 (10),	Potosi,	 shield	 types,	 including	dates	1618,	1622,	1635	and	a	nice	
assayer	“Q”	from	pre-dated	period	(c.1616).	Very good to about extremely fine.		(10)	 £800-1200

3956	 Philip	II	to	Phlip	IV,	8-Reales	(7),	Potosi,	shield	types,	including	two	major	unlisted	error	coins,	two	
nice	undated	assayer	“Q”	coins	and	one	date	1640.		Very good to about very fine.		(7)	 £600-800

					
																																										

			3957																																																																																					3958

3957	 Philip	 IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Colombia,	Nuevo	Reino	mint,	1643R	(unlisted	date	 for	 the	mint),	very	
large	flan	of	even	thickness,	with	the	typical	“NR	cut”	to	the	edges,	underweight	at	24.39g	(Calico	type	
114).		Very fine and very rare.	 £500-700	
	

All	Nuevo	Reino	mint	cobs	are	rare	to	extremely	rare.	 	
Some	of	the	important	detail	can	only	be	seen	under	powerful	magnification	but	a	careful	die	comparison	has	resulted	in	an	
almost	exact	match	with	Lasser	&	Restrepo,	Cob coinage of Colombia,	second	edition	(2000),	no.18	(p.62).		Here	they	tentativily	
assign	a	date	of	1642.	The	date	on	our	example	90%	certain	with	the	top	of	the	“R”	assayer	showing	to	the	left	of	the	shield.

3958	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	assayer	Do	(Diego	de	la	Torre),	26.90g	(Calico	148).		Well 
struck and centred example of this desirable Lima issue, about very fine.	 £700-900	
	

only	9	varieties	listed	in	Calico	for	this	assayer



3959	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	1659V	(Francisco	de	Villegas),	unofficial	“Star	of	Lima”	
issue,	“L	*	M”	variety,	27.34g	(Calico	264).	Clear and well struck date and assayer, a very nice example of this 
rare issue, very fine.	 £800-1000	
	

purchased	from	Spink,	1987,	for	£60

3960	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	1660V,	clear	“660”	evident	in	date,	similar	to	Calico	266,	
same	obverse	design,	but	different	dies,	rev	similar	to	Calico	266	but	legend	starts	in	a	different	area	
with	“REX”	at	top	of	cross	rather	than	“HISP”,	27.47g	(cf	Calico	266).		Very fine, rare.	 £4000-6000	
	

ex	Sellschopp	collection,	SBC	auction,	April	1988,	lot	154

3961	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	8-Reales,	Mexico	mint,	1732F	(Felipe	Rivas	Angulo),	very	clear	and	deeply	struck	
“732”	of	date,	25.86g	(Calico	763).		Very fine and scarce as a non-wreck coin.	 £200-300	
	

same	date	as	the	first	of	the	Pillar	coinage	series



	 2-Reales	Cobs
	 Probably	the	largest	group	to	be	offered	at	auction	in	the	last	10	or	20	years

3962	 Philip	 IV	 of	 Spain	 (1621-1665),	 2-Reales,	 Potosi	 mint,	 1652E,	 an	 almost	 perfect	 miniature	 of	 the	
McLean	type	IV	obverse,	rev	similar	to	McLean	type	1,	but	with	the	date	numerals	one	each	side	of	
the	shield,	rather	than	both	on	the	right,	6.36g	(Calico	894).	Top quarter not fully struck up, otherwise 
detail bold, darkly toned, extremely fine for issue, an extremely rare transitional coin.	 £250-350	
	

varieties	of	this	series	have	yet	to	be	published	but	can	be	related	to	the	8-Reales	series,	as	recorded	by	McLean

																
																																				

														3963																																																																							3964

3963	 Philip	 IV	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	 1654E,	 three	 clear	dates,	 6.90g	 (Calico	899).	 	Extremely 
fine.	 £250-350

3964	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1660E,	three	clear	dates,	6.73g	(Calico	908).		Good very fine, the 
reverse especially nice.	 £200-300

3965	 Charles	II	of	Spain	(1665-1700),	Mule	2-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	obv (16)77E,	rev	(1)776E,	6.21g	(Calico	604).	
Good very fine, the reverse date double struck, extremely rare.	 £200-300	
	

ex	Virrey	Toledo	auction,	Barcelona,	2007,	lot	495

																	

3966	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1678E,	1681V,	both	double	dated	(Calico	606,	610).	Very 
fine to good very fine.		(2)	 £200-300



																
																																		

																3967																																																																						3968

3967	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1682V,	three	dates,	6.45g	(Calico	611).		About extremely fine for 
issue. £200-300

3968	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Potosi	mint,	1683V,	three	dates,	6.01g	(Calico	612).		Centre strike both sides 
near perfect, very fine.	 £200-300

3969	 Charles	 II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	 (8),	Potosi	mint,	1653E,	1655E,	1659,E,	1660E,	1661E,	1671/0E	(unlisted	
overdate),	1673E,	1684VR.		Generally fine to good very fine, the 1673E holed.			(8)	 £500-700

						

3970	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1684VR,	1687VR,	both	dbl	dated.	Very fine or better.		
(2)	 £200-300

								

3971	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1688VR.		Very fine or better, one holed.		(2)	 £200-300

								

3972	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1689VR,	heart-shaped,	1690VR.		First good very fine, the 
second nice very fine.		(2)	 £250-350

3973	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(2),	Potosi	mint,	1690VR,	1694VR.		Very fine or better.		(2)	 £200-300

3974	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(3),	Potosi	mint,	1693VR,	1695VR,	1696VR.	All very fine or nearly so.		
(3)	 £250-350



														

3975	 Charles	 II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	 (2),	Potosi	mint,	1697CH,	rev clear	“CH”,	1700F.	Both very fine and very 
scarce.		(2)	 £350-450	
	

ex	Virrey	Toledo	auction,	Barcelona,	2007

																	

3976	 Philip	V	of	Spain	(1724-1746),	2-Reales	 (2),	Potosi	mint,	1726Y,	 in	 the	name	of	Louis	 I,	1727Y,	 in	 the	
name	of	Louis	I	or	Philip	V.	Both very fine, the second holed.		(2)	 £200-250

3977	 Philip	 V	 of	 Spain	 (1724-1746),	 Error	 2-Reales,	 1730M,	 rev	 struck	 with	 1-Real	 dies	 (“1”	 above	 cross);	
other	2-Reales	(2),	1731M,	1732M.		Very fine to good very fine, the first extremely rare.		(3)	 £350-450

3978	 Cob	 2-Reales	 (10),	 Potosi	 mint,	 1699F,	 1701(Y),	 1703Y,	 1704Y,	 1707Y,	 1710Y,	 1716(Y),	 1728M,	 1729M.	
Mixed grades, fine to very fine. 		(10)	 £500-700

3979	 Cob	 2-Reales	 (10),	 1730M,	 1733YA,	 1734E,	 1734E,	 cut	 to	 heart	 shape,	 1735E,	 1736E,	 1740M.	 1741P,	
1742C/P,	“over-assayer”,	1743C.	Generally fine to very fine, the 1734E with a small hole, the 1733YA scarce.		
(10)	 £600-800

3980	 Cob	2-Reales	(8),	1744q,	1745/4q,	1745q,	1746q,	1748q,	engraved	“CSt”,	1748q,	1748/7q,	1749q.	Mostly 
very fine, the 1745/4 and 1748/7 both unlisted overdates.		(8)	 £500-700

3981	 Cob	2-Reales	(10),	1750,	1751E/q	(?),	1752q,	1754C,	1755C,	1758,	1759q,	1762V	(2),	1763V.	Generally fine 
to very fine.		(10)	 £400-600

3982	 Cob	 2-Reales	 (9),	 1764/3Y,	 overdate	 and	 assayer	 both	 unlisted	 for	 this	 year,	 1764,	 1765,	 1767,	 1768,	
1769V,	1771/6,	unlisted	and	unusual	overdate,	1773/2,	unlisted	overdate,	1773.		Very good to very fine.		
(9)	 £400-600	
	

the	1769V	of	unusually	good	quality	for	the	notoriously	poorly	struck	coinage	of	this	year	

3983	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	assayer	“oD”	(Diego	de	la	Torre)	struck	over	“X”	(Xines	
Martinez),	complete	legends	and	clear	“D/X”,	6.75g	(this	“over-assayer”	unlisted	in	Calico,	Calico	487	
var).		Well struck, about extremely fine, rare.	 £400-600	
	

Xines	Martinez	was	an	earlier,	very	rare,	assayer	at	this	mint



3984	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	with	“P	II”	to	left,	“oD	*”	to	right,	6.79g	(Calico	490).		Well 
struck on a full round flan, choice extremely fine.	 £300-400

3985	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	with	“P	II”	to	left,	“oD	*”	to	right,	6.84g	(Calico	490).		Well 
struck, extremely fine.	 £300-400

3986	 Philip	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	with	“P	II”	to	left,	“oD	*”	to	right,	6.66g	(Calico	490).		Well 
struck, extremely fine.	 £300-400	
	

ex	Thomas	Faistauer	collection,	in	old	Henry	Christensen	auction	envelope	 	
Catalogued	as	an	error	coin	by	Henry	Christensen,	with	King’s	name	as	“P	H	I	L	I	I	L	I	P	V”	but,	on	closer	examination,	it	may	
be	an	interesting	double	strike

3987	 Philip	 IV	 of	 Spain,	 2-Reales,	 Lima,	 Peru	 mint,	 1659V	 (Francisco	 de	 Villegas),	 unauthorised	 “Star	 of	
Lima”	coinage	of	1659-1660,	star	of	Lima	between	the	pillars,	“LIM”	with	what	looks	like	a	bar	across	
the	right	side	of	the	“M”,	6.22g	(cf	Calico	841,	unlisted	legend	variety).		Well struck very fine / extremely 
fine and rare. £1200-1500	
	

Due	to	a	shortage	of	coins	for	commerce	in	the	Vice	Royalty	of	Peru,	the	Lima	mint	was	re-opened	in	early	1659	and	coin	production	
restarted	in	the	hope	that	retrospective	permission	for	this	would	be	forthcoming	from	the	King.	Unfortunately	for	the	Spanish	
authorities	 in	Lima,	the	King	refused	permission	(coining,	with	all	 its	vast	profits	was	the	 jealously	guarded	privilege	of	the	
Crown)	and	production	was	halted	early	in	1660.	As	a	result,	the	1660	dated	coins	are	much	rarer	than	those	dates	1659.		This	has	
been	exacerbated	by	the	recent	discovery	of	a	Spanish	shipwreck	off	the	Jupiter	inlet	in	Florida,	from	which	a	handful	of	mostly	
well	eroded	coins	of	1659	were	recovered,	but	no	coins	dated	1660.	This	coin	is	from	that	wreck,	and	must	have	been	well	protected	
on	the	site	(for	over	330	years)	because	it	is	in	excellent	condition,	and	is	possibly	the	finest	known	for	this	rare	issue.	 	
This	legend	on	this	reads	“LIM”	with	what	looks	like	a	bar	across	the	right	side	of	the	“M”.	This	could	possibly	have	been	an	
attempt	by	the	die	sinker	to	create	a	monogram	“MA”	after	he	realised	he	did	not	have	enough	room	for	the	full	“LIMA”



3988	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	1660V,	“PLVS”	under	the	crown	between	pillars,	“2	*	2”	
and	date	“660”	below,	“L”	over	“V”	to	right	of	pillars,	reduced	weight	of	3.19g	(Calico	842).	From a 
shipwreck with moderate corrosion, very good to about fine and extremely rare.	 £250-350	
	

A	companion	piece	to	the	last	lot	but	much	rarer.

3989	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(5),	Peru,	Lima	mint,	1685R,	two	dates,	1686R	(2),	1687R,	three	dates,	1692V,	
obv	regular	“2”,	rev	denomination	as	“Z”.	Very fine or better, first well struck, the 1687 choice.		(5)	 £500-700	
	

The	1692V	is	from	the	Princess	Louisa	wreck,	an	English	East	India	ship	which	sank	at	the	Cape	Verde	Islands,	just	off	the	West	
coast	of	Africa,	in	1743.	 	
Cobs	from	this	mint	for	this	period,	from	the	re-opening	of	the	mint	in	1684	to	about	1700,	are	recognised	as	being	of	higher	
quality	than	in	any	other	period	since	the	well	struck	pieces	of	the	late	1500s.	From	1700,	like	at	the	Potosi	mint,	there	was	a	
gradual	deterioration	until	the	last	cob	coins	were	minted	(generally	badly),	in	1751,	to	be	replaced	by	the	pillar	design.	 	
The	coins	in	this	lot	and	those	in	the	following	four	lots	are	above	average	examples	of	this	period

	

3990	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(3),	Peru,	Lima	mint,	1694M,	two	dates,	1694M,	two	and	a	half	dates	dates,	
1695R,	two	dates.		Very fine to extremely fine, well above avrage for the type.		(3)	 £400-600	
	

first	Virrey	Toledo	auction,	Barcelona,	2007	 	
All	cobs	with	multiple	dates	fetch	a	premium,	while	three	dates	are,	naturally,	highly	desirable

3991	 Charles	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(4),	Peru,	Lima	mint,	1695R,	2½	dates,	1696H	(2),	one	with	three	dates,	
one	with	two	and	a	half	dates,	1697H,	two	dates.	 	An attractive group, generally very fine or better.		
(4)	 £500-700

3992	 Charles	II	and	Philip	V,	2-Reales	(5),	Peru,	Lima	mint,	1697H,	two	clear	dates,	1700H,	two	clear	dates,	
1701H	(2),	both	with	two	dates,	one	with	the	assayer	“H”	on	the	reverse,	1702H.	Generally very fine with 
attractive dark tone, the second double struck on the obverse, one 1701 with a small hole.		(5)	 £300-400

3993	 Philip	V	of	Spain	(1700-1746),	2-Reales	(6),	Lima	mint,	1706R,	clear	strike,	two	dates,	1710H,	second	“1”	
of	date	oversized,	1714/3M,	1718M,	two	clear	dates,	very	thick	cross	and	design	details,	1719M,	two	
dates,	1723P,	one	clear	date,	three	clear	mintmarks	and	clear	assayer.	Generally very good to good very 
fine, the 1714/3M ex-mount, holed with solder on the obverse, a rare and unlisted overdate, the 1723P a rare 
unlisted assayer for the period.		(6)	 £400-600

3994	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(8),	Lima	mint,	1723,	two	dates,	1727,	1728,	two	dates,	1729,	two	dates,	
1731,	 1731N,	 two	 dates,	 1734N,	 1734N.	 Generally very good to very fine, 1729, 1731 and 1734N holed.		
(8)	 £500-700	
	

the	1728	and	1734N	are	from	the	Princess	Louisa	wreck	(1743)

3995	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(8),	Lima	mint,	1732N,	1733N,	1735N,	1737/6N,	1737N,	two	dates,	1738N,	
1740V,	two	dates,	1741V.		Generally fine to very fine, the 1738 and 1740 holed, the last darkly toned, the 1737/6 
a scarce overdate.		(8)	 £400-600



3996	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Lima,	Peru	mint,	1734N,	Royal	Presentation	strike	(unlisted	in	all	reference	
works),	three	dates,	all	details	bold	and	deeply	struck,	especially	highlighting	the	detail	on	the	lions	
and	castles,	due	to	the	extra	care	taken	with	all	aspects	of	the	minting	process	for	these	coins,	5.19g	
(Calico	1223).		Very light surface corrosion and one tiny edge knock (from the salvage operation) on the obverse 
at 4 o’clock, otherwise very fine and rare.	 £1200-1500	
	

from	the	Princess	Louisa	wreck,	an	English	East	India	ship	which	sank	at	the	Cape	Verde	Islands,	just	off	the	West	coast	of	Africa,	
in	1743.

3997	 Philip	V	and	Ferdinand	VI,	2-Reales	(10),	Lima	mint,	1742,	1742V,	1744V,	1746/4V,	1747V,	1748,	1749R,	
1749,	1750,	unusual	Spanish	“5”	with	no	top	bar,	 this	 is	 the	first	 time	that	 this	date	has	been	listed,	
1751/0.	Generally very good to very fine, 1742V, 1749 and 1751/0 holed, the 1742 darkly toned, 1746/4 and 
1751/0 both rare unlisted overdates.		(10)	 £500-700	
	

the	1751/0	dated	coin	represents	the	last	year	of	issue	for	cob	coins	before	the	introduction	of	the	pillar	series.	

3998	 Philip	III	of	Spain	(1598-1621),	2-Reales,	Mexico	mint,	1619/8,	clear	“19”	of	date	with	traces	of	the	“8”	
underneath,	both	the	date	and	overdate	are	unrecorded,	most	of	the	shield	well	struck,	some	flatness	
in	 the	assayer	position,	but	should	be	“D”	(name	unknown),	 for	 this	period,	6.10g.	 	About very fine, 
possibly a unique date combination.	 £250-350	
	

All	2-Reales	cobs	of	this	mint	are	scarce	to	rare,	particularly	in	the	period	from	1607	(first	dated	coinage)	to	1700.	From	a	possible	
94	dates,	only	17	are	recorded	by	Krause	(in	2004),	and	18	by	Calico	(in	2008)

3999	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Mexico	mint,	1629P,	obv “629”	at	10/11	o’clock,	“OMP”	to	left	of	shield,	
6.67g	(unlisted	in	all	reference	works).		Fine, possibly unique.	 £250-350

4000	 Philip	IV	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Mexico	mint,	1655,	clear	4-digit	date,	bold	“55”,	5.21g	(Calico	870). Very 
fine with light corrosion.	 £250-350	
	
All	dated	2-Reales	cobs	of	this	mint	are	rare	to	extremely	rare	This	coin	is	one	of	the	known	dates.		From	the	Spanish	Galleon	
Nuestra	Senora	de	Maravillas,	which	sank	on	the	Bahama	Bank	in	1656	after	a	collision	with	another	galleon



4001	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(3),	all	with	clear	dates,	1729R	(2),	one	with	clear	assayer	and	“9”	of	date,	
and	one	with	a	clear	and	full	date,	 same	assayer,	1730R,	4-digit	date,	possibly	R/G	“over	assayer”.		
Generally fine to about very fine, a nice group.		(3)	 £300-400	
	

all	recovered	from	the	English	East	Indiaman,	Princess	Louisa,	wrecked	on	the	Island	of	Maio,	Cape	Verde	Islands	in	1743

4002	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(4),	1730R,	1731F	(3),	all	with	clear	4-digit	dates.	Generally about very fine, an 
attractive group.  (4)	 £400-600	
	

all	recovered	from	the	English	East	Indiaman,	Princess	Louisa,	wrecked	on	the	Island	of	Maio,	Cape	Verde	Islands	in	1743

4003	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(4),	Mexico	mint,	all	undated:	1)	first	a	shipwreck	coin,	with	unusual	
castles	made	up	of	a	small	block	on	top	of	another,	larger	block,	2)	nearly	complete	Habsburg	shield,	
rev cross	and	castles	well	struck,	3)	clear	“D/F”	over	assayer,	flat	in	date	area,	but	is	attributable	to	
1618,	the	only	known	year	of	this	over	assayer,	excellent	shield,	cross,	lions	and	castles,	4)	unlisted	
error,	denomination	to	the	right	of	the	shield	as	“1”	rather	than	“11”.		Very good to good very fine.		
(4)	 £200-300

4004	 Philip	III	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Colombia,	Nuevo	Reino	or	Cartagena	mint,	1622,	date	identification	90%	
certain,	6.42g	(Calico	316).	Very fine.	 £800-1000	
	
Sold	originally	during	the	immense	publicity	surrounding	the	find	at	the	lavish	Butterfield	&	Butterfield	Las	Vegas	auction	for	
a	record	price	of	$15,400.	 	
Very	early	dated	coins	of	the	Colombian	mints	were	practically	unknown	before	the	discovery	of	the	Spanish	Galleons	“Atocha”	
and	“Margarita”	found	by	famous	treasure	hunter	Mel	Fisher	off	Key	West	 in	Florida	(1985).	 	Salvage	efforts	produced	over	
100,000	coins,	mostly	Potosi	mint,	but	only	a	very	few	Colombian	mint	coins	were	found.	 	With	Mel	Fisher	certificate	tag	as	
85A-237321

4005	 Philip	V	of	Spain,	2-Reales,	Colombia,	Santa	Fe	de	Nuevo	Reino	mint,	undated	 (1724-1725	period),	
pillars	and	waves	type,	PLVS	VLTRA	above	what	appears	to	be	two	letter	“R”	between	the	pillars,	“F”	
to	left,	“S”	to	right,	6.39g	(Calico	type	222). Very fine for issue, small hole, very rare.	 £250-350

	 2-Reales	Cobs	or	Macuquinas	from	mainland	Spain
	 Cobs	of	mainland	Spain	were	usually	of	better	quality	than	the	Spanish	American	mints	and,	unlike	the	Potosi	

and	Lima	mints	with	their	multiple	mintmarks,	dates	and	assayers,	the	Spanish	mainland	coins	only	had	one	date,	
mintmark	and,	very	occasionally,	two	assayer’s	initials.		Usually	the	date	was	to	the	right	of	the	Habsburg	shield	
on	the	earlier	coins,	and	in	the	legend,	usually	above	the	cross	on	the	reverse,	on	the	later	coins.

4006	 2-Reales	(8),	Granada	mint,	Philip	II,	1593F,	clear	4-digit	date,	1595,	clear	4-digit	date,	1597M,	reverse	
dated	type,	other	very	well	struck	coins	of	Philip	II	(3);	Philip	III,	undated,	assayer	“M”,	1603,	assayer	
“M”.		A very nice group, good fine to about extremely fine.		(8)	 £1200-1500

4007	 Philip	II	to	Charles	II,	2-Reales	(11),	Madrid	mint,	including	1628	(3),	1627(?)V,	unlisted	date	for	mint,	
clear	“V”,	1628V,	very	clear	“628”,	mintmark	and	assayer,	1628,	base	of	the	date	numerals	clear,	1628V,	
full	4-digit	date,	assayer	and	mintmark,	and	full	ordinal	of	the	King	as	“IIII”,	1651,	cut	section	of	a	4-
Reales	(?),	4.94g,	clear	date,	1666,	unlisted	date,	and	an	undated	“Tipo	Maria”,	assayer	“BR”.		Generally 
very good to good fine, the 1666 about very good.		(11)	 £1000-1500



4008	 2-Reales	(5),	Segovia	mint,	aqueduct	mintmark,	two	with	tree	(arbol)	assayer	mark,	all	known	dated	
coins	with	this	mintmark	are	1597,	the	nicer	of	these	two	has	a	trace	of	the	“7”	evident	(Calico	530);	
Philip	II,	2-Reales	(2),	Valladolid	mint,	both	clearly	showing	the	wavy	lines	of	the	mintmark.		Generally 
very good to very fine.		(7)	 £500-700	
	

Cobs	of	the	Segovia	and	Valladolid	mints	are	all	scarce	to	rare.	 	
A	large	Roman	aqueduct	is	an	archaeological	feature	of	Segovia,	hence	the	mintmark	on	these	coins.

4009	 Ferdinand	&	Isabella,	2-Reales,	Seville	mint,	“Arrows	&	Yoke”	design;	Philip	II	of	Spain,	2-Reales	(10),	
Seville	mint,	early	undated	type	(5),	all	well	struck	on	broad,	generally	round	flans,	unusual”sideways	
“P”	assayer	(name	unknown);	dated	coinage	(4),	1588,	“P”	assayer,	1593B,	1595B,	1595,	all	with	clear	
4-digit	vertical	dates	to	the	right	of	the	shield;	(15)99,	later	design,	rev date	at	the	top	of	the	legend.	
Generally very fine to about extremely fine, a nice group, well above average for type.		(11)	 £1000-1500	
	

The	first	dated	coinage	of	Seville	was	struck	in	the	year	of	the	“Invincible	Armada”,	1588

4010	 Philip	III	to	Philip	IV,	2-Reales,	Seville	mint,	1602B,	1609B,	1614V,	1617/6D,	unlisted	overdate,	1618,	
clear	“618”,	1619D,	clear	“1619”,	1620,	clear	date,	1623,	1627	(2),	both	with	clear	“27”,	1628	(2),	one	clear,	
the	other	with	only	the	“8”	clear,	1637,	undated	(5),	including	one	struck	with	a	cross	on	both	sides.	
Generally very fine, 1609B, 1619D and 1637 rare.		(18)	 £1000-1500	
	

The	1619D	is	rare.	During	this	period	there	were	three	assayers	operating	at	the	Seville	mint,	with	initials	“R”,	“G”	and	“D”;	
while	the	first	two	are	known	assayers	for	this	date,	“D”	is	not	listed.

4011	 2-Reales	(21),	Toledo	mint,	Philip	II,	undated	series	(2),	one	with	plain	“M”	assayer,	the	other	with	
the	scarcer	“M”	within	a	large	circle	(or	“O”)	variety;	Philip	II,	1596C	(2),	scarce to rare dates;	Philip	
III,	1605C,	scarce,	1609C,	rev full	4-digit	date	at	6-8	o’clock	in	the	legend,	an	unusual	position	for	the	
date	on	any	cob, scarce,	1612C,	1615C,	unlisted	date,	1619,	 full	date,	1621/0,	unlisted	date	for	 this	
king	and an	unlisted	overdate,	clear	ordinal	“III”	for	Philip	III;	Philip	IV,	1623P,	full	date,	1628	(3),	
assayer	“P”;	date	not	evident	(7).	Generally fine to very fine, a nice group, one 1628 an exceptional example 
with date, mintmark and assayer all well struck.		(21)	 £1200-1500

4012	 Unattributable	2-Reales	(8),	missing	mintmark	or	assayer,	1590,	very	clear	date,	1591,	1596,	1601,	1608,	
clear	date,	1619,	1622,	and	undated	with	clear	“N”	assayer.		Generally fine to very fine, an interesting lot.		
(8)	 £700-900	
	

A	very	useful	study	group.		With	a	some	careful	study	advanced	collectors	could	probably	identify	the	mints	that	these	cobs	are	
from.	 	
The	final	cob	in	this	lot	is	possibly	excessively	rare.	It	does	not	show	a	date	but	has	a	clear	assayer	“N”.	The	style	of	this	coin	is	
early	to	mid-1600s,	and	the	“N”	assayer	is	recorded	on	8-	and	4-Reales	(but	not	1-	or	2-Reales),	of	the	Granada	mint	with	known	
dates	of	1621,	1651,	and	1652.	The	present	coin	clearly	a	2-Reales	and	could	be	the	first	known	2-Reales	of	this	mint!

						 						

4013	 Philip	IV,	1-Real	(2),	Lima	mint,	1660,	unauthorised	“Star	of	Lima”	coinage	of	1659-1660,	two	varieties,	
date	above	and	below	the	5-pointed	star	of	Lima,	one a shipwreck coin with good detail, the other holed, but 
clearly identifiable;	Philip	V,	Unique	Royal	Presentation	1-Real,	Lima	mint,	1706R	(Leonardo	de	Rojas),	
round	flan	(as	usual),	three	clear	dates,	clear	assayer’s	initials	and	mintmarks	(unlisted	in	all	reference	
works).	Fine or better, all extremely rare, the last unique.		(3)	 £600-800	
	

see	also	lots	3987	and	3988	for	the	“Star	of	Lima”	issues	 	
Leonardo	de	Rojas	was	assayer	for	1706	only.	He	was	part	of	the	Rojas	family	that	had	two	predecessors	as	assayers	at	this	mint,	
his	father,	Miguel,	and	grandfather	Miguel	de	Rojas	Paramo.	 	
The	1706	real	from	a	shipwreck	source,	possibly	the	Florida	1715	Fleet.



							 							

4014	 Philip	 III,	 1-Real	 (2),	 Potosi	 mint,	 1617M,	 first	 confirmed	 date	 of	 this	 mint	 under	 Philip	 III,	 a	 nice	
example	of	the	issue;	1617,	unique,	“Q”	assyer,	clear	date	with	unusual	retrograde	“6”;	Philip	IV,	1-Real	
(2),	Potosi	mint,	1646,	“4”	and	“6”	of	the	date	clear,	no	assayer	initial,	“T”	was	the	assayer	for	this	year;	
1647,	very	clear	“647”.		Good fine to very fine, all rare, the second unique.		(4)	 £1200-1500	
	

first	the	plate	coin	in	the	Grunthall	Sellschopp	reference	book,	and	also	the	plate	coin	in	Sellschopp’s	major	work	on	the	coins	of	
the	Lima	and	Potosi	mints	 	
second	 from	 the	 Nuestra Señora de Atocha	 wreck,	 Florida	 Keys,	 1622.	 With	 research	 note	 from	 the	 respected	 Latin	American	
specialist,	Louis	Hudson	 	
Probably	over	90%	of	the	Potosi	coins	in	the	dated	shield	period	of	1617-1651	have	no	trace	of	the	date,	one	digit	is	considered	
rare,	two	digits	more	so,	three	or	four	digits	(as	with	the	last	coin	in	this	lot)	is	almost	unheard	of.

																					
																																																																					4015																																								4016

4015	 Ferdinand	VI,	Royal	Presentation	1-Real,	Potosi	mint,	1756q,	nice	round	flan	with	all	central	details	
clear	and	well	struck,	without	hole,	unlike	many	“Royals”	(unlisted	in	all	reference	works).	Nice very 
fine, unlisted and unique.	 £1200-1500	
	

a	“must	have”	for	any	serious	cob	collection

4016	 Philip	IV,	¼-Real	(Cuartilla),	Colombia,	Nuevo	Reino	mint,	well	struck	and	centred,	well	defined	lion,	
rev castle.	Darkly toned, good very fine, probably the finest known of this issue, rare.	 £1500-2000	
	

ex	Turner	collection,	Glendinings,	May	1987	 	
one	of	the	smallest	cobs	to	exist	but	also	one	of	the	rarest	in	this	high	grade
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	 A	COLLECTION	OF	SOUTH-EAST	ASIA	TOKENS

	 Singapore	Merchant	Tokens

											
																																							

												4017																																																																	4018

4017	 Singapore,	Copper	2-Kepings	Token,	1804,	EIC	arms,	rev	Arabic	legend	(Tan	ST	4).	Very fine.	 £40-60

4018	 Singapore,	Copper	4-Kepings	Token,	1804,	EIC	arms,	rev	Arabic	legend,	thin	flan	(SS	5a;	Tan	ST	6).	Very 
fine.	 £40-60	
	

ordered	by	Sir	Sir	Stamford	Raffles	in	1823,	struck	at	the	Soho	Mint



														 														
																															4019																																																			4020																																																				4021

4019	 Singapore,	Copper	1-Keping	Token,	1804,	EIC	arms,	ISLAND	OF	SUMATRA	over,	rev	Arabic	legend	(Pr	1;	
Tan	ST	7).	Very fine.	 £60-80

4020	 Singapore,	Copper	1-Keping	Token,	1804,	EIC	arms,	 ISLAND	OF	SULTANA	over,	rev	 16	petal	flower,	
Bugis	legend	reading	“Country	of	the	Bugis,	one	keping	1835”	(Pr	7;	SS	12;	Tan	ST	12).	Very fine, very 
rare.	 £60-80

4021	 Singapore,	 Copper	 1-Keping	 Token,	 1835,	 cockerel	 on	 plinth	 incuse	 lettered	 C	 R	 READ,	 rev	 16	 petal	
flower	(Pr	33;	SS	42;	Tan	ST	32).	Extremely fine, very rare.	 £100-120

														 														
																												4022																																																						4023																																																						4024

4022	 Singapore,	 Copper	 2-Kepings	 Token	 for	 Sumatra,	 1835,	 sunburst	 above	 and	 below	 Arabic	 legend	
“Pulau	Percha”,	Island	of	Sumatra,	rev	Arabic	legend	and	date	(Pr	38;	Tan	ST	36).	About extremely fine, 
rare.	 £100-120

4023	 Singapore,	Copper	2-Kepings	Token,	1831,	for	Aceh,	Arabic	legend	“Negri	Aceh”,	rev	Arabic	legend	
and	date	(Pr	40;	Tan	ST	37).	Good very fine, rare.	 £100-120

4024	 Singapore,	Copper	2-Kepings	Token,	1835,	for	Tarumon,	Arabic	legend	“Negri	Tarumon”,	rev	Arabic	
legend	and	date	(Pr	42;	Tan	ST40).	Good very fine, rare.	 £100-120

																	
																																																								4025																																																										4026

4025	 Singapore,	Copper	1-Keping	Token,	1835,	for	Menangkebau,	sunburst	above	and	below	Arabic	legend	
“Menangkebau”,	rev	Arabic	legend	and	date	(Pr	46;	Tan	ST41).	Very fine, rare.	 £100-120

4026	 Singapore,	Copper	2-Kepings	Token,	1835,	for	Menangkebau,	sunburst	above	and	below	Arabic	legend	
“Menangkebau”,	rev	Arabic	legend	and	date	(Pr	45;	Tan	ST42).	Very fine, rare.	 £100-120

	 Singapore	Tokens

4027	 Singapore,	Emmersons	Pool,	Brass	Token	(Tan	SPT	1).	Very fine, very rare.	 £120-140



													
																																													

										4028																																																														4029

4028	 Singapore,	Sarkies	Brothers	Pool,	Copper	Token	(Tan	SPT	2).	Extremely fine, very rare.	 £150-200	
	
The	Sarkies	Brothers	were	the	founders	of	Raffles	Hotel,	as	well	as	other	prestigious	hotels	in	the	Orient

4029	 Singapore,	Sarkies	Brothers	Pool	(Tan	SPT	2). Very fine, very rare.	 £120-140

4030	 Singapore,	Singapore	Harbour	Board,	Tinned-iron	½-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	octagonal,	blank	both	sides	
(Pr	73;	Tan	SPT	3).	Corroded, fair, but extremely rare.	 £60-80

														
																																		

											4031																																																																							4032

4031	 Singapore,	Singapore	Harbour	Board,	Tinned-iron	½-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	SHB	within	concentric	circles,	
“½”	at	centre,	rev	design	incuse,	24mm	(Pr	75;	Tan	SPT	5).	Corroded, very fine, rare.	 £80-100

4032	 Singapore,	Singapore	Harbour	Board,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	SHB	within	concentric	circles,	
“1”	at	centre,	rev	design	incuse,	34mm	(Pr	74;	Tan	SPT	6).	Corroded, very fine, rare.	 £80-100

											
																																						

									4033																																																																														4034

4033	 Singapore,	Singapore	Harbour	Board,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	SHB	within	concentric	circles,	
“1”	at	centre,	rev	design	incuse,	34mm	(Pr	74;	Tan	SPT	6).	Corroded, very fine, rare.	 £80-100	

4034	 Singapore	 Harbour	 Board,	 Copper	 Pay	 Check,	 SHB	 within	 concentric	 circles	 around	 central	 hole,	
stamped	A	58,	rev	design	incuse,	34mm	(Pr	-;	Tan	SPT	-).		Good fine, extremely rare.	 £150-200

4035	 Singapore	Harbour	Board,	Brass	Pay	Check,	SHB	within	concentric	circles	around	central	hole,	stamped	
F	34,	rev	design	incuse,	34mm	(Pr	-;	Tan	SPT	-).		Very fine, extremely rare.	 £150-200



4036	 Singapore	Harbour	Board,	rectangular	Brass	Pay	Check,	stamped	S.H.B.	/	K.H.	(Keppel	Harbour?),	
3858	三八五八,	 rev	 incuse	 and	 reversed	 Singapore	 Harbour	 Board	 stamp,	 and	 incuse	 number	 40127,	
35mm	x	42mm.	Very fine, pierced, extremely rare, apparently unpublished.	 £250-300

												
																																							

												4037																																																										4038

4037	 Singapore,	Pulau	Bukom,	Asiatic	Petroleum	Company,	Tinned-iron	½-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	impressed	
P.BUKOM.,	 “½”	 at	 centre,	 19mm	 (Pr	 80;	 Tan	 SPT	 8;	 L&W	 -).	 Reverse corroded, but extreemly fine for 
issue. £60-80	
	

Pulau	Bukom	is	an	island	seven	miles	off	Singapore,	used	as	an	oil	transhipment	depot.	In	1993,	a	Shell	refinery	was	constructed,	
at	the	time	the	largest	in	the	World.

4038	 Singapore,	Pulau	Bukom,	Asiatic	Petroleum	Company,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	 impressed	
P.BUKOM.,	“1”	at	centre,	29mm	(Pr	79;	Tan	SPT	9;	L&W	555).	Corroded, but very fine for issue.	 £80-100

												
																																														

					4039																																																																					4040

4039	 Singapore,	Pulau	Samboe,	Asiatic	Petroleum	Company,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	impressed	
P.SAMBOE.,	“1”	at	centre,	29mm	(Pr	-;	Tan	SPT	11;	L&W	559a).	Good very fine, rare.	 £80-100

4040	 Singapore,	Pulau	Samboe,	Asiatic	Petroleum	Company,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	impressed	
P.SAMBOE.,	“12	at	centre,	variety	with	broken	“O”,	29mm	(Pr	-;	Tan	SPT	11;	L&W	559b).	Extremely fine, 
unusually well preserved, rare.	 £80-100

4041	 Singapore,	Pulau	Samboe,	Asiatic	Petroleum	Company,	Tinned-iron	1-Cent	Token,	c.1920,	impressed	
P.SAMBOE.,	variety	with	reversed	“C”	instead	of	“O”,	“1”	at	centre,	29mm	(Pr	79;	Tan	SPT	11;	L&W	
559b).	Lightly corroded, very fine, rare.	 £60-80



4042	 Malaya	Borneo	Exhibition,	Lead	Ticket,	MALAYA	BORNEO	around	1922,	within	concentric	circles,	rev	
parallel	lines,	large	piercing	near	rim	(Tan	SPT	14).	Good very fine, rare.	 £100-120

														

4043	 Singapore	Gas	Department,	Brass	Pay	Checks	(2),	stamped	“J3409”	and	“T8947”,	31mm	(Tan	SPT	-).	
Fine and very fine, very rare.		(2)	 £100-150

4044	 Singapore	Tokens	(5),	Barmer	Export	Co,	Brass	Token;	Sentosa	Underwater	World,	Copper	admission	
Ticket,	rev	CONCESSION;	Mobil	Oil,	Bee	Huat	Beach	Road	Service	Station,	Copper	Medalet,	1951,	with 
large piercing;	enamelled	Silver	Medalet,	rooster,	rev	yinyang	symbol,	much	enamel	missing;	unidentified	
Brass	Token,	KREL	Shop,	rev	two	Chinese	characters	50cts,	central	hole,	counterstamped	1	twice	each	
side.	Except as noted, fine to very fine. (5)	 £60-80

	 Sumatra	Coins

4045	 East	India	Company,	Copper	3-Kepings,	1798	(Pr	8).	Very fine.	 £40-60

								 						
																																4046																																																									4047																																																4048

4046	 East	India	Company,	Copper	2-Kepings,	1786	(Pr	11).	Good very fine.	 £40-60

4047	 East	India	Company,	Copper	2-Kepings,	1787	(Pr	13).	Extremely fine.	 £40-60

4048	 East	India	Company,	Copper	1-Keping,	1787	(Pr	19).	Very fine.	 £40-60



4049	 Malacca,	 Portuguese	 Malacca,	 Tin	 Bastardo,	 ND	 (1557-1578)	 (SS	 04);	 other	 Malacca	 Tin	 Coins	 and	
Tokens	(12).		First corroded, very fine for issue, rare, others fair to very fine.	(13)	 £250-300

	 Dutch	East	Indies	Tokens

						 						
																																		4050																																										4051																																													4052

4050	 Goerach	 Batoe	 Estate,	 square	 pale	 Brass	 or	 Cupro-nickel	 1-Dollar	 Token	 (L&W	 86a).	 Corroded, fine, 
scarce.	 £40-60	
	

tobacco	plantation	on	the	East	coast	of	Sumatra,	Asahan	District

4051	 Kisaran	Estate,	Copper	1-Dollar	Token	(L&W	131).	Corroded, fine, scarce. £40-60	
	

tobacco	plantation	on	the	East	coast	of	Sumatra,	Asahan	District

4052	 Kwala	 Begoemit	 Plantation,	 rectangular	 Brass	 1-Dollar	 Token,	 countermarked	 (L&W	 149).	 Light 
corrosion, very fine, rare.	 £80-100	
	

tobacco	plantation	on	the	East	coast	of	Sumatra,	Deli	District

										 											
																													4053																																										4054																																																					4055

4053	 Poeloe	Radja	Estate,	Nickel	1-Dollar	Token,	central	hole	(L&W	211a).	Almost very fine, scarce.	 £40-60	
	

tobacco	plantation	on	the	East	coast	of	Sumatra,	Asahan	District

4054	 Poeloe	Radja	Estate,	Brass	1-Dollar	Reis	Token,	central	hole	(L&W	218).	Corroded, fine, rare.	 £40-60

4055	 Rotterdam	 Batjan	 Cultuurmaatschappij,	 Nickel	 1-Gulden	 Token	 (L&W	 241a).	 Extremely fine, 
rare.	 £100-120	
	
coffee,	cocoa	and	nutmeg	plantation	on	Ternate



										
																																																							

							4056																																														4057

4056	 Asahan	Tabak	Maatascappij	Silau,	Cupro-nickel	1-Dollar	Token,	rev blank,	but	stamped	23	(L&W	249a	
var).	Very fine, rare.	 £60-80

4057	 Sungei	Serbangan	Estate,	oval	½-Dollar	Token	(L&W	418).	Very corroded, almost fine, scarce.	 £30-40

4058	 Tanah	Radja	Estate,	triangular	Cupro-Nickel	and	Brass	1-Dollar	Reis	Tokens	(2),	first	with	three	holes	
(L&W	440b,	448a).		Corroded, fine.		(2)	 £60-80	
	
tobacco	plantation	on	the	East	coast	of	Sumatra,	Kisaran	District

4059	 Dutch	East	Indies,	Postspaarbank,	Copper	Account	Pass	Check,	arms,	rev	fields	stamped	with	branch	
and	account	numbers	and	the	letter	B	(L&W	561).	Good fine, rare.	 £30-40

4060	 Bali	/	Java	Amulets	and	Magic	Coins	(6),	including	a	large	(58mm)	cash-style	piece	with	erotic	scenes	
and	a	cast	high	relief	piece	with	facing	cobras	and	other	symbols.	Generally very fine.		(6)	 £80-100

	 British	North	Borneo	Plantation	Tokens

				 			
																						

						4061																																																							4062																																																						4063

4061	 Labuk	British	North	Borneo,	red	Copper	50-Cents	Token,	c.1924,	rev KB	(Pr	40;	SS	22;	Tan	NBT6;	L&W	
669b).	In NGC holder graded PF64RB, holder erroneously marked “SS33”.	 £80-100

4062	 Labuk	British	North	Borneo,	red	Copper	50-Cents	Token,	c.1924,	rev KB	(Pr	40;	SS	33;	Tan	NBT	6;	L&W	
669b).	Good very fine.	 £80-100

4063	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	20-Cents	Token,	rev KB	(Pr	50;	SS	30;	Tan	NBT	11;	L&W	693c).	
Extremely fine.	 £80-100



												
																																																							4064																																																												4065

4064	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	20-Cents	Token,	without	KB	on	reverse	(Pr	49;	SS	29;	Tan	NBT	
11;	L&W	693b).	In NGC holder graded PF64RB.	 £80-100

4065	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	20-Cents	Token,	rev	KB	(Pr	50;	SS	30;	Tan	NBT	11;	L&W	693c).	
Extremely fine. £80-100

												
																																																					4066																																																																	4067

4066	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	Copper	50-Cents	Token,	rev KB	(Pr	45;	SS	33;	Tan	NBT	13;	L&W	
683a).	A couple of light carbon spots, otherwise extremely fine.	 £80-100

4067	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	white	Nickel	50-Cents	Token,	rev KB	(Pr	46;	SS	34;	Tan	NBT	13a;	
L&W	687).	Prooflike mint state.	 £120-150

						 						
																														4068																																																				4069																																																				4070

4068	 The	Labuk	Planting	Company	Limited,	red	Copper	1-Dollar	Token	(Pr	43;	SS	39;	Tan	NBT	14;	L&W	
679a).	Prooflike mint state with red lustre.	 £100-120

4069	 Sandakan	Tobacco	Company	Limited,	Copper	20-Cents	Token	(Pr	66;	Tan	NBT	17;	L&W	763).	Some light 
spotting, but extremely fine with much red lustre, rare.	 £100-120

4070	 Sandakan	Tobacco	Company	Limited,	Copper	1-Dollar	Token	(Pr	64;	SS	58;	Tan	NBT	21;	L&W	751).	
Extremely fine.	 £200-250

4071	 London	Borneo	Tobacco	C(ompan)y,	Ranau,	Brass	½-Dollar	Token	(Pr	59;	SS	46;	Tan	NBT22;	L&W	713).		
Very fine, rare.	 £80-100	
	
although	this	plantation	is	listed	by	Pridmore,	he	admits	that	he	has	not	examined	examples,	but	followed	the	listing	by	van	der	
Chijs	in	1896



															
																																																		4072																																																																		4073

4072	 London	Borneo	Tobacco	C(ompan)y,	Ranau,	Brass	½-Dollar	Token	(Pr	59;	SS	46;	Tan	NBT22;	L&W	713).		
Good fine, rare.	 £60-80

4073	 London	Borneo	Tobacco	C(ompan)y,	Ranau,	Brass	1-Dollar	Token,	variety	with	flat	topped	“1”	(Pr	58;	
SS	47;	Tan	NBT23;	L&W	711).		Very fine, rare.	 £60-80

									
																																																								4074																																																																	4075

4074	 London	Borneo	Tobacco	C(ompan)y,	Ranau,	Brass	1-Dollar	Token,	variety	with	sloping	topped	“1”	(Pr	
58;	SS	47;	Tan	NBT23;	L&W	712).		Very fine, rare.	 £60-80

4075	 Tenom	 Rubber	 Co	 Ltd.,	 octagonal	 nickel	 brass	 50-Cents	 Token,	 pierced	 for	 use	 as	 a	 paycheck,	 rev	
stamped	“J16/50”	(Tan	NBT	30;	L&W	782).		About very fine.	 £100-120

													
																																							

								4076																																																																					4077

4076	 New	London	Borneo	Tobacco	Company	Ltd.,	cast	brass	1-Cent	Token,	N.L.B.T.C.L.	ESTATE	SHDP,	rev	
Chinese	characters,	22mm,	central	hole	(Tan	NBT	33;	L&W	720).	Very fine, rare.	 £30-50

4077	 The	Cowle	Harbour	Coal	Company	Ltd.,	green	Vulcanite	10-Cents	(Tan	NBT49).	Centre of obverse very 
weak, about very fine, rare.	 £80-100

	 British	North	Borneo	Coins

																			
																											

																				4078																																																																							4079

4078	 Bronze	½-Cent,	1891H	(Pr	32;	Tan	NBC	1).	In ICCS holder graded MS60.	 £60-80

4079	 Bronze	1-Cent,	1886H	(Pr	12;	Tan	NBC	2).	In ICCS holder graded MS60.	 £60-80



														
																																					

													4080																																																																							4081

4080	 Bronze	1-Cent,	Tan	1887H	(Pr	12;	Tan	NBC	2).	In ICCS holder graded MS60.	 £60-80

4081	 Bronze	1-Cent,	Tan	1891H	(Pr	12;	Tan	NBC	2).	In ICCS holder graded MS63.	 £60-80

	 Miscellaneous	SE	Asian	Coins	and	Tokens

4082	 Brunei,	Tin	Pitis	(8),	flower	(2)	and	umbrella	(6)	types,	and	a	tin	private	Token,	identified	on	holders	(SS	
28a,	35b,	48c,	49a	(2),	49c	(3),	55).		Fine to very fine.		(9)	 £80-100

4083	 Malay	Peninsula,	miscellaneous	 coins,	mainly	 tin,	 from	Kelantan	 (2),	 Johore	 (6)	 and	Trengganu	 (3),	
mostly	identified	on	envelopes	or	holders.		Fair to very fine.		(11).	 £80-100	

															

4084	 Penang,	Copper	Pice	and	½-Pice,	1810	(Pr	16,	19;	SS	29,	26;	Tan	PT	18,	15).	Good very fine.	(2)	 £40-60

4085	 Sarawak,	Binatang	District	Council,	Copper	Token	for	four	gallons	of	water,	B.D.C.,	rev	4	GALL.	(SS	29;	
Tan	SCT	14).	Mint state with red lustre.	 £40-60

											

4086	 Ceylon,	Carey	Strachan	&	Co,	Union	Mills,	Colombo,	Copper	Token	(Pr14);	Hultsdorf	Mills,	Colombo,	
black	vulcanite	Token	(Pr	64).	Good very fine.		(2)	 £80-100	
	
these	mills	in	Colombo	were	engaged	in	the	preparation	of	coffee	for	export



										
																																																				4087																																																																													4088

4087	 China,	Hong	Kong,	Copper	Trial	“Dollar”,	1864,	across	the	centre	the	date	1864	HONG	KONG	MINT	
CHINA,	rev	ENGINEERS	LONDON	J.	WATT	&	CO.	&	SOHO	BIRMINGHAM,	entire	inscription	retrograde,	
edge	HOHO	OOHOH	OHOH	(Pr	321).	Good very fine.	 £400-500	
	
Pridmore	notes:	“This	is	a	machine	trial	by	J.Watt	&	Co.,	Birmingham,	from	a	coining	press	manufactured	by	them	for	the	Hong	
Kong	mint	and	designed	for	striking	the	Hong	Kong	silver	dollar”.	

4088	 Keeling	Cocos	Islands,	John	Sidney	Clunies	Ross	(1910-1944),	celluloid	1-Rupee	Token,	1913	(Pr	3;	KM	
Tn5).		Very fine.	 £80-100

4089	 India,	 East	 India	 Company,	 Bombay	 Presidency,	 Copper	 Coins	 (2),	 2-Reas	 and	 6-Reas	 1791,	 and	
two	Copper	Tokens,	one	with	monkey	and	scales,	 the	second	with	scales	both	sides.	Fine to very 
fine.		(4)	 £80-100

	 Miscellaneous

		 		 		

4090	 Leprosarium	 Tokens,	 Venezuela	 (3),	 Maracaibo	 Lazareto	 Nacional,	 Copper	 5-Centimos,	 1916,	 1/8-
Bolivar,	1913;	Isla	de	Providencia,	copper	12½-Centimos;	Philippines,	Culion	Leper	Colony,	Aluminium	
½-Centavo,	1913	(KM	L10,	L13;	L20a;	1).		Very fine to extremely fine.		(4)	 £40-60

	 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
	 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 FOREIGN	COINS

	 ALBANIA

4091	 Gold	100-Franga	(2-Stars),	1926R,	Rome	(F	1;	KM	11.3).		A couple of edge bruises, traces of lacquer, otherwise 
about extremely fine.	 £700-900

G



	 ARGENTINA

4092	 Rio	de	la	Plata,	Gold	8-Escudos,	1813J,	Potosi	(KM	9;	F	1).		Some tooling on the reverse, cleaned, generally 
boldly struck and a decent very fine, extremely rare.	 £7000-9000

	 AUSTRALIA

														

4093	 Sovereigns	(2),	1865,	1870,	Sydney	(F	10).		First fine, the second better, both with edge knocks.		(2)	 £300-400

4094	 ½-Sovereign,	1858,	Sydney	(F	10a).		Fine and rare.	 £120-150

4095	 5-Shillings	(2),	1937	(KM	34).		Both choice about uncirculated.		(2)	 £150-200

4096	 Florins	(2),	1927,	Canberra	type,	Parliament	House	(KM	31).		Both choice about uncirculated.		(2)	 £200-300

G

G



																		
4097	 Shilling	and	Threepence,	1911	(KM	26,	24).		First toned, extremely fine, the second choice brilliant uncirculated, 

both scarce.		(2)	 £150-200

																
																																																					4098																																																																							4099

4098	 Penny,	1911	(KM	23).		Choice uncirculated with full lustre.	 £300-400

4099	 Halfpenny,	1912H	(KM	22).		A delightful coin, fully lustrous and choice about uncirculated.	 £300-400

4100	 Penny	 Token,	 undated,	 London	 (W	 J	 Taylor),	 Advance	 Australia	 type,	 rev kangaroo	 and	 emu	
(KM	Tn282.1).		Green spot by kangaroo’s front left paw, otherwise choice uncirculated with almost full 
lustre.	 £150-200

	 BARBADOS

		 															 						
4101	 ½-Penny	and	Penny,	1792,	rev Neptune	in	chariot	(KM	Tn9,	10).		Both very fine and scarce.		(2)	 £100-150

	 BELGIUM

4102	 Leopold	II	(1865-1910),	Pattern	5-Francs	in	Silver,	dated	18--	(1865),	stamped	“835”	on	the	edge	(cf	KM	
Pn66).	 	 A couple of minute edge imperfections, otherwise choice proof-like, about uncirculated and very 
rare.	 £400-500



	 BRITISH	GUIANA

4103	 Essequibo	&	Demerary,	Proof	Stuiver,	1813	(KM	10).		Somewhat dull but a choice specimen nevertheless, 
rare.	 £300-400

																									

4104	 Fourpences	(2),	1891	(KM	26).		Beautifully toned, superb uncirculated.		(2)	 £100-150

	 BRITISH	NORTH	BORNEO

4105	 ½-Cent,	1886H	(KM	1).		Proof-like FDC.	 £150-200

																					

4106	 ½-Cent	and	Cent,	1891H	(KM	1,	2).		Both about uncirculated and retaining some lustre.		(2)	 £100-150

4107	 25-Cents,	1929H	(KM	6).		Choice uncirculated, rare this nice.	 £150-200

	 CEYLON

4108	 [Sri	Lanka],	Anonymous	Coinage	before	Imperial	Cholas,	Rajaraja	I	(AD	985-1014),	Gold	Kahavanu,	
obv	king	seated	with	legend	Lanka	Vibhu	-	the	fortunate	lord	of	Sri	Lanka,	rev	standing	man	(Mitch	
Tamilnadu-Kerala	311).	Extremely fine with some green adhesion.	 £120-150



							 							

4109	 Victoria,	Proof	1-,	½-	and	¼-Cent,	1890	(KM	92,	91,	90).		All variously toned, FDC and rare.		(3)	 £200-250

	 CYPRUS

4110	 1-Piastre,	1879	(KM	3.1).		Lustrous, about extremely fine.	 £200-250

							

4111	 1-	and	½-Piastre,	1879	(KM	3.1,	2).		In NGC holders graded AU55BN and MS62BN respectively.		(2)	 £120-150

											
																																										

							4112																																																																									4113

4112	 1-Piastre,	1881H,	thick	“1”	in	date	(KM	3.2).		In PCGS holder graded VF35, pleasing and rare.			 £400-600

4113	 1-Piastre,	1884	(KM	3.2).		Almost very fine, albeit with a couple of minute field imperfections, one of the two key 
dates in the series, very rare.	 £700-900

4114	 1-Piastre,	1886	(KM	3.2).		In PCGS holder graded AU50BN, a very appealing coin.	 £200-250



4115	 1-Piastre,	1895	(KM	3.2).		In PCGS holder graded AU50, rare.			 £400-500

																	
																																					

									4116																																																																																	4117

4116	 1-Piastre,	1908	(KM	12).		A pleasing very fine with nice even chocolate colour and no blemishes, very rare.	 £400-500

4117	 1-Piastre,	1908	(KM	12).		A couple of minor imperfections and edge bruises, otherwise a bold very fine and very 
rare. 	 £300-400

4118	 1-Piastres	(3),	1922,	1930	(2)	(KM	18).		First good very fine, rare, the second in NGC holder graded AU58BN, 
the last in PCGS holder graded XF45.		(3)	 £250-350

												

4119	 ½-Piastres	(2),	1881,	1881H	(KM	2).		First in NGC holder graded AU58BN, the second in PCGS holder graded 
AU55BN.		(2)	 £120-150

									
																																												4120																																																																									4121

4120	 ½-Piastre,	1882H	(KM	2).		Good fine, the reverse better, not unappealing, problem-free and rare.	 £120-150

4121	 ½-Piastre,	1884	(KM	2).		In PCGS holder graded AU50BN, nice even chocolate colour, rare.	 £400-600



													
																																																						4122																																																																												4123

4122	 ½-Piastre,	1885	(KM	2).		In NGC holder graded AU58BN.		 £120-150

4123	 ½-Piastre,	1885	(KM	2).		In PCGS holder graded AU53BN.			 £180-220

													
																																																				4124																																																																			4125

4124	 ½-Piastre,	1922	(KM	17).		In PCGS holder graded AU53, very rare.		 £200-300

4125	 ½-Piastre,	1922	(KM	17).		Very fine, problem-free and scarce.	 £150-200

4126	 ½-Piastres	(4),	1927,	1930,	1931	(2)	(KM	17).	 	In NGC holders graded AU50BN, MS62BN, AU55BN and 
XF40BN.		(4)	 £250-350

													
																																																											4127																																																															4128

4127	 ¼-Piastre,	1882H	(KM	1.1).		In NGC holder graded AU58BN, rare.			 £200-300

4128	 ¼-Piastre,	1882H	(KM	1.1).		Good very fine with some minor imperfections, rare.	 £150-200

													
																																																										4129																																																																	4130

4129	 ¼-Piastre,	1884	(KM	1.1).		In NGC holder graded AU50BN.		 £250-300

4130	 ¼-Piastre,	1884	(KM	1.1).		A couple of hairlines and insignificant spots on the reverse by the rim, otherwise good 
extremely fine and retaining some original lustre.	 £300-400



										 								
																																								4131																																													4132																																									4132

4131	 ¼-Piastre,	1922	(KM	16).		Good fine, the reverse better, scarce	 £100-120

4132	 3-Piastres	and	4½-Piastres,	1901	(KM	4,	5).		First very fine, the second in PCGS holder graded AU50.		
(2)	 £60-80

													

4133	 4½-Piastres,	1921,	100-Mils,	1957	(KM	15,	37)		First very fine, reverse better, the second in NGC holder graded 
MS64.		(2)	 £100-120

4134	 9-Piastres	(4),	1913,	1919,	1921	(2)	(KM	13).		All in NGC holders graded XF45, AU58, MS61 and AU58, the 
first rare.		(4)	 £200-250

4135	 18-,	9-	and	4½-Piastres,	1901	(KM	7,	6,	5).		First and third in NGC holders graded XF45, the second very fine.		
(3)	 £120-150

4136	 18-Piastres	(3),	1938,	1940	(2),	1-Piastre,	1942,	1-Shilling	(2),	1947,	1949,	2-Shillings	(2),	1947,	1949	(KM	
26,	23a,	27,	28,	31,	32).		First four in PCGS holders graded AU58, AU55, AU55 and XF40, the others very fine 
to extremely fine.		(8)	 £100-150

4137	 18-Piastres	(2),	1938,	1940,	9-Piastres	(3),	1938,	1940	(2),	1-Piastre,	1944,	½-Piastres	(4),	1938,	1943,	1945,	
1949	(KM	26,	25,	23a,	22,	22a,	29).		All in NGC holders graded AU55, AU58, AU58, MS63, AU58, MS62RB, 
AU53, AU58BN, MS62BN and MS64RB respectively, an attractive lot.		(10)	 £200-300

4138	 45-Piastres,	1928	(KM	19).		In NGC holder graded MS62.	 £150-200



						

4139	 45-Piastres,	1928,	1-Piastre,	1934	(KM	19,	21).		Both in NGC holders graded AU58		(2)	 £120-150

	 FRANCE

4140	 Charles	 VI	 (1380-1422),	 Gold	 Ecu	 à	 la	 couronne	 (F	 291).	 	 Almost fully round, a pleasing extremely 
fine.	 £250-350

4141	 Louis	XV	(1715-1774),	Ecu	à	la	vieille	tête,	1774	L,	Bayonne	F	(Dav	1332;	Gad	323;	Dup	1685;	KM	47a.8).		
Some adjustment marks on the reverse, very fine and last year of reign.	 £120-150

	 GERMAN	EAST	AFRICA

4142	 Silver	Rupie,	1891	(KM	2).		Lightly toned, uncirculated with mirror-like obverse surface. £120-150



	 GERMANY

4143	 Augsburg,	City,	Gold	Ducat,	1763,	with	title	of	the	Holy	Roman	Emperor	Franz	I,	arms	of	the	city	on	a	
column	surrounded	by	a	palm	spray,	FAH	in	exergue,	rev laureate	bust	of	Franz	I	right,	3.49g	(F	107).	
Traces of mount and slightly creased, otherwise very fine. £350-450

4144	 Bamberg,	 Melchior	 Otto	 von	 Salzburg	 (1642-1653),	 Gold	 Ducat,	 1647,	 Nürnberg,	 bust	 of	 the	 Prince	
Bishop	 right,	 rev quartered	arms	 in	an	ornate	oval	 shield,	 3.38g	 (Krug	263;	F	165).	Heavy flan crack, 
otherwise very fine and very rare. £450-550

4145	 Brandenburg	in	Franken,	Friedrich	and	Sigismund	(1486-1495),	Goldgulden,	undated,	Schwabach,	St	
John	 standing	 facing,	 rev floriated	 cross	 with	 a	 shield	 of	 arms	 in	 angles,	 3.27g	 (v	 Schr	 363;	 F	 305).	
Slightly creased, very fine with a pleasant reddish tone. £350-450

4146	 Braunschweig-Lüneburg,	Karl	I	(1735-1780),	Gold	10-Thaler,	1760,	Braunschweig,	draped	and	cuirassed	
bust	right,	rev horse	prancing	to	left,	value	below,	13.15g	(Welter	2692;	F	713).	Very fine. £600-800

4147	 Braunschweig-Lüneburg,	 Karl	 I,	 Gold	 5-Thaler,	 1760,	 Braunschweig,	 draped	 and	 cuirassed	 bust	
right,	 rev horse	 prancing	 to	 left,	 value	 below,	 6.58g	 (Welter	 2694;	 F	 714).	 Very fine, retaining some 
lustre. £400-500



4148	 Breslau,	City,	Gold	2-Ducaten,	1617,	with	title	of	the	Habsburg	Emperor	Matthias,	F/II	dividing	legend,	
under	palms	and	crown	and	above	a	quartered	shield	of	arms	which	divides	date,	rev crowned	bust	of	
Matthias	right,	6.88g	(F&S	3466;	F	462).	Traces of old creasing, very fine. £2500-3000	
	

The	obverse	of	this	coin	commemorates	the	accession	of	Ferdinand	II	as	king	of	Bohemia	in	1617.

4149	 Hessen-Kassel,	Friedrich	Wilhelm	I	(1847-1866),	Gold	5-Taler,	1851,	Kassel,	bare	head	of	the	Kurfürst	
right,	rev crowned	shield	of	arms	within	an	order	chain	dividing	date	in	exergue,	6.67g	(Hoff	3171;	J	58;	
AKS	59;	F	1298).	Somewhat hairlined, otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare. £1200-1500	
	

only	596	pieces	struck

																
																																																										4150																																																								4151

4150	 Mainz,	Archbishopric,	 Konrad	 III	 (1419-1434),	 Goldgulden,	 undated	 (1426),	 Bingen,	 the	 archbishop	
standing	facing,	behind	a	shield	of	arms,	rev arms	of	Mainz	within	a	trilobe,	3.42g	(Felke	1119;	F	1623).	
Weakly struck in parts, otherwise good very fine. £350-400

4151	 Mainz,	Archbishopric,	 Johann	 Philipp	 von	 Schönborn	 (1647-1673),	 Gold	 Ducat,	 1650,	 Mainz,	 bust	
of	 the	 Prince	Archbishop	 left,	 rev quartered	 arms	 of	 Mainz,	 Franken,	 Würzburg	 and	 Mainz	 in	 an	
ornate	shield	under	a	cross	dividing	date	at	top,	3.40g	(Walther	303;	F	1656).	Slightly double-struck in 
obverse legend, rim flaw to left and somewhat creased, but a well centred specimen, good very fine with a better 
reverse. £400-500



																	
																																																								4152																																																													4154

4152	 Mainz,	Lothar	Franz	von	Schönborn	(1695-1729),	Gold	2-Ducats,	1696,	Nürnberg,	shield	of	arms	on	a	
crowned	mantle	dividing	date	in	exergue,	rev Minerva	standing	left,	holding	an	olive	branch	in	her	
right	hand	and	her	left	arm	resting	on	a	shield	at	the	effigy	of	Medusa,	6.93g	(F	1669).	Slight trace of 
mounting at top, very fine. £500-600

4153	 Münster,	Bishopric,	Christoph	Bernhard	von	Galen	(1650-1678),	Silver	Double-Thaler,	1661,	helmeted	
shield	of	arms	with	mitre,	crosier	and	sword,	rev	city	view,	St	Paul,	nimbate,	on	cloud,	holding	sword,	
sceptre	and	book	(Dav	3602;	KM	78).	In NGC holder, graded AU58.	 £500-700

4154	 Nürnberg,	Goldgulden,	undated,	with	title	of	Sigismund	(1410-1437),	half	 length	figure	of	 the	Holy	
Roman	Emperor	facing,	holding	a	sword	and	a	globe,	rev eagle	standing	facing,	head	to	left,	with	a	
shield	of	arms	on	its	breast,	3.46g	(Imh	54.13;	Erl	105;	F	1798).	Somewhat weakly struck and a few light 
surface marks, good fine and rare. £600-800

Lot 4155



4155	 Nürnberg,	City,	Gold	6-Ducaten,	1698,	commemorating	the	Peace	of	Rijswijk	of	1697,	view	of	the	
city	 from	the	East	under	a	sun	 in	splendour,	“Yahve”	 is	written	 in	Hebrew	characters	at	 centre,	
rev figure	of	Peace	standing	facing,	holding	an	olive	branch	and	a	caduceus,	two	Genii	at	her	feet	
holding	a	shield	and	a	palm	branch,	20.00g	(Kellner	185;	F	1872).	May have been tooled and clasp-
mounted at some stage, otherwise a handsome specimen of this wonderful city-view, pleasing, good very fine 
and important. £3000-4000

4156	 Preussen,	Friedrich	Wilhelm	III	(1797-1840),	Gold	½-Friedrichs	d’or,	1817,	Berlin,	3.31g	(Divo/Schramm	
160;	F	2427).	Some imperfections and faint hairlines on the obverse, otherwise very fine. £400-500

					 					

4157	 Prussia,	Wilhelm	I	(1861-1888),	2-Pfennig,	1868C,	3-Pfennig,	1867C,	4-Pfennig,	1867C,	all	Cleve	(KM	
483,	482,	481).	In NGC holders, graded PF65RD, PF64RB and PF64RB respectively. (3)	 £350-450

		
																																										4158																																																																																							4159

4158	 Regensburg,	 Silver	 Reichsthaler,	 in	 the	 name	 of	 emperor	 Franz	 I	 of	Austria,	 1754,	 28.12g,	 laureate,	
draped	and	cuirassed	bust	right,	engraver’s	signature	OEXLEIN.	F.	below,	rev	city	view	(KM	371;	Dav	
2618).	Lacquered with patchy tone, mint state with mirror surfaces. £500-700

4159	 Holy	Roman	Empire,	Regensburg,	Free	Imperial	City,	Joseph	II	(1765-1790),	Silver	Thaler,	1775	(Dav	
2626).	Some faint hairlines, particularly crisp obverse with light tone, about uncirculated.		 £500-700



															
																																																4160																																																																	4161

4160	 Saxony-Weimar,	 Johann	 Ernst	 and	 his	 seven	 brothers	 (1605-1619),	 Goldgulden,	 1613,	 Saalfeld,	 four	
half-length	figures	standing	facing,	rev four	half-length	figures	standing	facing,	date	below,	3.24g	(F	
3014).	Somewhat weakly struck in parts, otherwise almost extremely fine. £600-800

4161	 Saxony,	Johann	Georg	I	(1615-1656),	Gold	2-Ducats,	1630,	Dresden,	struck	for	the	100th	anniversary	of	
the	Augsburg	Confession,	crowned	bust	of	the	Kurfürst	right	behind	a	shield	of	arms,	rev bust	of	the	
Kurfürst	 Johann	right	holding	a	sword,	 four	shield	of	arms	 in	 the	 legend,	6.96g	(Slg	Merseburger	
1058;	 F	 2701).	 Slightly creased and some light flan imperfections, a well detailed strike, almost extremely 
fine. £1200-1500

														
																																																								4162																																																													4163

4162	 Saxony,	Johann	Georg	I,	Gold	Ducat,	1630,	Dresden,	struck	for	the	100th	anniversary	of	the	Augsburg	
Confession,	crowned	bust	of	the	Kurfürst	right	behind	a	shield	of	arms,	rev bust	of	the	Kurfürst	Johann	
right	holding	a	sword,	four	shield	of	arms	in	the	legend,	3.42g	(Slg	Mers	1059;	F	2702).	Traces of mount, 
otherwise good very fine or better. £500-600

4163	 Saxony,	Johann	Georg	I,	Gold	Ducat,	1641,	Dresden,	the	Kurfürst	standing	facing	to	right,	rev quartered	
arms	in	an	ornate	shield,	date	above,	3.44g	(Slg	Mers	-;	F	2684).	Very fine. £500-600

4164	 Saxony,	Johann	Georg	I	and	August	of	Naumburg	(1611-1615),	Silver	Klippe	Thaler,	1614,	commemorating	
the	baptism	of	George’s	son	August, cuirassed	half	length	bust	right,	holding	sceptre	and	helmet,	rev	
crossed	swords	entwined	with	flowers,	 crown	above,	 chronogrammatic	date	 (Dav	7583;	KM	72).	 In 
NGC holder, graded AU50. 	 £500-700



4165	 Saxony,	Johann	Georg	I	and	August	of	Naumburg,	Small	Silver	Kilppe	Thaler,	1615, on	a	thick	flan,	
29.23g,	commemorating	the	baptism	of	George’s	son	August, cuirassed	half	length	bust	right,	holding	
sceptre	and	helmet,	rev	crossed	swords	entwined	with	flowers,	crown	above,	chronogrammatic	date	
(Dav	7583;	KM	82).		Good very fine, scarce. 	 £500-700

																	
																																																								4166																																																													4167

4166	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	I	(1694-1733),	Gold	Doppelducat,	1697,	on	his	coronation	as	king	of	Poland,	
legend	in	six	lines	under	a	crown	with	a	sceptre	and	a	sword,	rev king	on	a	rearing	horse	to	right,	6.89g	
(Slg	Mers	1398;	F	2826).	Some light edge imperfections, generally very fine. £1000-1200

4167	 Saxony,	 Friedrich	 August	 I,	 Gold	 Ducat,	 1697,	 Dresden,	 on	 his	 coronation	 as	 king	 of	 Poland,	
inscription	in	six	lines	under	a	crown	and	two	palms,	rev PRO	REGNO,	arm	holding	a	sword	out	of	
a	cloud,	3.45g	(Slg	Mers	1400;	F	2830).	Some traces of creasing and some light scratches on the reverse, 
good very fine. £800-1000

4168	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	I,	as	king	of	Poland,	Gold	Ducat,	1700	ILH,	Dresden,	laureate,	draped	and	
cuirassed	 bust	 right,	 rev crowned	 shield	 of	 arms	 between	 palm	 sprays,	 3.46g	 (Kop	 11032;	 F	 2780).	
Almost extremely fine and retaining mirror-like surfaces, extremely appealing and very rare. £3000-4000



												 												
																																							4169																																								4170																																											4171

4169	 Saxony,	 Friedrich	 August	 I,	 as	 king	 of	 Poland,	 Gold	 ½-Ducat,	 1702,	 Leipzig,	 laureate,	 draped	 and	
cuirassed	bust	right,	rev two	shields	of	arms	under	a	crown,	1.71g	(Kop	11022;	F	2810).	Slightly creased, 
otherwise good very fine and very rare. £1500-2000

4170	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	I,	as	king	of	Poland,	Gold	¼-Ducat,	1710	ILH,	Dresden,	laureate,	draped	and	
cuirassed	bust	right,	rev crowned	shield	of	arms	within	palm	wreath,	0.85g	(Kop	11012;	F	2785).	Some 
faint hairlines in the obverse field, otherwise lustrous, good extremely fine and rare. £600-800

4171	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	I,	Gold	Ducat,	1711,	Dresden,	on	his	accession	to	the	Vikariat,	two	altars	on	
which	royal	insignia	are	laid,	dividing	a	six	line	inscription,	rev king	on	a	rearing	horse	above	a	shield	
of	arms,	3.47g	(Kop	11112;	Slg	Mers	1487;	F	2822). Lustrous, good extremely fine and rare. £1400-1600

4172	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	 II	as	king	of	Poland	(1733-1763),	Gold	Ducat,	1749,	draped	bust	 right,	rev 
crowned	arms,	3.43g	(Kop	11505;	F	2845).	Flan defect at top, possibly from a mount, otherwise better than 
very fine and rare. £400-500

4173	 Saxony,	Friedrich	August	I	as	king	(1806-1827),	Gold	10-Thaler,	1813	SGH,	Dresden,	bust	of	the	king	
right,	rev crowned	shield	of	Saxony	within	a	wreath,	13.29g	 (D/S	180;	AKS	1;	F	2882).	A few almost 
imperceptible adjustment marks on the reverse, about mint state, a very appealing coin, rarely seen in this 
condition. £2500-3000

4174	 Trier,	 Werner	 von	 Falkenstein	 (1388-1418),	 Goldgulden,	 undated,	 Oberwesel	 (1410-1414),	 St	 John	
standing	 facing,	 rev shield	 of	 Trier-Minzenberg	 dividing	 smaller	 shields	 of	 Minzenberg	 and	 Mainz	
within	a	trilobe,	3.30g	(Felke	830	var;	F	3424).	Good very fine with some lustre. £300-400



	 GOLD	COAST
													

													

4175	 Pattern/Proof	Copper	Tackoe	and	¼-Ackey,	1796	(KM	Pn1,	3).		Both darkly toned proofs, about uncirculated 
and rare.		(2)	 £400-500

	 GUATEMALA

4176	 Silver	 2-Reales	 Token,	 GUADALUPE	 LA	 CEIBA	COSTA	 CUCA	 around	 tree,	 rev	 ALBERTO	 FLORES	
REPUB.	DE	GUAT.,	24mm	(Fonrobert	-).		Prooflike mint state with light tone, rare.	 £150-200

	 INDIA

	 Ancient	India

											
																																																							4177																																																															4178

4177	 Narhan	Area,	 5th	 Century	 BC,	 Double	 Karshapana,	 6.52g,	 central	 punchmark	 with	 pelleted	 crescents,	 all	
surrounding	a	central	pellet,	and	numerous	other	punchmarks	(Mitch	ATEC	2915ff).	Very fine.	 £100-150

4178	 Narhan	Area,	5th	Century	BC,	Double	Karshapana,	6.61g,	central	punchmark	with	pelleted	crescents,	
all	surrounding	a	central	pellet,	and	many	other	punchmarks	(Mitch	ATEC	2915ff).	Very fine.	 £100-150

																		
																																																									4179																																																																	4180

4179	 Narhan	Area,	5th	Century	BC,	Double	Karshapana,	6.39g	central	punchmark	with	pelleted	crescents,	all	
surrounding	a	central	pellet,	and	other	punchmarks	(Mitch	ATEC	2915ff).	Very fine.	 £100-150

4180	 Narhan	Area,	5th	Century	BC,	Double	Karshapana,	6.51g,	central	pentagon	mark	with	exterior	crescents,	
and	a	variety	of	other	punchmarks	(Mitch	ATEC	2214	var).	Very fine.	 £100-150



						 						
																													4181																																																	4182																																																					4183

4181	 Narhan	Area,	5th	Century	BC,	Double	Karshapana,	6.52g,	central	pentagon	mark	with	exterior	crescents	
and	several	other	punch	(Mitch	ATEC	2217ff).	Very fine.	 £100-150

4182	 Narhan	Area,	5th	Century	BC,	Double	Karshapana,	6.56g,	central	pentagon	mark,	and	other	punchmarks	
(Mitch	ATEC	2218).	Very fine.	 £100-150

4183	 Kalinga	Janapada	(500-260	BC),	Silver	Karshapana,	3.3g	series,	four	major	punches	showing	elephant,	
candelabra	 (or	seed-drill)	and	turtle	 to	right	 twice	 (cf	Rajgor	Series	48,	but	double	weight;	cf	Mitch	
ATEC	3637-3660,	Shahdol	Upper	Son	Valley	Series,	but	with	variant	marks).	Unpublished variety, very 
fine and extremely rare.		 £300-400

	 Kushan

4184	 Vasu	Deva	I	(c.195-230	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.88g,	nimbate	king	standing	left,	holding	trident	standard	
and	wearing	sword,	making	offering	over	small	altar	with	 trident	above,	 cursive	Greek	 legend, rev 
four-armed	Siva	standing	facing	before	bull,	holding	garland	and	trident,	tamgha	on	right	(Göbl	506).		
Very fine.	 £250-300

	 Gupta	Empire

						 						
																																											4185																																							4186																																							4187

4185	 Chandragupta	II	(c.380-414	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	8.01g,	Archer	type,	Chandra	below	arm	of	king	standing	
left,	holding	bow	and	arrow,	garuda-standard	in	field,	rev	Sri Vikramah,	goddess	seated	facing,	showing	
coins	(BMC	pl.VII,	9).	Very fine.	 £500-700	
	

The	variety	showing	the	goddess	showering	coins	is	very	rare.

4186	 Chandragupta	II	(c.380-414	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.74g,	Archer	type,	Chandra	below	arm	of	king	standing	
left	holding	bow	and	arrow,	garuda-standard	in	field,	rev	Sri Vikramah,	goddess	seated	facing,	holding	
long-stemmed	lotus	and	riband	(BMC	pl.VII,	6-8).		Very fine.	 £300-350

4187	 Samudragupta	(c.330-380	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.36g,	Standard	type,	Samudra below	arm	of	king	standing	
left,	nimbate,	long-tailed	coat,	holding	standard	topped	with	Garuda	and	sprinkling	incense	on	altar,	
rev Godess	Lakshmi	seated	facing	on	throne,	nimbate,	wearing	loose	robe,	necklace	and	armlets,	legend	
to	right	Parakramah	(BMC	pl.I,	5).	Good very fine. £300-350



							 							

4188	 Chandragupta	II	(c.380-414	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.92g,	Chhatra	(Parasol)	type,	legend	around	king	standing	
left,	his	left	hand	at	his	waist	by	sword	hilt,	sprinkling	pellets	of	oblations	over	lighted	altar,	a	small	
attendant	 stands	 behind	 him	 holding	 parasol,	 rev Vikramaditya,	 the	 goddess	 Sri-Lakshmi	 standing	
facing	on	lotus,	holding	long-stemmed	flower	and	noose,	tamgha	in	field	left	(BMC	pl.VIII,	4;	Bayana	
Hoard	pl.XV,	7-11).	Very fine and rare. £2000-2500

4189	 Kumaragupta	 I	 Mahendraditya	 (c.413-455	 AD),	 Gold	 Dinar,	 8.16g,	 Horseman	 type.	 Kumaragupta,	
nimbate,	 holding	 bow,	 riding	 horse	 to	 right,	 rev	 Sri-Lakshmi,	 nimbate,	 seated	 left	 on	 wicker	 stool,	
holding	noose	(BMC	pl.XIII,	2;	Altekar,	Coinage of the Gupta Empire,	X,	14).	Very fine.	 £800-1200

	 Medieval

4190	 Jammu	and	Kashmir,	Pratapaditya	I	(c.400	AD),	Base	Gold	Staters	(2),	one	of	Vinayaditya,	the	other	
uncertain.	Very fine.		(2)	 £80-100

													
																																																												4191																																																		4192

4191	 Kadambas	 of	 Hangal,	 Toyimadeva	 (1048-1075	 AD),	 Gold	 Pagoda,	 4.3g,	 obv	 lion	 to	 right	 looking	
backward,	rev	scrollwork	within	ornamental	border	(F	315).	Very fine and scarce. £500-600

4192	 Vira	Simha,	Contemporary	Dynasties	(c.1120	AD),	Gold	Dinara	or	4½-Masha,	3.55g,	 in	the	name	of	
Vira	Simha	Ram,	Lakshmi	seated	facing,	rev	Nagari	inscription	Srimad Vira Simha Rama	(Deyell	153).	
About extremely fine and very rare.	 £1000-1200	
	

Only	one	specimen	has	been	noted	by	Deyell.	It	is	unusual	to	have	a	ruler	in	this	period	with	the	title	Rama	instead	of	Deva

																
																																																																	4193																																									4194

4193	 Yadavas	of	Tribhuvanagiri	(Bayana),	Kumara	Pala	(c.1196	AD),	Gold	Dinara	or	4½-Masha,	4.08g,	
Bayana	 type,	 obv	 seated	 Goddess	 Lakshmi,	 rev	 Srimat	 Kumarapaladeva	 (Deyell	 148).	 Good very 
fine. £80-100

4194	 Yadavas	of	Devagiri,	Singhana	(c.1200-1247),	Gold	Padmatanka,	3.8g	(F	387).	Very fine. £100-120



														 														
																																												4195																																												4196																																				4197

4195	 Yadavas	of	Devagiri,	Ramachandra	(1270-1311	AD),	Gold	Padmatanka,	3.8g	(F	390).	Very fine. £100-120

4196	 Yadavas	of	Devagiri,	Ramachandra,	Gold	Padmatanka,	central	lotus	flower	punch	(Padmatanka),	Sri	
and	conch	shell	punches	around	Sri	Rama	(Mitch	Karnataka-Andhra,	289).	Good very fine.	 £100-120

4197	 Vijayanagar,	Sadashiva	Raya	(1543-1570	AD),	Gold	Pagoda,	3.4g,	Vishnu	and	Lakshmi	seated.	Extremely 
fine. £100-120

	 Sultanates

4198	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Jalal	al-Din	Firuz	(AH	689-695;	AD	1290-1296),	Gold	Tanka,	10.9g,	Dehli,	year	(6)93	
(G&G	D195,	date	not	previously	noted	for	this	type).	Good very fine. £400-500

		 		

4199	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Qutb	al-Din	Mubarak	(AH	716-720;	AD	1316-1320),	Silver	½-Tanka,	5.5g,	without	mint	
or	date,	legends	al-imam al-a‘zam qutb al-dunya wa’l din khalifa rabb al-‘alamin / abu’l muzaffar mubarakshah 
al-sultan ibn al-sultan al-wathiq billah amir al-muminin (unpublished	type,	similar	to	G&G	D265).	Good 
very fine and extremely rare, possibly the only specimen known. £2000-2500

4200	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Nasir	al-Din	Khusru	(AH	720;	AD	1320),	Gold	Tanka,	Dehli,	year	720	(G&G	D290;	R	
1064;	NW	424).	Very fine and very rare. £1000-1500	
	

Khusru	was	a	former	slave	of	Qutb	al-Din	Mubarak,	who	promoted	him	until	he	became	the	most	powerful	man	in	the	sultanate,	
so	powerful	 in	 fact	 that	he	was	able	 to	 raise	a	 rebellion	and	have	 the	Sultan	assassinated,	 thus	putting	an	end	 to	 the	Khilji	
Dynasty	in	Dehli.	As	a	usurper,	he	did	not	live	long	to	enjoy	his	new	status,	being	defeated	in	battle	in	the	same	year	by	Ghazi	
Tughluq,	who	was	chosen	to	be	Sultan	in	his	place	and	founded	the	Tughluq	Dynasty.



																			
																																																									4201																																																										4202

4201	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Muhammad	bin	Tuqhluq	(AH	725-752;	AD	1325-1351),	Gold	Tanka,	11.0g,	struck	in	
memory	of	his	father,	Ghiyath	al-Din	Tughluq,	balda	Qutbabad,	year	726	(G&G	D321).	Very fine and 
rare. £400-500

4202	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Muhammad	bin	Tuqhluq,	Gold	Tanka,	11.0g,	in	the	name	of	the	caliph	al-Mustakfi,	
Daulatabad,	year	745	(G&G	D425).	Good very fine, slightly crimped, rare. £400-500

4203	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Muhammad	bin	Tuqhluq,	Silver	Tanka,	11.1g,	in	the	name	of	the	caliph	al-Mustakfi,	
Dehli,	year	742	(G&G	D430).	Fine/good fine, very rare. £400-500	
	

Silver	Tankas	of	this	type	were	probably	struck	from	dies	meant	for	Gold	Tankas.	They	are	much	rarer	than	the	gold	strikings.

4204	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Muhammad	bin	Tughluq,	Copper	½-Tankas	(2),	forced	token	currency,	AH730	(G&G	
D410);	 Shahis	 of	 Kabul,	 early	 type	 of	 silver	 bull	 and	 horseman	 coin;	 Maldive	 Islands,	 Bodu	 Larin,	
Muhammad	Mu’iz	al-Din,	AH	1189	(KM	28).	Third toned, good very fine, the ½-Tankas extremely fine with 
some original silvering, the last very fine for type.		(4) £100-150	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

																			
																																																										4205																																																								4206

4205	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Firuz	Shah	Tughluq	(AH	752-790;	AD	1351-1388),	Gold	Tanka,	11.0g,	year	788,	rev	naib	
Amir	al	momenin	(G&G	D466).	About extremely fine. £800-1000

4206	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Firuz	Shah	Zafar	(AH	791;	AD	1389),	Gold	Tanka,	11.1g,	Dehli,	year	791	(G&G	D545).	
Good very fine and very rare, especially with visible mint and date. £800-1000

													
																																																												4207																																																			4208

4207	 Sultans	 of	 Dehli,	 Muhammad	 bin	 Farid	 (AH	 837-849;	AD	 1434-1445),	 Silver	 Tanka,	 11.4g,	 year	 841	
(G&G	D671;	R	1480;	NW	897A).	Very fine, full date visible and top weight for type, very rare £600-800

4208	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Sher	Shah	Suri	(AH	945-952;	AD	1538-1545),	½-Rupee,	5.7g,	Jahanpanah	type,	year	
948	(G&G	D810).	About very fine, couple of shroff marks, very rare. £400-500	
	

all	fractions	of	the	Suri	rulers	are	very	rare	and	seldom	available



																		
																																					

																4209																																																												4210

4209	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Sher	Shah	Suri:	Silver	½-Rupee,	5.6g,	Shergarh	Bakkar,	date	off	flan	(G&G	D805).	Very 
fine, a few shroff marks, very rare. £400-500

4210	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Sikandar	Shah	Suri	(AH	961?-962;	AD	1554?-1555),	Silver	Rupee,	Agra,	11.4g,	year	962	
(G&G	D1151).	Very fine, with practically full mintname, extremely rare. £2000-3000	
	

All	 coin	 types	 of	 Sikandar	 Suri	 are	 at	 least	 rare.	 The	 Rupees	 usually	 encountered	 were	 struck	 at	 Lahore	 (see	 following	 lot).	
Rupees	of	Agra	are	very	much	rarer,	very	few	being	known.	The	present	coin	is	better	than	the	one	illustrated	in	G&G	which	
only	have	shows	a	rubbing	and	of	great	importance	to	any	collection	of	this	series.

																
																																																					4211																																																															4212

4211	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Sikandar	Shah	Suri,	Silver	Rupee,	Lahore,	year	962	(G&G	D1150).	Very fine with a few 
shroff marks, rare. £500-700

4212	 Sultans	of	Delhi/Bengal,	Joint	Issue	Silver	Tanka,	10.7g,	in	the	names	of	Ghiyath	al-Din	Bahadur	and	
Muhammad	bin	Tughluq,	mint	and	date	off	flan	but	struck	at	Sunargaon	in	the	year	728	(G&G	B116;	R	
162).	Very fine, a little deterioration at the edge, very rare. £400-500	
	

Muhammad	Tughluq	installed	Bahadur	Shah	as	his	Governor	in	Bengal	in	Sunnargaon	around	AH	726.	The	silver	and	gold	coins	
were	struck	two	years	later	in	AH	728,	both	are	rare.

																				
																																																														4213																																																													4214

4213	 Sultans	 of	 Bengal,	 Nasir	 al-Din	 Nusrat	 (AH	 925-938;	 AD	 1519-1531),	 Silver	 Tanka,	 10.7g,	
Barbakabad,	garbled	date	(G&G	B801).	With a broad flan, very fine and rare, much nicer than the coin 
illustrated in G&G. £100-150

4214	 Sultans	of	Jaunpur,	Husein	Shah	(AH	863-884;	AD	1458-1479),	Gold	Tanka,	11.09g,	year	(8)79,	same	
design	and	legends	as	the	normal	billon	tanka,	“Husain Shah bin Mahmud Shah bin Ibrahim Shah sultani 
khulidat malakatahu”, rev “al khalifa amir al momenin Khulidat Khilafatahu”	(cf	G&G	J27).		Very fine, some 
red adhesions, unpublished and possibly unique. £5000-6000	
	

It	is	difficult	to	know	the	status	of	this	coin	is.	The	normal	gold	coins	of	this	sultanate	are	quite	distinctive,	usually	having	the	
sultan’s	name	in	toughra	characters	on	the	obverse	and	a	central	legend	within	a	margin	on	the	reverse.	The	present	coin	is,	
thus,	quite	anomalous.



																				
																																																													4215																																																		4216

4215	 Sultans	 of	 Malwa,	 Ghiyath	 Shah	 (AH	 873-906;	AD	 1469-1500),	 Square	 Gold	 Tanka,	 10.6g,	 year	 887	
(engraved	retrograde)	(G&G	M67).	Good very fine. £500-600

4216	 Sultans	of	Malwa,	Ghiyath	Shah,	Square	Gold	Tanka,	11.1g,	year	892	(G&G	M67).	Good very fine. £500-600

													

4217	 Sultans	of	Malwa,	Nasir	Shah	(AH	906-916;	AD	1500-1510),	Gold	Tanka,	11.11g,	year	913	(G&G	M105);	
Bahmanis	of	 the	Deccan,	Muhammad	I	 (AH	760-777;	AD	1359-1375),	Silver	Tanka,	Ahsanabad,	date	
only	partly	visible,	possibly	762	(G&G	BH	27).	First extremely fine with one text mark, a scarce date, the 
second about extremely fine.		(2)  £400-500

4218	 Sultans	 of	 Bijapur,	 Gold	 Pagoda,	 3.4g,	 uncertain	 symbols	 on	 both	 sides	 (G&G	 BJ49).	 Extremely 
fine. £100-120

	 Mughal

																		
																																																											4219																																																												4220

4219	 Akbar	(AH	963-1014;	AD	1556-1605),	Rupee,	Shergarh,	year	966	(KM	80.17).	Very fine, light test marks, 
rare. £100-150

4220	 Shah	Jahan	(AH	1037-1068;	AD	1628-1658),	Gold	Mohur,	square	area	type,	(10)65,	year	29,	mintname	
only	partly	visible.	Extremely fine. £350-400

4221	 Aurangzeb	(AH	1068-1118;	AD	1658-1707),	Gold	Mohur,	mint	and	date	off	flan	but	probably	Surat,	
various	mint	marks	(KM	315.45).	Extremely fine. £350-400



																	
																																																										4222																																																								4223

4222	 Farrukhsiyar	(AH	1124-1131;	AD	1713-1719),	Gold	Mohur,	‘Azamnagar	Gokak,	year	6	(KM	-).	About 
very fine, an extremely rare mint in gold. £1000-1200

4223	 Alamgir	II	(AH	1167-1173;	AD	1754-1759),	Gold	Mohur,	Shahjahanabad,	1168	ahd	(year	1)	(KM	467.1).	
Extremely fine. £350-400

												 														
																																		4224																																							4225																																																4226

4224	 ‘Alamgir	II,	Gold	Pagoda,	Imtiyazgarh	(KM	468).	About extremely fine and scarce. £100-150

4225	 Shah	‘Alam	II	(AH	1173-1221;	AD	1759-1806),	Gold	Mohur,	Shahjahanabad,	AH	(11)91,	year	19	(Wright	
2280;	Hull	2249;	KM	719).	Good very fine, rare. £500-600

4226	 Shah	 ‘Alam	 II,	 Gold	 Mohur,	 Shahjahanabad,	AH	 (119)7,	 year	 25	 (Wright	 2280;	 Hull	 2249;	 KM	 719).	
Extremely fine, rare. £500-600

																				
																																																							4227																																																															4228

4227	 Shah	 ‘Alam	 II,	 Silver	 Rupee,	 Dal	 al	 Khilafat	 Shahjahanabad,	 AH	 121x,	 year	 46,	 star	 and	 chhatra	
mintmarks.	Extremely fine and rare. £500-600	
	

This	Rupee	is	similar	to	the	coins	struck	by	the	Maratha	rulers	called	Satara	Rajas	and	published	as	such	in	KM	and	the	Wiggins	
Maheshwari	catalogue	(MW	T-13,	p.191).	 	However,	the	present	coin	bears	a	Persian	“S”	on	the	reverse.	 	One	could	possibly	
believe	that	the	large	“S”	was	added	to	denote	the	name	Begum	Somru,	though	this	attribution	is	tenuous	at	best.

4228	 Muhammad	 Akbar	 II	 (first	 reign,	 AH	 1202;	 AD	 1788),	 Silver	 Rupee,	 Shahjahanabad	 (Delhi),	 AH	
(1)203	Ahd,	obv titles	of	Muhammad	Akbar	II	and	date	(not	listed	in	KM;	Bhandare	2;	see	Spink-Taisei,	
Singapore	Coin	Auction	14,	 lot	 1060;	Baldwin’s	Auction	45,	 2006,	 lot	 1340).	About extremely fine and 
extremely rare. £2000-3000	
	

only	three	specimens	believed	known	 	
The	extraordinary	rarity	of	 this	coin	can	be	explained	by	the	historical	events	surrounding	it:	 the	puppet	reign	of	 the	Prince	
Muhammad	Akbar	(the	favourite	son	of	Shah	‘Alam	II)	lasted	only	two	days,	15th	–	17th	October	1788.		Hijra	year	1203	was	the	
period	of	great	turmoil,	the	rulers	of	Delhi	changed	from	Shah	Alam	II	to	Bedar	Bakht,	from	Bedar	Bakht	to	Muhammad	Akbar	
II	and	from	Muhammad	Akbar	II	to	Shah	Alam	II	omce	more.	The	young	Prince	Akbar	II	was	put	on	the	throne	by	the	Rohilla	
chief	Ghulam	Qadir.	Mirza	Akbar	Shah	wrote	to	Nawab	Faizullah	Khan:	“…on 14th Muharram (15th October) the imperial throne 
was illuminated by our august accession and the sound of the kettle-drum of felicitations reached the ears of the inhabitants of earth and the 
world above … the face of gold and silver coins shone brighter than the sun and the moon by the effluence of the impression, of our name 
on them”.	This	reign	was	very	short	lived,	Ghulam	Qadir	ran	away	and	Mahadaji	Scindhia	captured	Delhi	to	reinstate	the	blind	
emperor	Shah	Alam	II	to	the	throne	on	17th		October	1788.	It	is	interesting	to	note	that	the	emperor	has	left	us	a	written	record	of	
the	fact	that	Khutba was	read	and	coins	were	struck	in	both	metals,	gold	and	silver	(at	least	for	two	days)	and	that	both	such	coins	
have	been	discovered.	For	detailed	discussion	of	the	event	and	coinage	of	the	puppets	see	the	article	by	Dr	Shailendra	Bhandare	
“Muhammad	Akbar:	A	pawn	in	politics:	the	first	reign“	ONS Newsletter 175, Spring 2003, pp.18-30	



4229	 Begum	 Somru,	 Silver	 Rupee,	 11.05g,	 Dar	 al-Zafar	 Zebabad,	 year	 45.	 Extremely fine and extremely	
rare.	 £7000-9000	
	

Begum	Somru	was	a	most	remarkable	women	in	the	latter	part	of	Mughal	India.	For	almost	60	years	she	controlled	a	good	deal	
of	land	in	the	Doab	and	maintained	her	own	army.	Born	around	1751	and	given	the	name,	Munni,	her	early	life	is	rather	obscure.	
Moving	to	Delhi	around	1760	with	her	mother,	she	entered	the	service	of	a	German	mercenary	soldier	named	Walter	Reinhardt.	
Reinhardt	had	previously	served	the	French	in	India	and	had	earned	the	nickname	Le	Sombre	because	of	his	severe	nature.	It	is	
said	that	this	nickname	became	corrupted	to	Somru.	Over	the	years,	Reinhardt,	latterly	with	the	forces	he	raised	himself,	served	a	
whole	range	of	different	armies	in	India,	particularly	that	of	the	Mughal	emperor.	Munni	accompanied	Reinhardt	on	his	campaigns	
and	they	married	in	due	course.	Around	the	year	1777,	the	emperor	granted	Reinhardt	a	jagir	in	the	Doab,	which	extended	from	
Aligarh	to	beyond	Muzaffarnagar.	Within	this	territory,	Reinhardt	chose	Sardhana	for	his	and	his	army’s	headquarters.Reinhardt	
did	not	live	long	to	enjoy	his	jagir,	dying	the	following	year.	Munni,	now	known	as	the	Begum	Somru,	soon	emerged	as	the	rightful	
ruler	of	Reinhardt’s	territory,	this	succession	being	confirmed	by	the	emperor,	Shah	Alam	II.	Then	things	became	complicated.	
The	Begum	needed	a	suitable	officer	to	command	her	troops.	Various	Europeans	entered	her	service,	including	for	a	while	George	
Thomas.	To	command	the	troops,	however,	she	appointed	a	certain	Le	Vaisseau.	Presumably	to	consolidate	his	position	he	proposed	
marriage	to	the	Begum,	which	was	accepted.	At	this,	Thomas	left	the	Begum’s	service	to	set	up	his	own	army	elsewhere.	 	
	

Le	Vaisseau’s	appointment	was	a	mistake.	Discipline	in	her	army	broke	down	to	such	an	extent	that	the	Begum	and	her	husband	
planned	to	retire	from	their	estates	and	seek	refuge	in	the	East	India	Company’s	territories.	Her	soldiers	got	wind	of	these	plans	
and	intercepted	the	couple	on	the	road	from	Sardhana.	Concerned	at	the	treatment	she	would	receive	she	attempted	to	commit	
suicide.	Thinking	she	had	succeeded,	Le	Vaisseau	shot	himself	dead.	The	Begum,	however,	had	been	less	successful	and	was	
taken	wounded	to	Sardhana,	where	she	was	maltreated.	At	 this	 juncture,	George	Thomas	came	to	 the	rescue.	He	must	have	
heard	of	 the	Begum’s	plight	and	moved	 towards	Sardhana	with	some	of	his	 troops.	With	 the	approval	of	 the	 local	Maratha	
chiefs,	who	were	now	in	overall	command	of	the	Doab,	he	issued	the	Begum’s	troops	a	stern	ultimatum,	which	they	heeded.		
The	Begum	was	duly	reinstated	in	her	jagir,	the	officers	and	troops	promised	to	behave	themselves,	and	a	new	commander	of	
her	army	was	appointed	in	the	form	of	a	Monsieur	Saleur.	 	
	

After	the	Second	Maratha	War,	the	Doab	came	under	British	administration.	In	1805,	the	Begum	entered	into	an	alliance	with	
them	and	remained	in	her	territories	as	a	British	vassal	until	her	death	in	1836.	 	
	

The	rupee	offered	here	is	one	of	an	extremely	rare	issue	first	published	by	Whitehead	in	the	Numismatic	Chronicle	[1926].	It	is	
in	the	name	of	the	Mughal	emperor,	Shah	Alam	II,	is	dated	to	the	45th	regnal	year	of	that	ruler	and	bears	the	mintname:	Dar	al-
Zafar	Zebabad.	It	shows	only	the	first	two	digits	of	the	Hijri	year:	12xx,	but	a	specimen	in	the	British	Museum	has	the	date	1218.	
White	head	stated	that	“this	issue	was	struck	at	Sardhana	in	the	Meerut	District	in	the	year	of	Lord	Lake’s	victory	of	Delhi	by	the	
Begum	Sumru	Zebu-n-nisa,	Begum”.	The	Hijri	year	1218	did	start	in	April	of	1803,	the	year	the	British	occupied	the	Doab.	Begum	
Somru	was	given	the	title,	Zabu-n-Nisa,	by	the	Mughal	emperor,	Shah	Alam	II.	This	would	account	for	the	mintname	Zebabad,	
which,	it	is	assumed,	was	given	to	the	Begum’s	capital	of	Sardhana.	 	
To	own	this	coin	is	to	own	a	fascinating	piece	of	history.	 	
	

see	The	New	York	Sale	XX,	9	January	2009,	lot	558,	for	another	example,	sold	for	US$13,800

4230	 Rupees	 (13),	 Aurangzeb	 Itawa	 1100/33;	 Burhanpur,	 Jahangirnagar,	 Golkonda;	 Muhammad	 Shah	
Ahmadabad,	year	13,	Murshidabad,	year	15	(4),	year	23,	Surat	year	17;	Shah	II,	Shahjahanabad,	1185/13	
(2);	Muhammad	Akbar	II,	½-Rupee,	Ahmadabad.	Fine to good very fine.		(14) £150-200	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA	 	
first	also	ex	Brand	collection



	 Independent	Kingdoms

												 																
																																																			4231																																													4232																																	4233

4231	 Marathas,	Jhansi,	Broad	Flan	Rupee,	in	the	name	of	Shah	‘Alam	II,	AH	1194	year	22,	sword	mintmark	
(not	in	M&H).	Good fine and very rare. £250-350

4232	 Mysore,	Haidar	Ali	(1761-1782),	Gold	Pagoda,	3.5g,	obv god	and	goddess,	rev Persian	letter	he	(KM	15).	
Very fine / extremely fine. £120-150

4233	 Mysore,	Haidar	Ali,	Gold	Pagoda,	3.5g,	obv god	and	goddess,	rev Persian	letter	he	(KM	15).	Very fine / 
extremely fine. £120-150

									 											
																																			4234																																														4236																																															4237

4234	 Mysore,	Tipu	Sultan	(1782-1799),	Gold	2-Pagodas,	6.8g,	AM	1216,	year	6,	Patan	(KM	A129).	Good very 
fine and scarce. £1500-2000

4235	 Mysore,	 Tipu	 Sultan,	 Gold	 2-Pagodas,	 6.9g,	AM	 1217,	 year	 7,	 Patan	 (KM	A129).	 Good very fine and 
scarce. £1500-2000

4236	 Mysore,	 Tipu	 Sultan,	 Gold	 2-Pagodas,	 6.9g,	AM	 1218,	 year	 8,	 Patan	 (KM	A129).	 Good very fine and 
scarce. £1500-2000

4237	 Mysore,	Tipu	Sultan,	Gold	2-Pagodas,	6.9g,	AM	1218,	year	8,	Patan	(KM	A129).	About extremely fine and 
scarce. £1500-2000

4238	 Mysore,	 Tipu	 Sultan,	 Rupee,	 Patan,	AM	 1217/7	 (KM	 126);	 Rupees	 (11),	Awadh,	 1249/6	 (KM	 62.1),	
Jaipur,	in	the	name	of	Bahadur	II,	year	18,	Madho	Singh/Victoria,	year	9	(KM	93,	Y13),	Hyderabad,	
1275/2	(KM	Y6);	Baroda	(3),	Kotah	(3),	Tonk	AH1293;	Doghra	Rupees	(2),	Kashmir;	Awadh,	Benares	
Rupees	 (3),	 1221/26,	 1226/26,	 1233/26,	 and	 comtemporary	 copper	 forgeries	 (2);	 Copper	 coins	 (8):	
Awadh,	 Baroda	 (4),	 Jaipur,	 Mysore	 (2);	 Base	 metal	 religious	 Token.	 Fine to extremely fine, the Jaipur 
copper coin with some original lustre.		(28)	 £200-300	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

4239	 Rohillas,	Rupee,	‘Alinagar	mint	(location	unknown),	in	the	name	of	Shah	‘Alam	II,	AH	119x,	year	24.	
Very fine, somewhat weakly struck on the reverse, rare. £400-500



4240	 Tripura,	Ishana	Chandra	Manikya	(SE	1772-1784;	AD	1850-1862),	Gold	Mohur,	10.83g,	SE	1771,	citing	
Queen	Raja	Lakshmi	(KM	344).	Slight crimping and with trace of mount at top, overall about extremely fine 
and very rare. £2500-3000

	 Princely	States

														
																																																		4241																																																													4242

4241	 Awadh,	 Saadat	 Ali,	 Gold	 Mohur,	 Najibabad,	 year	 37,	 in	 the	 name	 of	 Shah	 ‘Alam	 II,	 bud	 and	 fish	
mintmarks	(cf	rupee	type	KM	116.14).	Extremely fine and scarce. £400-500

4242	 Bahawalpur,	Sadiq	Muhammad	Khan	V	(AH	1325-1365;	AD	1907-1947),	Medallic	Portrait	(Nazarana)	
Rupee,	AH	1343,	12.3g	(KM	Y10).	Toned, good very fine and scarce. £250-300

											
																																																				4243																																																		4244

4243	 Baroda,	Sayaji	Rao	II	(AH	1235-1253;	AD	1806-1837),	Fractional	Gold	Mohur,	2.3g,	sword	mint	mark	
and	partial	date.	Extremely fine and rare. £300-400

4244	 Gujarat,	Radhanpur,	Rupee,	in	the	names	of	Zorawar	Khan	and	Queen	Victoria,	1871/1287	(KM	11).	
Good very fine for type, a little weakness, very scarce. £100-150	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA	 	
The	silver	coinage	of	Radhanpur	is	not	easy	to	find	these	days.	They	appear	to	have	been	machine-struck	but	usually	crudely	
and	often	with	some	areas	of	weakness.



												
																																																					4245																																																																	4246

4245	 Gujarat,	Radhanpur,	Rupee,	in	the	names	of	Zorawar	Khan	and	Queen	Victoria,	1871/1288	(KM	11).	
Good very fine for type, flan crack as a result of the striking, very scarce. £100-150	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

4246	 Gujarat,	Radhanpur,	Rupee,	in	the	names	of	Zorawar	Khan	and	Queen	Victoria,	1871/1288	(KM	11).	
Good very fine for type, fully struck up and without defect, some dark toning, very scarce  nice. £150-200	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

																	
																																																															4247																																																										4248

4247	 Gujarat,	Radhanpur,	Rupee,	in	the	names	of	Zorawar	Khan	and	Queen	Victoria,	1872/1289	(KM	11).	
Very fine, some weak areas around the edge, very scarce. £100-150	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

4248	 Jodhpur,	Gold	Mohur,	in	the	names	of	Edward	VII	and	Sardar	Singh,	ma daroga	mark	(KM	100.1).	
Good very fine. £350-400

										 											
																																											4249																																											4250																																								4251

4249	 Jodhpur,	 ½-Mohur,	 5.54g,	 in	 the	 names	 of	 Queen	 Victoria	 and	 Sardar	 Singh,	 Jodhpur	 mint,	 Nagari	
letters	Em Hrim	(KM	90).	Very fine and very scarce. £300-400

4250	 Jodhpur,	¼-Mohur,	2.79g,	in	the	names	of	George	V	and	Umaid	Singh,	Nagari	letter	Om	(KM	127).	Very 
fine, a little weakly struck, very scarce. £200-300

4251	 Nawanagar,	Jaswant	Singh	(1894-1907),	Gold	Kori,	6.38g,	frozen	Hijri	date	(9)78,	Persian	both	sides,	
Nagari	in	scription	Sri Jamji	(KM	12).	Extremely fine and scarce. £500-600

4252	 Rajasthan,	Banswara,	Rupees	 (2),	½-,	¼-	and	1/8-Rupee	 (KM	23,	22,	21,	20).	Toned, good very fine to 
extremely fine, the smaller denominations scarce.		(5) £150-200	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA	 	
These	coins,	described	as	“Nazarana”	in	KM	were	struck	to	a	lower	weight	standard	than	the	normal	rupee	series.	They	are	said	
to	have	been	introduced	for	use	within	his	small	state	by	Lakshman	Singh	around	1870	and	are	inscribed	with	a	“secret”	script.



	 East	India	Company

												
																																																						4253																																																																4254

4253	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	Mohur,	12.35g,	Murshidabad	type,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	62;	KM	103).	
Brilliant extremely fine, original mint lustre. £700-900

4254	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	Mohur,	12.35g,	Murshidabad	type,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	62;	KM	103).	
Brilliant extremely fine, original mint lustre. £700-900

4255	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	Mohur,	Murshidabad,	year	19	type,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	62;	KM	103).	
Extremely fine with lustre. £600-800

4256	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	Mohur,	Murshidabad,	year	19	type,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	62;	KM	103).	
Extremely fine with lustre. £600-800

4257	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	Mohur,	Murshidabad,	year	19	type,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	62;	KM	103).	
Extremely fine with lustre. £600-800

4258	 Bengal	Presidency,	Gold	1/16-Mohur,	0.8g,	Murshidabad	1182,	year	10	(Pr	55).	About extremely fine and 
rare. £300-400

4259	 Bengal	 Presidency,	 Machine-struck	 Rupee,	 Murshidabad,	 year	 19	 (Pr	 147;	 KM	 86);	 Rupees	 (5),	
Murshidabad,	year	19,	1793	issue,	Calcutta	mint	(Pr	157;	KM	99).	First about very fine, a couple of flan 
cracks, the others good very fine to extremely fine with some toning.		(6) £150-200	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

4260	 Bengal	 Presidency,	 Rupees	 (11),	 Murshidabad,	 year	 19,	 1793	 issue,	 Calcutta	 mint;	 Rupees	 (3),	
Murshidabad,	year	19,	1819	issue,	straight	milling	(Pr	172;	KM	108);	Rupee,	contemporary	imitation,	
crude	oblique	milling;	Bombay	Presidency,	Rupee,	Surat,	year	46;	Uniform	coinage,	William	IV,	Rupee,	
1835,	RS	incuse	on	truncation	(KM	450.4).	Mostly very fine to extremely fine.		(17) £200-300	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

4261	 Bengal	Presidency,	½-Rupees	 (2),	Murshidabad,	year	19,	 1793	 issue,	Calcutta	mint	 (Pr	158;	KM	97);	
Rupee,	Murshidabad,	year	19,	new	Calcutta	mint	issue,	1830-1833	(Pr	177;	KM	117);	Madras	Presidency,	
¼-Rupee,	1812-1817	issue	(Pr	255;	KM	409);	Bombay	Presidency,	1/5-Rupee	(“Bombay	Billy”)	(Pr	297).	
The ½-Rupees and 1/5-Rupee with lovely tone, extremely fine, the others very fine.		(5) £150-200	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA



																	
																																																				4262																																																														4263

4262	 Bengal	Presidency,	Copper	Pattern	Paisa,	 9.66g,	based	on	 the	design	 for	 the	perpetual	19	San	Sicca	
issue	of	1791-1793.	Nice very fine and very rare. £300-400	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA	 	
This	piece	would	appear	to	be	a	pattern,	probably	machine-struck,	as	the	top	line	of	the	obverse	has	at	least	one	incompletely	
engraved	letter,	as	if	copied	from	a	coin	where	the	top	line	is	only	partly	struck.

4263	 Bengal	Presidency,	Copper	Pattern,	6.33g,	thin	flan	stike,	based	on	the	design	for	the	Mohur	1825,	fine	
edge	graining	to	left.	Good very fine and very rare. £400-500	
	

bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA	 	
Presumably	a	mint	trial	piece

4264	 Bengal	Presidency,	Prinsep	Copper	Coinage,	½-,	¼-,	1/8-	and	1/16-Anna	(Pr	191,	194,	197,	200);	1-Pai	
Sikka	(2),	year	37,	8.44g,	8.52g	(cf	Pr	204).	Extremely fine and better, the 1/8-Anna nicer than the KM plate 
coin.		(6) £100-150	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

						 						

4265	 Bombay	Presidency,	Copper	½-Anna,	Pice	and	½-Pice,	issue	for	Southern	Concan,	1820-1821	issue	(Pr	
323,	324/5,	327).	Fine to very fine.		(3) £100-150

4266	 Bombay	 Presidency,	 Proof	 ½-Pice,	 1791,	 bale	 mark,	 date	 below,	 rev	 scales	 (KM	 192).	 In NGC holder 
graded PF64BN. £150-200	
	

ex	Gardener	collection,	a	family	collection	of	the	British	Raj

																		 											
																																			4267																																										4268																																													4269

4267	 Madras	Presidency,	Gold	2-Pagodas,	5.92g,	issue	of	1808-1815,	18	stars,	stop	between	“PAGODAS”	and	
“HUN”,	small	depression	between	“TWO”	and	“PAGODAS”	(KM	358).	Extremely fine. £600-800

4268	 Madras	Presidency,	Gold	Star	Pagoda,	3.43g,	issued	1740-1807	(KM	303).	Bold extremely fine. £100-150

4269	 Uniform	Coinage,	Queen	Victoria,	Gold	Mohur,	1841,	Calcutta	mint,	continuous	legend,	no	initial	on	
truncation,	rev lion	and	palm	tree	(Pr	18;	KM	461.2).	Original strike with pleasant red tone, lovely extremely 
fine, a choice example of this rare issue. £2500-3000



4270	 Uniform	Coinage,	Queen	Victoria,	Gold	Mohur,	1841,	Calcutta	mint,	divided	legend,	W.W.	incuse	on	
truncation,	no	serif	on	cross-bar	of	“4”,	rev lion	and	palm	tree	(F	761;	Pr	22;	KM	462.1).	An original strike, 
extremely fine with subdued lutre, rare. £1500-2000

	 British	India

																	
																																															4271																																																																	4272

4271	 Victoria,	 Proof	 ¼-Rupee,	 1835,	 early	 restrike,	 Hindi	 Variety,	 “F”	 in	 relief	 (Pr	 92).	 “F” a little unclear, 
lightly toned, uncirculated.	 £1000-1500

4272	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1889B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	177).	Occasional light bag-mark, uncirculated.	 £50-70

												
																																																	4273																																																																									4274

4273	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1890B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	178).	Good extremely fine.	 £50-70

4274	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1891B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	179).	Uncirculated.	 £50-70

															
																																							

									4275																																																																											4276

4275	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1892B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	181).	Lustrous uncirculated.	 £50-70

4276	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1893B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	182).	Frosty uncirclated.	 £50-70



											
																																																		4277																																																																							4278

4277	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1897,	bust	A,	rev	type	II,	without	dot.	Extremely fine and extremely rare.	 £350-450

4278	 Victoria,	Rupee,	1901B,	Bombay,	C2/I,	incuse	“B”	(Pr	188).	Good extremely fine.	 £50-70

4279	 Victoria,	Rupee	Brockage,	obv Victoria	Empress	portrait,	rev incuse	version	of	same.	Good very fine and 
unusual. £200-250

4280	 George	VI,	Rupee,	1939,	Bombay,	security	edge	trial	(Pr	236;	KM	Y57a).	  In NGC holder graded VF30, 
extremely rare. £4000-5000	
	

ex	Bowers	and	Ruddy	Galleries	Inc	auction,	9-11	February	1978	 	
The	 security	edge	was	 introduced	on	 the	 regular	 coinage	 in	1940.	 	A	 few	experimental	 coins	were	 struck	 in	1939	before	 the	
change	to	the	edge	was	approved.	 	
According	to	Pridmore,	in	a	private	comment,	only	five	examples	were	struck



	 Misceallaneous

													
																																																									4281																																																									4282

4281	 Portuguese	India,	Pedro	(1667-1683),	Silver	Xerafim,	10.1g,	Goa,	1677	(KM	73,	date	not	listed).	Crude 
very fine, usual weak areas, some small graffiti.  £100-150

4282	 Portuguese	India,	Pedro,	Silver	Xerafim,	10.3g,	Goa,	1681	or	1691	(KM73	or	77).	Crude very fine, usual 
weak areas, a few shroff marks. £100-150

													
																																																													4283																																																	4284

4283	 Portuguese	 India,	 Goa,	 Maria	 I	 (AD	 1777-1799),	 Gold	 12-Xerafim,	 1784,	 coat	 of	 arms/cross,	 date	 (J	
Ferraro	Vaz	p.293,	B-40;	KM	187).	About extremely fine and rare in such high grade.		 £1800-2200

4284	 Durrani,	Taimur	Shah	(AH	1186-1207;	AD	1772-1793),	Gold	Mohur,	ashraf	al-bilad	Ahmadshahi	(KM	
126).	About very fine and scarce. £400-500

	 ISLAMIC

4285	 Arab-Sasanian,	 Tabaristan,	Abbasid	 Governors,	Anonymous	 (year	 130	 =	AH	 165),	 Silver	 Drachm,	 bust	
right,	rev	fire-altar	and	attendants,	flames	flanked	by	stars,	1.94g	(Walker	301).	Good very fine.	 £100-150

4286	 Hejaz	and	Nejd,	½-Ghirsh	(2),	AH1343,	al-Faisal al-Sa‘ud to	right	of	tughra,	one	overstruck	on	an	earlier	
Hejaz	Piastre	of	1334	(KM	2.1);	Sudan,	‘Abdullah	ibn	Muhammad,	20-Piastres	(2),	AH	1310,	year	8,	AH	
1311,	year	11	(KM	15	(?),	14).	Good fine to very fine.		(4) £100-150	
	

all	bought	from	Henry	Christensen,	c.1970,	coin	dealer,	New	Jersey,	USA

	 ITALY

					 				

4287	 Venice,	Fran	Dandolo	(1329-1339),	Gold	Ducato,	undated	(Paol	1;	F	1219);	Francesco	Doná	(1545-1553),	
Gold	Zecchino,	undated	(Paol	1;	F	1550);	Alvise	Mocenigo	I	(1570-1577),	Gold	Zecchino,	undated	(Paol	
2;	F	1262).	 First fine and rare, the others good very fine.		(3)	 £600-800



													
																																																												4288																																																			4289

4288	 Venice,	Agostino	Barbarigo	(1486-1501),	Gold	Ducato,	undated	(Paol	1;	F	1241).		Better than very fine and 
rare.	 £250-300

4289	 Venice,	Marc	Antonio	Trevisan	(1553-1554),	Gold	Zecchino,	undated	(Paol	1;	F	1251).		About extremely 
fine and rare.	 £500-600

																	

4290	 Venice,	Lorenzo	Priuli	(1556-1559),	Gold	Zecchino	(2),	undated	(Paol	1;	F	1255).		Very fine or better and 
scarce.		(2)	 £500-600

																																					
									4291																																																																																4292

4291	 Venice,	Paolo	Renier	(1779-1789),	Osella,	1785,	year	VII	(Paol	268).		In NGG holder graded AU55.	 £500-600

4292	 Venice,	 Ludovico	 Manin	 (1789-1797),	 Osella,	 1790,	 year	 II	 (Paol	 273).	 	 In NGG holder graded AU55, 
pleasing dark tone.	 £500-600

																																		
										4293																																																																																				4294

4293	 Venice,	Ludovico	Manin,	Osella,	1793,	year	V	(Paol	276).		In NGG holder graded XF40.	 £250-350

4294	 Venice,	Ludovico	Manin,	Osella,	1795,	year	VII	(Paol	278).		In NGG holder graded AU55, attractive dark 
tone.	 £500-600

	 JAMAICA

4295	 Farthings	(6),	1937,	1938,	1942,	1945,	1950,	1952	(KM	27,	30).	Brilliant uncirculated.		(6)	 £60-80



	 MALTA

																
																																																													4296																																																										4297

4296	 Order	of	St	John,	Emmanuel	Pinto	(1741-1773),	Gold	20-Scudi,	1764,	rev St	John	and	lamb	(F	35).		In ICG 
holder graded EF45.	 £1000-1200

4297	 Order	of	St	 John,	Emmanuel	de	Rohan	 (1775-1797),	Gold	5-Scudi,	1779	 (F	45).	 	 In ICG holder graded 
AU53.	 £400-500

	 MOMBASA

										

4298	 British	Administration,	Rupee,	1888H,	2-Annas,	1890H	(KM	5,	2).		Both with superb light blue-green tone, 
choice uncirculated.		(2)	 £250-350

	 NETHERLANDS

4299	 Amsterdam,	Siege	Coinage,	Silver	Klippe	Thaler	of	50-Stuivers,	1578,	uniface,	three	stamps	on	square	
flan	cut	from	plate	(Delmonte,	BA	204;	Baums	collection	4197).	In NGC holder graded XF45.		 £350-450

	 NEW	ZEALAND

4300	 Penny	Token,	undated	(1881),	Christchurch	(Milner	&	Thompson),	Advance	New	Zealand	type	(KM	
Tn49).		A little dull but choice, about uncirculated.	 £80-100



	 PARAGUAY

													

								

4301	 Republic,	Proof	Set,	1953,	comprising	10-,	15-,	25-	and	50-Centimes	(KM	PS1).		All coins choice proof FDC 
and excessively rare.		(4)	 £600-800	
	

KM	states	that	only	one	such	set	is	known	to	exist

	 PORTUGAL

4302	 Maria	 I	 (1786-1805),	Gold	Peça	 (6400-Réis),	 1797R,	Rio	 (F	85,	Brazil).	 	A few obverse marks, good very 
fine.  	 £500-700

4303	 João	(Prince	Regent,	1799-1816),	Gold	Peça	(4-Escudos),	1808,	Lisbon	(F	123).		Test mark on the edge at 10 
o’clock, otherwise very fine.	 £400-500

														

4304	 Gold	2000-Réis,	1857,	Gold	5000-Réis,	1863	(F	148,	150).		Very fine or better.		(2)	 £400-500



	 RHODESIA	&	NYASALAND

4305	 Proof	Halfcrown,	1955	(KM	7).		In NGC holder graded PF66 CAMEO, very rare and quite possibly the best 
specimen of only 10 pieces struck.	 £400-500

4306	 Proof	Florin,	1955	 (KM	6).	 	 In NGC holder graded PF67 ULTRA CAMEO, near perfection and very rare, 
certainly the best specimen of only 10 pieces struck.	 £400-500

4307	 Proof	Shilling,	1955	(KM	5).		In NGC holder graded PF67 ULTRA CAMEO, near perfection and very rare, 
certainly the best specimen of only 10 pieces struck.	 £350-450

															
																																											

												4308																																																																		4309

4308	 Proof	Sixpence,	1955	(KM	4).		In NGC holder graded PF67 CAMEO, very rare, quite possibly the best specimen 
of only 10 pieces struck.	 £300-400

4309	 Proof	 Threepence,	 1955	 (KM	 3).	 	 In NGC holder graded PF66 CAMEO, very rare, one of only 10 pieces 
struck.	 £250-350



												
																																										

							4310																																																																														4311

4310	 Proof	Bronze	Penny,	1956	(KM	2).		In NGC holder graded PF68RB, a superlative piece, extremely rare.	 £300-400

4311	 Proof	Bronze	Halfpenny,	1956	(KM	1).		In NGC holder graded PF65RB, tiny spot by the crown, otherwise as 
nice as the Penny in the previous lot, extremely rare.	 £200-300

	 Southern	Rhodesia

																			

							 							

4312	 Proof	 Set,	 1932,	 Halfcrown	 to	 Threepence	 (KM	 PS1).	 	 All coins toned to varying degrees, uncirculated 
proofs, a lovely set, rare.		(5)	 £1000-1200

			
																																	

												4313																																																																																					4314

4313	 Proof	Halfcrown,	1937	(KM	13).		In NGC holder graded PF67 CAMEO, superb and rare.	 £400-500

4314	 Proof	Florin,	1937	(KM	12).		In NGC holder graded PF67 CAMEO, superb and rare.	 £400-500



												
																				4315																																																												4316																																																			4317

4315	 Proof	Shilling,	1937	(KM	11).		In NGC holder graded PF66 CAMEO, brilliant and rare.	 £300-400

4316	 Proof	Sixpence,	1937	(KM	10).		In NGC holder graded PF67, superbly toned and rare.	 £300-400

4317	 Proof	Threepence,	1937	(KM	9).		In NGC holder graded PF66, attractive and rare.	 £200-300

																					
																																										

									4318																																																																															4319

4318	 Proof	Penny,	1937	(KM	8).		In NGC holder graded PF66, attractive and rare.	 £200-300

4319	 Proof	Threepence,	1952	(KM	20).		In NGC holder graded PF67, attractive and rare.	 £100-150

	 ROMANIA

4320	 Carol	I	(1881-1914),	5-Lei,	1901B	(KM	17.2).		Harshly cleaned but still appealing, extremely fine.  	 £150-200

	 SERBIA

4321	 Peter	I	(1903-1918),	5-Dinara,	1904,	Karageorgevic	Dynasty	Centenary	(KM	27).  Bright about extremely 
fine.  	 £150-200

	 SOUTH	AFRICA	

																	
																																															4322																																																																	4323

4322	 ZAR,	½-Pond,	1892,	double-shaft	(KM	9.1;	F	3).	 Prooflike, good extremely fine and desirable. £1000-1200

4323	 ZAR,	Penny,	1893	(KM	6).	In NGC holder, graded MS64BN, rare. 	 £3000-4000

	 VIETNAM	(ANNAM)	

4324	 Thieu	Tri	(1841-1847),	Gold	Tien,	3.78g,	undated,	two	Chinese	characters,	rev	flaming	sun	(F	19;	KM	
321).		Slightly bent, good very fine, toned.	 £500-700

~~~~~  END  ~~~~~
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